Revelation Revisited
Although I grew up in a Christian home, I only
met Jesus in a personal and radical way when I
was thirty. Many things changed progressively
from that day, but one thing that was
immediately different was the love for the
scriptures which suddenly gripped my heart. I
couldn’t read the Bible fast enough, and it didn’t
take me long to get around to studying its last
book, Revelation. I remember with great clarity
the day when I sat down at my desk at home
with paper, pen, the Bible, and a book on Revelation by one of the several popular and sensationalistic
authors. As I was about to read the opening verses, and then see what my chosen author had to say
about them, a strange thought entered my consciousness. “Have you asked the Lord if he wants you to
study this book at this time?” What a strange question to ask! Surely God would be delighted for me to
be studying any part of his Word, at any time? But the thought persisted, and so I closed my eyes and
dutifully asked the question. There was nobody in the room with me, at least nobody I could see, but I
am sure I heard a voice. A strong voice of absolute authority reverberated in my mind and seemed to fill
the space of the room in which I sat. One word… “No!” It was an awesome experience, in the proper
sense of the word, and it galvanised me into action. I snapped the book shut, and, in one swift action,
swept it, together with my notepad and pen, into my desk drawer. Then I sat there trembling and trying
to make sense of the experience.
I studied most of the other books of the Bible with great joy and a sense of divine approval, and I also
completed a two-year programme of training as a preacher. Then the time came again when I felt I was
ready to study the book of Revelation. Surely now I would be allowed to tackle it? It seems strange,
even to me, but I experienced an almost exact replay of the event of years before, and again I received a
one-word answer … “No!”
Many years and much study later, I was finally given release to interpret this wonderful book. Looking
back now, I can see why God had previously prevented me.
Some time ago I did in fact write a book titled ‘Revelation in the Stars - The Sidereal and Written Word’.
You can find it by following the hyperlink to the site where you can either order a printed copy, buy an
e-version, or even download a free .pdf document. In a couple of weeks’ time I am starting an extended
series of blog posts called Revelation Revisited. If you have been reticent to tackle Revelation, or if you
are disillusioned by what you have previously read, then I urge you to give this series a try. Revelation
1:3 reads, ‘Blessed is the one who reads the words of this prophecy…’ so be blessed and read it.
If you have friends or family members you believe would also like to follow this series then please send
them a link to www.truthistheword.com. I recommend that they subscribe by clicking on the green ‘+’
symbol at the top left of the site.
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2. New Revelation Series about to start

The book of Revelation has fascinated so many yet been misunderstood by most. Thousands of earnest
scholars have written weighty tomes about it and far too many unlearned men and women have also
tried to explain it. Current titles include “Revelation explained’, ‘Revelation make clear’, and ‘The book
of Revelation Unveiled’. They generally promise much but deliver little more than the theories, systems
and presumptions that have been around for hundreds of years.
Yet, despite all this, I too have chosen to make a contribution to the body of knowledge that has built up
around this last book of the Bible. Will some people class me among those who promise but don’t
deliver? Well, that could only be the case if I promised something, which I don’t, other than to assure
you that I treat the subject with serious respect yet strive to make it as intelligible as I can.
Some time ago I wrote a book titled ‘Revelation in the Stars – The Sidereal and Written Word’. You can
find it by following the hyperlink to the site where you can either order a printed copy or even download
a free .pdf document. I recently completed a six session overview of Revelation keyed to both the Bible
and my book. The series Revelation Revisited is based on these presentations and I have included below
a couple of testimonials from folk who attended my sessions.
.If you have been reticent to tackle Revelation, or if you are disillusioned by what you have previously
read, then I urge you to give this series a try. Revelation 1:3 reads, ‘Blessed is the one who reads the
words of this prophecy…’ so be blessed and read it.
.If you have a friend or family member that you believe would like to follow this series then please send
them the following link and suggest that they register to get regular updates from my site.
http://feeds.feedburner.com/TruthIsTheWord
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Justin
The series on Revelation is probably one of
the most enlightening and most beneficial
studies I have done on any book of the
bible. I too had the general Christian
perception of staying away from the book
because it’s just too hard to fathom and
interpret. The overview on the book of
Revelation was far more than just gaining
head knowledge or a better understanding of
the book. What I realised was that there was
so much I had been missing out in not
knowing and comprehending how absolutely
awesome our God is. We were taught the
principles in how we need to read the book
and we were reminded of these which truly
helped with its interpretation. I was amazed
to see the golden thread of Jesus being thread
not only through the book but from the
beginning of creation until the second
coming. What an encouragement it was to
experience and see how the study was so
applicable and meaningful to my current daily
walk with Jesus.

Natalie
From finding the book of
Revelation somewhat daunting
and confusing I walked away
from the studies enlightened
and encouraged. Filled with
awe for the awesome God we
serve, filled with hope which we
find in Christ Jesus and a heart
joining with the closing verses
saying "Come, Lord Jesus,
Amen"

[Cite your source here.]
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3. It’s all about Jesus

Next week I start the extended series on the book of Revelation and by then many people will have had
the opportunity of registering for email notifications and so will be able to follow the series from the
very start. If you haven’t yet, please go to www.truthistheword.com and click on the little green plus
button at the top to sign up for the series.
The book of Revelation (in the NIV) begins with the words ‘The revelation of Jesus Christ …’. The word
‘revelation’ is a translation of the Greek Apokalipsis, which means a disclosure, an unveiling of Jesus
Christ, from Jesus, and about Jesus. If taken as a subjective genitive or genitive of source (excuse the
technical jargon) it means ‘given by or from Jesus’: if read as an objective genitive it means ‘about Jesus’.
So, verse 1 of chapter 1 can be expanded to read ‘The revelation of, from and about Jesus Christ, which
God gave him to show his servants what must soon take place.’
This first verse reveals much about what is to follow:
It identifies the book as a form of prophecy: it is God speaking to His people. It is conveyed from The
Father, to Jesus the Son, who transmitted it via an angel to the apostle John, who then wrote it and sent
it to the church.
It centres the book on Jesus – The Lord Jesus presented then, over time, now, and at the end of all things
as we know them. This is a vitally important ‘revelation’ – it’s all about Jesus. If we fail to see this then
we will misinterpret much of what follows in this complex and often mysterious last book of the Bible.
It alerts us to the fact that the action and events depicted will ‘soon’ take place in that the events
prophesied will start to occur in John’s own time. Some Bible teachers have taken the ‘soon’ to mean
that everything revealed must happen in a very short space of time and therefore at the very end of the
age, but by teaching this, they effectively push almost all of the contents of the book into the 21st
century or beyond. If this were indeed so then most of Revelation would be of little value to believers
from John’s day right through to our time. This cannot be so if we accept that the Bible is the inspired
written Word of God for all of the church age.
The mention of an angel also alerts us to how the book is formulated and it soon becomes obvious that
angels are consistently featured as the narrators, or at least conveyers, of the revelation. In fact, as you
will see later, they are the only characters in the book not depicted by symbols and stylised pictures –
instead, they are the ones who deliver and help interpret the mysterious pictorial language of revelation.
Verse two defines the content of the book as ‘the word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ’. This
seems to indicate two separate but joined sources, but it is better to understand the phrases as parallel
to one another: In other words the Word of God is the testimony of Jesus Christ. This is confirmed near
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the end of the book where it states that ‘the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy’ (Rev 19:10 NIV).
The Amplified Bible makes matters even clearer when it translates this verse as: ‘for the substance of the
truth revealed by Jesus is the spirit of all prophecy’.
Now, prophecy is God communicating with us and so we can be encouraged that God is saying
something important to us in and through the book of Revelation. It is not a sealed up mystery awaiting
some future interpreter, it is for us, just as it was for all believers who came before us. So, if it is
prophecy, and it is all about Jesus, then it is both important and relevant, and you and I need to
comprehend it. This excites me and I am looking forward to experiencing more of the Lord Jesus as we
discover Him together through this series of posts.
Remember Rev 1:3: ‘Blessed is the one who reads the words of this prophecy…’. I recommend that you
read through the book of Revelation before and while we embark on this journey together.
To encourage you further I include here a testimonial from someone who attended the recent series that
I presented at the Lonehill Village Church.
"It was an immense privilege attending Dr Christopher Peppler's six-week course on the book of
Revelations. Dr Peppler's wisdom, insight and in depth study of provided me with an eye-opening
experience. I used to be a little fearful of the end of days: now, I realise Revelations and the Bible are
indeed the 'Greatest Love Story' ever penned. I am filled with hope, faith and excitement at what the
future holds.
Dr Peppler has the most wonderful manner - his words are reassuring: his wisdom is astounding and his
ability to share knowledge is unsurpassed. Thanks to Dr Peppler's gift of teaching, my love for Jesus has
grown. Thanks to this incredible short course, my relationship with God Almighty has been enriched.
All I can say is that if people have the opportunity of joining a course given by Dr Peppler, they are to
quite literally jump at it!" SAM
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4. Knocking down faulty foundations

Before building a house on an old developed site one needs to knock down the existing faulty structures
and clear the ground of rubble. That’s what I need to do first, so this post will deal with the interpretive
schemes for the book of Revelation which constitute the largest and most obstinate faulty foundation
stones. One of the characteristics of the 20th century was the bias towards reductionism (the tendency
to break everything down into simpler parts in order to understand it). However the elements of life are
complex and interwoven and so attempts to reduce it to its component parts usually confuse and add
even more complexity. The same applies to the complex and mysterious book of Revelation.
Over the centuries scholars have devised many systems of interpreting Revelation. Some have attracted
many adherents over the centuries and they in turn have added to the detail and depth of the system.
Today, these interpretive schemes are often presented as exclusively ‘correct’ ways of understanding the
book. Believers grow up in churches that adhere exclusively to one or other of these schemes and soon
come to the mistaken belief that their way is the only correct way of understanding Revelation. This is a
huge stumbling block.
There are four main interpretive schemes, each having a few variations and sub-systems. The PRETERIST
scheme holds that the book of Revelation was applicable to John’s day only. The word ‘preterist’ means
‘past’. For sake of clarity I will oversimplify, but the essential view here is that all of Revelation, with the
possible exception of chapters 20 to 22, were descriptions of the 1st century Roman oppression of the
church and that any prophetic content was fulfilled in the destruction of the temple of Jerusalem in AD
70.
The HISTORICIST scheme holds that Revelation covers the whole of the church age from John’s day till
the end of the age. It presents Revelation as a sort of 2,000 year calendar and claims that we can locate
the pivotal events of (European) history within its pages.
A third scheme is called the FUTURUST view which holds that chapters 4 to 22 are all descriptions of the
end-days and are located some time in our future. A key tenet of this scheme is that everything in
Revelation should be taken literally (the text means just what it describes and no more) unless the text
itself indicates otherwise. So, the description of demon locusts are John’s attempt to describe 20th
century helicopter gunships in 1st century language and imagery, and so on.
The IDEALIST/SPIRITUAL scheme contends that the symbols, numbers and narratives of Revelation
simply represent the ongoing struggle between darkness and light, the devil and the church. This scheme
uses an allegorical approach to biblical interpretation.
Now here are some questions for you to consider:
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Q If a book of the Bible only applies to believers living in John’s day, then of what real value is it to us
today, and what does this say about the value of the Bible in general?
Q If, on the other hand, the book deals only with events of the end-times and in 20th century terms
then how were earlier generations supposed to understand it and what does this say about the Bible?
Here’s a thought – perhaps all four schemes contain elements of truth and if embraced holistically may
yield a fuller and more valuable understanding for believers both past and present. If this is indeed so
then we need to knock down the neat little interpretive ‘boxes’ and rebuild one big box, don’t you think?
In my next post I want to describe two keys - one unlocks only one of the small boxes I have described in
this post, but the other unlocks the big box. You will find them both in Revelation 1:19-20. Why not read
these verses and see if you can spot the keys, and as always I welcome your comments. 
If you would like to read either of the books I have written on the topic of Revelation, please CLICK HERE,
or on the images below.
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5. Unlocking Revelation

In my first post in this series I wrote about various systems of interpreting the book of Revelation which
have become more stumbling blocks than foundation stones. More subtle problems arise from within
these systems. For instance, some schemes present a linear chronological flow of time within the book:
some spread the book over an imaginary 2,000 year calendar, while others press the bulk of Revelation
into a carefully sequenced end-time period. This confuses readers considerably because in Revelation
time is actually presented cyclically, not chronologically (more about this in my next post). Some systems
of interpretation force the reader into understanding Revelation as a literal depiction of actual spacetime creatures, people and events. This leads to bizarre portrayals, like the Lord Jesus having a sword in
place of a tongue (REV 1:16). Yet, the book of Revelation presents truth almost exclusively through
symbols, sounds, images, colours, and numbers. Then, just to confuse us more, the various interpretive
systems make liberal use of words and terms that are not found anywhere in scripture – words like The
Tribulation, Rapture, and Millennium. This wouldn’t be a real problem if these words were not used as
labels for doctrines: but they are.
At the very end of my last post I asked you to read Rev 1:19-20 and spot the two ‘keys’ featured there.
Perhaps a bit unfair but I am hoping that you have been puzzling over this a little. Coded messages
require a key of some sort to unlock their meaning. Some complex puzzles also require a key, a starting
point, or a vital piece of information. Because the book of Revelation is essentially a ‘mystery’ (Rev 1:20)
written in symbolic language, it too requires a key.
The Futurist school presents Rev 1:9 as the key: ‘Write the things which thou hast seen, and the things
which are, and the things which shall be hereafter’. (KJV) The idea is that Chapter 1 records what John
‘hast seen’, Chapters 2 and 3 record ‘the things which are’, and the rest of the book records ‘the things
which shall be hereafter’. This may appear neat but it is nonsense. The Living Bible captures the intended
meaning of the Greek used in this verse as: ‘write down what you have just seen and what will soon be
shown to you.’ Another natural way of translating the phrase would be: ‘write down what you see
because they relate to both the present and the future’. There is no structural key here.
Ironically, the actual interpretive key to Revelation appears in the very next verse, which reads, ‘The
mystery of the seven stars that you saw in my right hand and of the seven golden lampstands is this: The
seven stars are the angels of the seven churches, and the seven lampstands are the seven churches.’ The
very first verse of the book has, ‘He sent it and signified it…’ (HCSB) The Holman’s Bible has a footnote
explaining ‘signified’ as ‘made it known through symbols’. The revelation of Jesus Christ was given to
John, and to the whole, church through all ages, by means of symbols and in verse 20 we are given the
key to interpreting these symbols.
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Stars are symbols for angels and lampstands are symbols for churches. Here is what we need to note:
the symbols are both biblically based and appropriate. Job 38:7 equates morning stars to angels and
Isaiah 14:12 refers to Lucifer as a fallen morning star. How appropriate, as angels are celestial beings of
great magnificence. A lampstand is an equally appropriate symbol for the church, for are we not
supposed to be the light of the world? (MTT 5:14-16) Lamps also feature in several places in scripture in
relation to the ‘church’ of the Old Testament (Ex 25:37, 2 Chr 4:20, Zec 4:2).
Another aspect of the Rev 1:20 key is that both heaven and earth are represented. The stars represent
heavenly beings and the lampstands represent earthly churches. The symbols of Revelation therefore
represent both heavenly and earthly characters and events.
A third feature we cannot afford to miss is that it is Jesus who is portrayed as holding the stars and
walking among the lampstands, and it is he who is speaking to John, and to us. The book of Revelation is
to be understood as an unveiling both of Jesus himself and of principles, events, and characters, both
heavenly and earthly, by means of appropriate symbols. If we miss this then the book will remain a
mystery and we will fail to receive the great blessing that God has for us through it.
In my next post I will present the seven-fold structure of the book of Revelation and armed with this, and
the interpretive key, we will be able to unlock much of what this wonderful book contains.
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6. The Structure of the Book of Revelation

When building a house we first have to clear the ground by knocking down any existing structures that
cannot be incorporated into the overall ground plan. I did that, to a certain extent, in the post titled
‘knocking down faulty foundations’. The next construction step is to lay a solid foundation complete with
a reliable cornerstone from which all the dimensions of the house can be measured and built. Jesus is
the foundation and cornerstone, and I described this in my previous post titled ‘Unlocking Revelation’.
For no one can lay any foundation other than the one already laid, which is Jesus Christ. 1 Corinthians
3:11 NIV
Before starting to build the actual house we need
something more: a floor plan. However, this won’t help
us much if we don’t know how to interpret its symbols,
perspectives and diagrams. Revelation’s ‘language’ is
symbols, colours, sounds and characters. If we don’t
realise this then we will, at best, misinterpret this
wonderful inspired book.
The book of Revelation is to be understood as an
unveiling both of Jesus himself and of principles, events,
and characters, both heavenly and earthly, by means of
appropriate symbols.
The book is written in seven sections, each of which run
parallel to one another. Each part covers the same time
period from the first to the second coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. At the same time, each has a
different focus and level of detail. Additionally, they are arranged in an ascending climatic order: William
Hendriksen calls this arrangement ‘Progressive Parallelism’. A way of comprehending this is to visualise a
seven transparent floor-plans, stacked together.
So, here then is the floor plan of the book of Revelation, its literary structural schematic:
I strongly suggest that you mark Revelation in your Bible with these seven parts and then read through
the whole book bearing in mind that each time you start a new part you are returning to the period of
Christ’s first coming.
Before concluding this post I need to explain why I and others have come to the seven-part structural
plan of the book of Revelation. The logic is as follows:
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The first chapter is an obvious introduction and the remaining two chapters of Part One equally
obviously consist of seven letters to specific church congregations. The seven churches represent all
churches throughout the ages. The start and end points of the second part are also easy to identify. After
a depiction of God in the very centre of all things we find Jesus, the lion of Judah, who has become a
slain lamb (Rev 4:5-6). This is a clear reference to the start of the great saga of salvation, the life and
death of Jesus the Messiah. As we read the rest of this section we become aware of moving along a time
line of sorts, culminating with the great judgement of God at the second coming of Christ. Part Three
closes with another depiction of the judgement at the second coming of Christ (Rev 11:15-18).
Although Part Four, Chapters 12 to 14, is a strange and fascinating collection of seven scenes, it also
starts with a clear reference to the birth of Jesus (Rev 12:5) and ends with an equally clear depiction of
the second coming judgement (Rev 14: 14-20). Part Five again ends with the great judgement at the
second coming of Christ.
Part Six is just one chapter (Chapter 19) and focuses on a wedding: the engagement (betrothal) occurred
when Jesus came the first time and it is consummated at His second coming. The seventh, and final part
of the book starts at Chapter 20 with an overview of the entire church age (the so called Millennium) and
ends with a wonderful description of the eternal state following the Final Judgement.
You can also deduce the parallel nature of the seven parts by noting the symbolic time periods that
reoccur in different sections. For instance, the 42 month period (42x30=1260 days) in Chapter Eleven
(Part Three) occurs again in Chapters 12 and 13 (Part Four). Another clue is that the trumpets of Part
Three (Chapter Eight) effect the same natural elements described in Part Five (Chapter Sixteen) as
devastated by the Bowls of Wrath… and so on.
So this is the structure, the seven part floor plan, of the book of Revelation. In my next post I am going to
give you a panoramic overview of the entire book and after that each post will unpack the detail of
Revelation. I am looking forward to getting into the substance of the book with you now that the
foundations and structural elements have been laid.
See you at the building site!
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7. A Panoramic Overview

Imagine if someone blindfolded you, took you to stand one metre away from a mural which covered the
whole length and height of a huge wall, and then removed the blindfold. You would be able to see the
detail of what was directly in front of you, but little else. Imagine further the absurdity of someone then
asking you to explain the meaning of the entire mural. To do that you would at least have to move
backwards until you could see the whole work. Even then, you have a problem: you would be able to
see the big picture, but you would be too far away to discern the details. You would have to make many
journeys up nearer to the mural, but once you had seen the whole picture, your trips to the wall would
be planned and specific.
To be able to interpret the book of Revelation, you must first see the big picture. However, the
apocalypse is not like a flat two-dimensional mural: it’s more like a 3D movie – no, more than that, it’s
like a three-dimensional holographic image. So, using this analogy, you will have to walk around it as
well as up to and away from it.
Like a holograph, the book of Revelation has three dimensions to it – a heavenly dimension, a worldly
dimension, and an ecclesiastical (church) dimension. In order to present the big picture as best I can, I
am going to attempt to describe these three dimensions separately, yet in such a way that they overlay
each other.

The Heavenly dimension
The book of Revelation unveils the underlying reality of the heavenly realm, and describes how this
reality manifests on Earth. It depicts a throne at the very centre of all things, and this throne is not
empty! God rules and reigns over all domains, realms, and times. Everything which exists in space and
time is an expression of the reality which exists in the heavenly realm, and that in turn is an expression
of God’s creative will. Angels and the spirits of the deceased children of God populate this heavenly
dimension. At the time of Jesus’ crucifixion and resurrection, He expelled the rebellious spirits from
heaven into a spiritual realm associated with the material creation in which we now live. Angels loyal to
God traverse between these non-material planes, and also interact with the physical creation, executing
the will of God and aiding believers in this life.
This is all set out in Revelation chapters 1, 4, 5, 12:1-12, 15, 19 and 20

The Earthly dimension
On the cross of Calvary Jesus cancelled Satan’s authority on Earth. Since then the devil has fought tooth
and nail to remain, illegally, in control of the world system. The book of Revelation records the
strategies and tactics he uses to try to achieve this objective in the face of the execution of the righteous
purposes and judgments of Almighty God. The devil wants to be a god and to remain in control of a
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world over which he has no legal title. He is like a squatter given notice of eviction, who uses the
residents of the property to protect his illegitimate interests. Satanically energised peoples are primarily
concerned with obtaining power and wealth, and they attempt to achieve this through conquest, which
inevitably leads to conflict and war. War leaves a legacy of famine and plague. When people reap the
devastating harvest of conquest, war, famine, and plague, they blame and persecute the believing
church as a scapegoat for the consequences of their greed. When persecution has run its course, only
God’s judgment remains, and this, in turn, sets up the conditions for the start of a new cycle. These
cycles repeat throughout history, but become more and more intense as the end of the age approaches.
They are pictured in Revelation Chapter six as seals broken open one after the other and they represent
the devil’s attempts to remain in possession of man’s birthright and inheritance.

Seals reveal, but trumpets warn. The results of mankind’s quest for power and wealth, under Satan’s
guidance and empowerment, serve well to warn of the ultimate consequences of rebellion. Since the
time of Christ, humanity has been systematically destroying and polluting the earthly habitat. Mankind
has ravaged the vegetation, animal life, oceans, rivers, and the atmosphere, and their sorry condition is
as clear a warning as any cosmic trumpet blast. These conditions affect the physical condition of
humankind and are depicted in Revelation by angelically sounded trumpets, but two other woes directly
blight both soul and spirit. Humanism, consisting of materialism, hedonism, politics, science, philosophy,
economics, and the military, has taken a terrible toll on humanity over the last two thousand years.
Humanism is essentially the enthronement of self and the denial of the sovereignty of Almighty God. It
serves as a powerful satanic weapon for both enslaving unregenerate people and disempowering
believers. The second woe is religion in all its forms. Religion consists of the occult, apostate
Christianity, cults, eastern mysticism, and other religious systems. Where Humanism attacks the soul,
religion attacks the spirit. In essence, religion is the enthronement of Satan and the denial of the Lord
Jesus Christ. The devastating effects of these two woes serve as powerful warnings to people of all
generations, and none more so than those alive today.
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Revelation chapters 8 and 9.
There is a satanic trinity at work in the world today. The Devil, who seeks the place of God the Father,
the False Christ who imitates Jesus, and the False Prophet who seeks to take the place of the Holy Spirit.
Humanism is satanically energised humanity’s attempt to obtain power and wealth through physical
means. It has been elevated in our age to almost divine status, in terms of which many view science and
knowledge as saving and redeeming influences. It is a false Christ, and is, in its very nature, opposed to
the gospel of grace through Jesus Christ. The book of Revelation pictures this humanistic false Christ as
a monstrous beast rising out of the sea. Humanism is patently aggressive, but religion, disguised as a
lamb, is more subtle. The False Prophet, religion’s ‘mouth’, has occult power and displays miracles and
signs in order to deceive and enslave. Religion points to Humanism and authenticates its status in much
the same way as the Holy Spirit points to the Lord Jesus Christ. In its turn, Humanism supports and
maintains religion’s powerbase. The book of Revelation pictures this false religious prophet as a beast
which rises from the land.
Revelation chapter 13.
Seals reveal, trumpets warn, but the bowls in Revelation represent the outpouring of God’s judgment.
The consequences of man’s devilish pursuit of power and wealth escalate until they become the means
by which God executes punishment. Plague and disease, wholesale destruction of marine life, poisoned
rivers and water sources, and calamitous ozone depletion serve as veritable bowls of wrath. Humanism,
that false messiah which promises to usher in the dawn of a new age, brings instead humanity’s dark
night of the soul. Religion, like a malignant philosophical army marching into civilisation’s corporate
mind, brings destruction of the spirit and alienation from God.
Revelation chapter 16
Chapters 17 and 18 of the Revelation paint a horrific picture of the judgmental destruction of religion.
Having served her nefarious purpose of deceiving the world, Humanism turns on her and brutally
destroys her. Chapter 19 depicts the defeat of Satan’s world system with the second coming of Christ in
triumphal and powerful procession.
Revelation chapters 17 and 18

The Ecclesiastical dimension
The book of Revelation records the glorious victory of the Lord Jesus Christ, through the agency of the
church, over the devil and his followers. He attains this victory not through force or might, but through
the overcoming power of love, faith, and hope. The church is the ordained light-bearer to the world
throughout all ages. The Lord Jesus is active through the agency of the Holy Spirit, encouraging,
correcting, empowering, and rebuking his earthly representatives. The church will encounter hardships
and persecution, but its task is to overcome and, through service and humility, evict the devil from
humanity’s inheritance. The greatest assaults on the church through all ages have been the infiltration
of religious ritual, liturgies, and laws, together with humanistic values principles, and priorities.
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Revelation chapters 2 and 3
Although much of organised Christianity will become increasingly apostate by succumbing to Satan’s
infiltration tactics, those who are true to the Lord Jesus will be set apart and ‘sealed’. Chapter 7 presents
a picture of the church on Earth complemented by the church in Heaven.
The church of the Lord Jesus has a distinctly prophetic function in the world, pictured in Revelation as
the ministry of two great witnesses. God has called the church to shed light through testimony, deed,
and the pronouncement of his word and will to a sin-sick world. Throughout the ages, God has called
the church to exhibit both an apostolic and a prophetic function. However, as apostasy has taken its toll,
this leadership and declarative role has become more and more neglected. But, as the end of the age
approaches, the church will rise up once again with miraculous power and vigour. Humankind, ravished
by the devastations of its own greed for power and wealth, will seek peace and world unity at almost any
cost. People will perceive this unity as a unification of both political and religious power – one world
government and one world religion. This is Satan’s master plan and his vehicle for assuming personal
control of the nations of the world. The only group which will oppose this plan and denounce the false
messiah will be the church of the Lord Jesus Christ. At that time, those who have not accepted the twin
lies of Humanism and religion will pronounce a three-fold prophetic message to the world - (i) worship
only God and repent for the time is short: (ii) religion and Humanism offer no hope of salvation: (iii)
those who are immersed in the world system will receive the terrible judgments of Almighty God.
Because of these bold declarations, a devastating persecution will arise, crush the church, and silence its
prophetic voice. The world will see this as a great defeat for the church, but it will in fact be its greatest
victory. Like its Lord before it, the world will put the church to death, but like Jesus, it shall rise up again,
its work completed, and ascend into Heaven. The end will come in two distinct but almost simultaneous
phases – the removal of the faithful church from the world, and the awful punishment of all who remain.
Revelation chapters 7, 10, 11, 12:13-17 and 14 followed by chapters 21 and 22.
The last two chapters of the book of Revelation present a wonderful picture of a new heaven and a new
earth. The church has always been an expression of this ‘new age’ on Earth, but in the very end, God will
again dwell universally with man. He will ‘wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death
or mourning or crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away!’
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8. A Jesus-centred revelation

In my last post I attempted to give you the ‘big picture’: a panoramic overview of Revelation. Now I am
neither an artist nor a photographer but I do know that every good picture needs a focal point… and the
centre of attention in the book of Revelation is Jesus. It is the revelation of Jesus, and the testimony of
Jesus.
The salutations are given in Chapter One verses four to six as coming from ‘him who is, and who is was,
and who is to come.’ The origin of this ascription goes all the way back to the burning bush incident
recorded in Exodus. Moses asks who it is who is sending him back into Egypt, and God answers “I am
who I am” (Exodus 3:14). The Prophet Isaiah expanded this to “I am he; I am the first and I am the last”
(Isaiah 48:12) and much later Jewish scholars interpreted Exodus 3:14 with: “I am now what I always was
and always will be” (Midrash Raggah). So, the greetings in the book of Revelation are from the Eternal
Almighty God. In verse eight this Eternal One describes himself with the words: “I am the Alpha and the
Omega”, yet Jesus applies this to himself in verse 17 where he is recorded as saying: “I am the first and
the last”. I am certain most readers have picked up that Alpha and Omega are the first and last letters of
the Greek alphabet.
John records in his gospel several instances where Jesus used the words “I am” to describe himself - “I
am the bread of life” (John 6:35): “I am the light of the world” (8:12): “I am the gate” (10:9): “I am the
true vine” (15:1). Now I guess we could simply understand this as picturesque forms of speech were it
not for two other “I am” statements recorded in John’s gospel. Jesus said, “I am the resurrection and the
life” (John 11:25) and, “I am the way and the truth and the life” (John 14:6). Surely this is claiming
divinity? Then comes the clincher in John 8:58: “I assure you: Before Abraham was, I am” (HCSB). Surely
there can be little doubt that right at the beginning of Revelation the Lord Jesus Christ is revealed as the
divine author and central focus.
This divine Jesus speaks to John the revelator in a loud voice and what John sees when he turns around
to see who is speaking to him is recorded in Revelation 1:13-16. In a previous post I have already
described the key interpretive principle of Revelation as: ‘the book of Revelation is to be understood as
an unveiling both of Jesus himself and of principles, events, and characters, both heavenly and earthly,
by means of appropriate symbols’. So the description of Jesus must be understood as a SYMBOLIC
presentation of his divine attributes. Anyone who attempts to literalise this description will wind up with
a cartoon-like parody.
The representation of Jesus that John records is described as ‘someone "like a son of man," dressed in a
robe reaching down to his feet and with a golden sash around his chest. His head and hair were white
like wool, as white as snow, and his eyes were like blazing fire. His feet were like bronze glowing in a
furnace, and his voice was like the sound of rushing waters. In his right hand he held seven stars, and out
of his mouth came a sharp double-edged sword. His face was like the sun shining in all its brilliance’. It is
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best not to pick apart this description because then the overall meaning and impact tends to be lost. The
phrase ‘like a son of man’ gives us the clue that John is drawing on the imagery of Daniel chapters seven
and ten. These chapters read in part: ‘thrones were set in place, and the Ancient of Days took his seat.
His clothing was as white as snow: the hair of his head was white like wool’: and ‘a man dressed in linen,
with a belt of the finest gold around his waist. His body was like chrysolite, his face like lightning, his
eyes like flaming torches, his arms and legs like the gleam of burnished bronze, and his voice like the
sound of a multitude’.
In Revelation John is using the visions of Daniel to convey to his readers that this Jesus who he portrays
is none other than the God of the ancient prophets of Israel. While the context of Daniel ten could
indicate an angelic messenger, chapter seven makes it clear that the subject is God, the Ancient of Days.
Please avoid leaping to the wrong conclusion that this Jesus of Revelation is different to the Jesus of the
Gospels: Whereas Jesus was meek, mild, loving, and kind while on earth, now he is fierce and wrathful.
No, as Hebrews puts it, ‘Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever’ (13:8). It is true that
Jesus is coming again to judge the living and the dead (Acts 10:42; 2 Timothy 4:1 & 1 Peter 4:5) but his
judgement is an outworking of his grace and righteousness and tempered by the same compassion and
mercy he displayed while on earth. The Jesus we came to know and love through the Gospels has not
changed in nature or character and we can safely base our lives on what he said and did. However, it is
equally mistaken to think that the Lord Jesus Christ will not judge and ultimately act against all who
destroy his creation, persecute his people, and tarnish his glorious image.
In my next post I intend summarising the letters Jesus wrote to seven churches. This will not just be a
history lesson because these letters are relevant to us today and we need to take them very seriously. I
love Jesus’ letters to the church and I am looking forward to exploring them with you.
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9. Angels of the churches

In Revelation 1:20 Jesus is recorded as explaining the mystery of the seven stars resting in his hand:
“The seven stars are the angels of the seven churches”. Chapters Two and Three consist of seven
letters written to churches in the area, and each one starts with the words, “To the angel of the
church in ….. write”. Now, just who or what are these ‘angels’?
Some commentators hold that they are human ‘messengers’, and most modern Bible translations give
this understanding as a footnote. The biggest problem with this is that the word aggelos is used on more
than 50 other occasions in the book of Revelation and not one of these refers to anything other than an
actual heavenly being. I wrote in a previous post in this series that, ’angels are consistently featured as
the narrators, or at least conveyers, of the revelation. In fact, as you will see later, they are the only
characters in the book not depicted by symbols and stylised pictures – instead, they are the ones who
deliver and help interpret the mysterious pictorial language of revelation’.
Some commentators (Thomas) regard the angels of the churches as messengers sent by John to deliver
the letters but this is not mentioned anywhere in the introduction to the Revelation and just doesn’t
make sense – why address the person who is simply delivering the message? Other commentators
(Beasley-Murray) hold that the angels of the churches are the church leaders, the Elders or Pastors, but
while this would make more sense, it fails as an explanation because of the consistent use of the word
aggelos throughout the book of Revelation.
So this leaves us with only one feasible solution to the problem; the angels of the churches are guardian
angels commissioned to watch over each individual church. The church leader would receive and act on
the letter, but the guardian angel of the church would be addressed together with him because of his
joint accountability to God for the welfare of the church. This has some profound implications but before
exploring these I need to show you that this is a reasonable interpretation.
Revelation contains numerous allusions to the book of Daniel and in Daniel 10 there is reference to the
angels of the nations of Persia, Greece, and Israel. Jesus was obviously familiar with rabbinic teachings
concerning such guardian angels but He went a step further when He declared that even little children
have personal angels who, “always see the face of my Father in heaven” (Matthew 18:10). Then again,
Acts 12:15 records how the disciples disbelieved the woman who said that Peter was at the door and
said that ‘it must be his angel’ she had seen. Strange words indeed if they did not believe that people
had personally assigned angels.
Over the years certain ‘prophetic’ characters like William Branham have claimed to be in communication
with their angels who instruct them, empower them, or perform miracles on their behalf. The infamous
Todd Bentley was one of the latest of these ministers and just recently I came across a certain James
Maloney who claims something similar. I am more than skeptical concerning these men and their claims,
not because of the angelic connection, but because of how they claim to interact with these heavenly
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beings. Angels are sent by God to communicate with or assist His people. Hebrews 1:14 puts it like this:
‘Are not all angels ministering spirits sent to serve those who will inherit salvation?’ However, there is no
biblical evidence of angels empowering human beings or working miracles on their request.
On the positive side there is something very wonderful about God assigning angels to His churches. It
means that churches have powerful heavenly protection against the powers of darkness. It also means
that when we gather to worship God we join with the angels in that we are represented in the heavenly
realms as we praise and honor the Lord Jesus. The book of Revelation contains several allusions to this
combined church/angelic worship … but that must await a future post.
In my next post I will be giving a summary of what Jesus wrote to the churches and how we need apply
that to our churches today. His letters contain warnings and corrections but they are full of affirmation
and promise – you are going to love opening them up.
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10. Jesus’ letter to His church

“If only Jesus had written a book of the Bible! Paul wrote letters, Peter wrote letters, and John wrote
letters. Why didn’t Jesus write us a letter or two?” Well, he did! He dictated seven letters to churches
in the vicinity of Patmos, John faithfully wrote them down and they are recorded for us in Revelation
chapters Two and Three.
The seven churches were located on a trade route that ran from Ephesus up to Pergamum and then
down to Laodicea. However, these were not the only churches in the immediate vicinity. There were
churches at Colossae, Antioch, and several other places. It is most likely, therefore, that the Holy Spirit
chose these particular seven churches to represent the whole of the church through the whole of the
church age. So these letters are for us as well.

In my next post I am going to give you some of the background to each of these seven churches which
will help you to understand the letters more fully. However, for now, I want to give you a summary of
what they contain. It is easier this way to grasp the full import of what Jesus is saying to His church in
general, both then, throughout history, and now.
We can categorise the bulk of what Jesus has to say to his church under two headings – Commendation
and promise, and Condemnation and warning.
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Condemnation and warning – what Jesus does not approve of and cautions us against













Don’t lose your first love. Doctrinal orthodoxy is no replacement for zealous passion for Jesus.
Do not allow the world to infiltrate the church or your life
Do not allow so called ‘Christian’ false apostles and their teaching to corrupt the church, or you.
Complacency is sin.
Don’t be self-deluded and confuse material blessing for spiritual life.
Repent and do the things you did at first, or you will lose what you have… and what you did when
you first became of disciple was to love Jesus.
Repent of your sinful practices, or else you will find yourself fighting against God’s Holy Spirit.
Unless you repent of your wicked ways, you will suffer the consequences of your own thoughts
and actions.
Wake up and do the best with what you have.
Remember what you have received, and obey it.
Repent of your apathy and complacency, and seek Jesus for true riches.

Commendation and Promise – what Jesus approves of and His assurances to us.



For the good things you do, for your hard work and perseverance.
For not tolerating wicked men, and testing those who claim to be apostles.
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For enduring hardship and not growing weary.
There is the promise of life to those who endure to the end.
There awaits the crown of life for those who endure persecution, poverty, and hardship for their
faith.
Well done, for living right where Satan has his throne yet remaining true to Jesus’ name.
That you are doing more now in faith, love, deed, and service than you did at first.
Those who persevere to the end will have true authority and blessing.
Those who live lives separated from sin will enjoy eternal life with God.
For keeping the Word of God, even though you have little strength, Jesus will honour you before
your detractors.
Jesus will protect through the hour of trial those who keep his word.

The Lord has some tough things to say to his church, but he always overlays these admonitions with
words of affirmation and promise. Even to the pathetic Laodiceans he designed his rebukes to bring
them, and us, to repentance and life. “Those whom I love I rebuke and discipline. So be earnest, and
repent.” Thank you, Lord!
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11. What’s in a name?

.

There are seven letters written to seven actual churches in the area we now call Turkey, but these
churches also represent the whole church throughout the ages.
When we consider these churches we need to identify in them the traits we see in the church of our day
The posts that follow this will be devoted to the study of each of these letters. However, in this and the
next post I want to give something of the background to each letter so that you can better appreciate
the wonderful way that the Lord Jesus communicates to His people.
The first thing to note concerning the letters is that the names of the cities tie in with the character and
condition of the churches. How can this be? Yes, it is wonderful, but consider the following:

Ephesus: Desirable One

Ephesus means ‘desirable one’ and the city was famous because it housed one of the seven wonders of
the ancient world, the great temple of the pagan goddess Diana. It was also a major banking centre and
its inhabitants loved money almost as much as they loved Diana. In His letter to the church in that city
Jesus focused on the fact that they had forsaken their first love, their love for him.

Smyrna: Burial Herb

The city housing the second church address by Jesus was Smyrna. This is a word derived from Myrrh, the
spice used in preparing bodies for burial (John 19:39). Smyrna was the first centre of emperor worship
and many Christians were burned at the stake for refusing to say “Caesar is Lord”. The most well-known
of these martyrs was Bishop Polycarp who was put to death by fire in AD 155.

Pergamum: Marital Consumation

The name of the third city, Pergamum, is given in most reference books as meaning ‘fortress’ but it is
more likely, that the name derives from the Greek word ‘gamos’, married, and more specifically, sexual
consummation. The city housed the temple of the serpentine god Æscalapius and the three major
features of the worship of Æscalapius were drunkenness, sexual licence, and occult healing. In his letter
to the church there Jesus writes: ‘You have people there who hold to the teaching of Balaam, who
taught Balak to entice the Israelites to sin by eating food sacrificed to idols and by committing sexual
immorality’ (Revelation 2:14).
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Thyatira: Incense

The meaning of the name Thyatira is very obscure. Some say it simply means ‘Castle of Thya’. Some
believe that it comes from the Greek words, thea, ‘a female deity’ and tyrannos, ‘a tyrant’, and there are
others who say the name comes from thuo, ‘to sacrifice’, and by derivation ‘incense’. Another view is
that the name was based on the ancient city of Tyre, the birth place of the infamous queen Jezebel who
Jesus references in the letter.

Sardis: Precious Remnant

The meaning of the word Sardis is, as far as I can determine, ‘precious remnant’ and this would certainly
fit with Jesus’ commendation which starts with the words: “Yet you have a few people in Sardis who
have not soiled their clothes. They will walk with me dressed in white, for they are worthy” (Revelation
3:4.

Philadelpia: Brotherly Love

The name of the 6th city was Philadelphia which most believe means ‘brotherly love’ which finds its
echo in the words of Jesus to the church there that He would make their enemies fall at their feet and
“acknowledge that I have loved you” (Revelation 3:9)

Laodicea: Rule of People

The name of the last church was Laodicea which is most likely a composite of ‘Laos’, meaning ‘people’
and ‘dike’ meaning ‘justice or rule’. So, the word Laodicea could mean either ‘rule of the people’ or ‘rule
over the people’. The relevance of this to the letter will have to await a subsequent post but think for a
moment of the problems that occur when a church is ruled solely by democratic will of its members or
by the decisions of just one ‘Pastor’.
In my next post I will outline some of the history and situation of each city and this will give a greater
appreciation of just how wonderfully each letter is constructed and phrased.
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12. The letters to the seven churches – Background and historical
insights

In my last post I wrote about the significance of the names of the cities that hosted the seven churches
to which Jesus wrote. In this post I will give you a little historical and geographic information to help you
better appreciate and understand these letters.
Revelation 2:13 reads, concerning the church in Pergamum, “I know where you live — where Satan has
his throne”. Now what could Jesus have meant by that? Well, Pergamum stood at the base of a large
conical hill. About halfway up the slope of this hill was a massive altar to Zeus. From a distance, it
looked like a giant throne belching smoke from the sacrifices made on it. The city also housed the
temple of Æscalapius, the serpentine god of healing. Pergamum appears to have been the seat of Satan
worship after the cult of Æscalapius moved there from Babylon.
Thyatira was a city controlled by guilds (trade unions). It also
housed the famous fortune-telling shrine of Cybele, the queen
of heaven. Here, castrated priests worshipped by selfflagellation and fire-walking. Is it any wonder that Jesus referred
to himself in his letter to them as ‘the Son of God, whose eyes
are like blazing fire and whose feet are like burnished bronze’?
The most notorious priestess of Cybele in Israel’s history was
Queen Jezebel, and so it is no surprise to find this church’s false
prophetess referred to by that infamous name. In Pergamum,
the threat was infiltration from without, but here in Thyatira,
the threat was corruption from within. Queen Jezebel came
from Sidon and married King Ahab as part of a political
settlement. She introduced Baal worship into Israel, and here in
Thyatira her namesake seems to have been doing the same
thing. By all accounts, it was not Baal who was worshipped, but
his consort Ashtoreth, alias Cybele, queen of heaven, mother
goddess. Incense was a prime ingredient in pagan worship, and
so we shouldn’t be surprised that the name of the city means …
‘incense’.
Sardis was a hugely wealthy city and had been the home of the legendary king Croesus. The city was on
top of a cliff, and so its inhabitants thought that it was impenetrable. On more than one occasion in
their history they had become complacent and the enemy had been able to breach their impressive
security. Jesus had nothing good to say to this church. He told her to “Wake up!”, and accused them of
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having a reputation of being alive, while they were in fact dead. They were complacent and deceived.
They needed to remember what they had received and heard, and to repent and obey!
The history of the city of Philadelphia is particularly appropriate to the calling God placed upon his
church there. The Greeks founded it as a missionary city to spread their language and culture into that
part of the world. Despite its being in an earthquake belt, and often subject to tremors, it succeeded
brilliantly. In his letter to the church there the Lord Jesus tells them that he has opened a door which no
one can shut; a door of missionary outreach into the world.
Laodicea is the last church addressed in these seven letters. Once again, the history and situation of the
city provides the basis for the Lord’s analysis of the church’s condition. It was a very wealthy city with a
well-developed banking sector. It also had a vigorous clothing manufacturing industry, and a renowned
medical facility which specialised in eye ointment. Another feature which characterized the city was its
system of aqueducts, which transported water in from the hot springs just outside town. However, by
the time the water reached the city, it was no longer hot, but tepid and nauseating. Jesus wishes that
this church were either cold or hot, but not tepid. Laodicea had a second source of water from a nearby
town. Its main water source was from hot springs, but its secondary source was cold. Jesus is saying, “If
you were spiritually like cold water, you would be refreshing. If you were like hot water, you would be a
source of healing. Yet you are like tepid water, nauseating and good only to induce vomiting!” Jesus
called the people of this church poor, blind, and naked. He urgently advised them to obtain from him
real gold, white clothing, and spiritual salve for their blindness. They had material wealth, fine clothing
and world-renowned eye salve, but their spiritual condition was the opposite.
I suggest that you reread Revelation chapters two and three armed with this insight into the location,
geography and history of the cities. I am sure that the letters will come more alive to you. In my next
few posts I will travel from city to city and try to apply the main lessons of each letter to the church of
our day. This is where ‘the rubber hits the road’.
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13. The lesson of lost love

The Lord Jesus’ letters to the seven churches of Asia Minor (modern Turkey) are also for all of the church
throughout the ages - which means they are for us today as well. So, I am going to go through each
letter picking up on some important practical issues for us and the churches to which we belong.
The most piercing criticism of the otherwise faithful church in the city of Ephesus was: “Yet I hold this
against you: You have forsaken your first love. Remember the height from which you have fallen!
Repent and do the things you did at first.” (Rev 2:4-5) What is the first love of any Christian and any
Christian church group? Surely it is our love for Jesus. We love the Bible, we love each other, we love the
lost… but love for Jesus must trump all of these for He is the head of the church body, the author and
perfecter of our faith, and our Saviour and Lord. We all experience great love and devotion for Jesus
when we are first ‘saved’ but, sadly, our passion for him and the things of God tends to diminish over
time. So many ‘mature’ Christians appear to be cynical and passionless adherents rather than zealous
disciples, because they have fallen out of a loving relationship with Jesus into a form of religious
observance. This is of such importance to the Lord Jesus that He says; “If you do not repent, I will come
and remove your lampstand from its place.” The lampstands symbolically represent churches (Rev 1:20)
and so this warning applies to church bodies and not to individual Christians. It states a terrible truth: a
church that does not place love for Jesus above all else is no church at all! And we must remember that
a church is simply an organised and continuing group of Christians; so it can only lose its first love if WE,
who make up the church, lose our first love.
Revelation 2:5 gives the remedy for this deathly condition:
Remember =>

Repent =>

Do!

Do you remember what it was like in those first months and years
after you were spiritually regenerated, born again of the Spirit? I
remember those days so well. I had an insatiable hunger for the
Bible: I loved to go to church to worship, and learn, and minister: I
prayed fervently on every occasion: I expected the miraculous; I
loved to talk to people about Jesus – saved and unsaved alike. If this
is no longer the case then I need to repent, (acknowledge my
condition, apologise to God, and turn away from an apathetic and
cynical mind-set), and do again the things I did when I was first saved - Study the Bible, pray, worship,
testify… all with expectancy and faith. Remember? That’s how it was! Do ‘the things you did at first’,
and the feelings will surely follow.
The Lord Jesus didn’t just criticise the Ephesian Christians, He also commended the church for her
deeds, hard work, and perseverance. In addition He noted with favour their rejection of false apostles
and the Nicolaitans. History has nothing to say about the mysterious Nicolaitans, but their name gives a
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possible clue to their nature. It is possible that the name is a composite of two Greek words meaning
‘rule over or by’ and ‘the people’. There is a strong possibility that this group were introducing their
own ‘false’ apostles into the church.
Today there are many false apostles promoting themselves on television, on the international speaking
circuit, and through books and other media. With them come wave after wave of deceptive counterfeit
signs and wonders. Most of these ‘miracles’ are just cheap tricks, like the preposterous leg-stretching
sleight of hand so many of them perform (talk about having your leg pulled!). These false apostles,
evangelists and teachers prey upon the great need for the genuinely miraculous, the good faith of
Christians, and the incredible gullibility of so many immature believers. But they are not that hard to
spot – here are three dead giveaways:




They promote themselves shamelessly pretending all the while to be pointing to Jesus when in
reality the centre of attention is what they are claiming and doing.
They distort the Bible, taking texts right out of their biblical context and using them to support their
own ‘teachings’.
They ask for money, lots of money, and sometimes spend more time promoting the offering than
they do actually preaching.

On the other hand, there are those who feel that they have a discernment ministry and a mandate to
expose these false apostles, evangelists and teachers but in the process, many of them throw the baby
out with the bathwater, and exclude the supernatural work of the Holy Spirit from the life of the church.
In addition they become hard and fanatically committed to their cause, often labelling anyone they
believe is in error and attacking their characters as well as their credibility. The Internet-based heresy
hunters are a good example of this but I have seen it in books and videos presenting doctrinal
differences among well-educated and senior leaders. The Calvinist/Arminian debate is a case in point
where I have observed character assassination and the loveless presentation of ‘truth’ at its most
obnoxious.
I appreciate that there are times when church leaders need to take a public stand against error and
deception, but I am convinced that it is usually better to focus on Jesus and His truth than to focus on
combating what a particular leader or group perceives as ‘error’. A focus on an intimate relationship
with Jesus yields zeal for God and his Kingdom, whilst a focus on erroneous doctrine and practice
invariably produces a cold and critical heart.
These are some of the lessons we can learn from the Letter to the church in Ephasus in Revelation
chapter two – in my next post I will continue to pick up on these and other practically important
matters.
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14. More about Old Nic

The notorious Nicolaitins of Ephesus and Pergumum are worth a second look. In my last post I
mentioned that their name is probably derived from the Greek words for ‘rule over or by’ and ‘the
people’. I identified this group as a class of false Apostles in the early church that attempted to rule over
the people and lead them into heretical doctrine and licentious practices. In this post I want to use the
word ‘Nicolaitan’ to develop another leadership problem in the church of our day.

Rule over the people
Autocratic leadership structures are all too common in the church of our day. Many of the major church
denominations have adopted a hierarchical form of church government
where Bishops preside over Ministers/Priests who in turn rule local
churches. In the Pentecostal and independent churches, Apostles replace
Bishops, and Pastors replace Priests, but the system is essentially the same.
In all its variations this type of church government represents a form of ‘rule
over the people’. A typical independent charismatic church form of
government is a Pastor, or pastoral couple, assisted by a group of Elders, a
finance committee and a group of leaders, sometimes referred to as
Deacons. The Pastor appoints the Elders and often replaces them on a
regular basis. He is the ‘anointed and appointed of God’ and he effectively
rules over the people. The committees provide advice and the Elders act as
counsellors, but the person in charge is the Pastor.
Pastoral elders are both biblical and very necessary and feature in Paul’s letters, however I have always
understood the word ‘pastor’ as a description of ministry and not a title or position. I also believe that
church government should be by a group of elders led by a Lead Elder. Countless church ills, splits, and
dysfunctions have occurred because of one-man-rule-over-the-people. In addition, when a single Pastor
rules a local church then accountability and support, if provided at all, is usually represented by a person
higher in a chain of command. Armies may be organised in this manner, but churches are not armies
and nor are they one-man businesses.

Rule by the people
On the opposite end of the spectrum are those churches governed by the democratic vote of its
members. In the top-down system the members count for very little but in the bottom-up system they
count for everything. I don’t believe that this system is much better than the hierarchical systems, yet
most churches that do not have a hierarchical system of government have a democratic system.
Whereas in hierarchical systems the Pastors are essentially the proprietors, in the democratic system
they are usually just hirelings.
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I live in one of the newer democracies on earth, South Africa, and I have
to say that in practice this ‘democracy’ is simply a form of rule by mass
numbers. This will be the case in any group of people where one
type/persuasion/race/gender hold an overwhelming majority. I don’t
think the church is much different from any other society in this regard.
In the natural world bodies are not designed or equipped to rule the
head and in the body of Christ the same applies. But if so-called
democracy is not the answer, and hierarchical autocracy isn’t either,
then what is a better form of church government?

Rule by plurality of Elders
I believe that church government should be in the hands of a group of elders led by a Lead Elder where
major decisions are taken by a genuine consensus. New Elders should be nominated by existing Elders
but members should have some form of veto power by voting in General Meeting for the appointment
of a new Elder. The effective headship of Jesus Christ is exercised through the true consensus of a group
of specially called men who are accountable to Him but also to the church membership. Paul’s words to
the group of Ephesian Elders captures the essence of this form of church government: ‘Keep watch over
yourselves and all the flock of which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers. Be shepherds of the church
of God, which he bought with his own blood’ (Acts 20:28-29).
No system of church government is perfect and traces of all three systems can be found in scripture, yet
I believe that a plurality of Elders has the greatest New Testament support and is least likely to become
‘nicolaitan’.
In my next post I will leave old ‘nic’ behind and move on to other important lessons from the seven
letters to the churches of Revelation.
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15. The Tree of Life

The letter to the church of Ephesus ends with the words: “He who has an ear, let him hear what the
Spirit says to the churches. To him who overcomes, I will give the right to eat from the tree of life, which
is in the paradise of God” (Revelation 2:7).
The ‘he who has an ear’ part of the statement often appears in the Gospels after Jesus has told a
parable and constitutes an enigmatic ‘mystery’ formula. We can understand it at a superficial level as
simply meaning “unless you are deaf you had better listen to what I say”, or something like that.
However, Jesus’ explanation in Matthew 13:10-17 reals that there is a deeper level to His use of “he
who has ears, let him hear” in Matthew 13:43 and other places including Revelation. So, a different way
of understanding the saying would be something like, “If you have been enlightened to the truth then
you will understand what I am saying.” I am currently writing an article about Mystery in the Bible so I
will not attempt to develop this idea any further for now.
Jesus’ use of the word translated in our English bibles as ‘overcomes’ also has the potential of being
understood in different ways, but within the context of the book of Revelation it is probably best
understood as: ‘To him that gains the victory, or is a conqueror over sins, temptation, and error’. In
other words, the benefits and blessings which Jesus describes accrue at the end of the Christian life
journey of living true to our calling and destiny.
The part of the statement I want to focus on in this post is, ‘I will give the right to eat from the tree of
life, which is in the paradise of God.’ There is a clear reference here to the Garden of Eden of Genesis
chapter two and I want to explore this a little.
The trees in Eden are often the target of cynical critics of biblical
literalism. How can we take seriously the account that a tree could
impart eternal life to those who ate its fruit, and how can another
tree be the source of the knowledge of all things? Give me a break!
Christian fundamentalists vociferously defend a literal/materialist
interpretation of Genesis in the fear that any concessions here
would reflect on the truthfulness of scripture. I understand the
problem as one of the many examples of the either/or thinking
that blights our understanding of the Bible. To me it is obvious that
the Tree of Life of Genesis Two and Three stands as a symbol of
something far more profound than a magical fruit of immortality.
Yet, I also believe that two special fruit trees actually existed in the
Garden of Eden that God used as appropriate and tangible
symbols. All that was required of Adam and Eve was that they should trust and obey God. They should
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obey what He said and trust that what He said was true and in their best interests. If they did this then
He would sustain their life in intimate relationship with himself. By continuing to eat from the trees God
had sanctioned they would be confirming that they were obeying and trusting God. Surely trees are very
appropriate physical ‘tests’ within the context of a simple agrarian life-style?
The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil stood for disobedience and rebellious independence and
self-sufficiency. An alternate translation, which I prefer, is ‘the tree of the knowledge of all things’. Here
is how the New Living Translation phrases the conversation between the serpent and Eve concerning
this tree:
Now the serpent was the shrewdest of all the creatures the LORD God had made. "Really?" he
asked the woman. "Did God really say you must not eat any of the fruit in the garden?" "Of
course we may eat it," the woman told him. "It's only the fruit from the tree at the center of the
garden that we are not allowed to eat. God says we must not eat it or even touch it, or we will
die." "You won't die!" the serpent hissed. "God knows that your eyes will be opened when you
eat it. You will become just like God, knowing everything, both good and evil." (Genesis 3:1-5)

Our primordial forefathers decided to trust Satan rather than
God. They believed the lie that God was suppressing them and
that they deserved independence and self-sufficiency. What a
tragic and prideful mistake!
Satan made this outrageous error of judgment long before he
attempted to convince Eve. The prophet Isaiah wrote
concerning him: ‘You said in your heart, "I will ascend to
heaven; I will raise my throne above the stars of God; I will sit
enthroned on the mount of assembly, on the utmost heights of
the sacred mountain. I will ascend above the tops of the
clouds; I will make myself like the Most High."’
Humanity, that us, has repeated this devastating rebellion
against God over and over again. It crops up as the ‘self-actualisation’ pinnacle of Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs, as the goal of esoteric New Age religion, and even in the lyrics of one of the most popular songs
of all time, ‘My Way’ written by Paul Anka and popularized by Frank Sinatra. ‘My way, not God’s way’ is
the unspoken mantra of countless lost generations from time immemorial.
But Almighty God has made a way for us to repent of our rebellion and to come back into life-giving
relationship with himself. A tree stood in the Garden of Eden that was instrumental in bringing
separation and death to the human race. But a tree stood on Golgotha of Jerusalem that is instrumental
in bringing Life and eternal relationship to all who will trust and obey. The tree on Golgotha was the
cross on which God the Son, the Lord Jesus Christ died so that all who believe in Him may live eternally.
Read again how Peter expressed this profound truth:
The God of our fathers raised Jesus from the dead — whom you had killed by hanging
him on a tree. God exalted him to his own right hand as Prince and Savior that he might
give repentance and forgiveness of sins to Israel. We are witnesses of these things, and
so is the Holy Spirit, whom God has given to those who obey him" (Acts 5:30-32).
So, Jesus’ words to the church in ancient Ephesus, and to us today, is that in Him the Tree of Life
is again available to humanity.
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16. The Second Death

Jesus ends each of His seven letters to the church with intriguing promises. In the previous post I
wrote of the significance of His reference to ‘the tree of life’, but in the very next letter the Lord
moves from ‘life’ to ‘death’. He concludes the letter to the church in Smyrna with, “He who overcomes
will not be hurt at all by the second death” (Revelation 2:11).
What is this ‘second death’? To find an answer we have to turn to the very last chapters of Revelation.
Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. The lake of fire is the second death. If
anyone's name was not found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire.
(Revelation 20:14-15)
The lake of fire is a graphic depiction of Hell and the book of life is symbolic of all who are saved from
Hell by faith in Christ Jesus. Remember that everything in Revelation is symbolic. [Link to Unlocking
Revelation post] There are two other references to the second death in Revelation 20:6 and 21:8.
Although the words ‘first death’ do not appear in scripture, the reference to a second death begs the
question, ‘But what is the first death?’ Death had its origin in the Garden of Eden when Adam and Eve
rebelled and chose prideful independence from God. The penalty of this was, and is, death. Yet we know
that Adam didn’t drop down stone dead at the foot of the tree of the knowledge of all things, he lived
on physically till the ripe old age of 930! Yet, if we regard death primarily as a separation, then we can
deduce from the Genesis account that Adam and Eve were, in that fateful moment, separated from the
life and presence of God.
There are several ways of understanding the human constitution but I choose to regard people as having
three dimensions; the physical, the mental (soul), and the spiritual – this is known as functional
trichotomism. It is pointless to try to separate these three elements from each other in this life because
they form the whole of our person-hood. However, when we die only the physical component ceases to
exist; the non-material combination of soul and spirit lives on. When Adam and Eve ‘died’ at the foot of
that fateful tree their spiritual dimension was separated from God. This spiritual condition has been
passed down through the generations and effects every person born on this planet (Romans 5:12). This
inherited separation from God is what we could refer to as ‘the first death’ which has its final expression
when we die physically from old age, disease, or other ways.
When an unsaved person, who is thus already spiritually ‘dead’, dies physically there awaits a final
resurrection, judgement and separation; a ‘second death’. For this person there is much to fear in the
second death because he or she will live on in spirit/soul separated from God… and that is called Hell!
However, if a person has been spiritually born again through faith in Christ Jesus, then the second death
holds no terror because he or she will live on eternally in the presence of God.
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There is a nifty little saying that has been around for a long time:
‘Born once and die twice; born twice and die once’.
What is meant by this is that if you are only born into this world by natural birth (born once) then you
will die both physically and face judgment and eternal separation from God (die twice); but if you are
born naturally of human parents but also born again of the Spirit of God (born twice) then only your
body will die (die once) but you will continue to live in the presence of God.
Being born again is not the invention of the happy-clappies but a profound truth taught by Jesus (John
chapter three) and expanded on in much of the New Testament.
I hope you are enjoying this series. If you have any questions please post a comment or email me using
the Contacts page.
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17. The sexy, sozzled, soothing snake

Each of the seven letters to the church dictated by Jesus and faithfully transcribed by John contain so
much for us to absorb and take to heart. The letter to Pergamum is particularly fascinating.
The Lord Jesus identifies an astonishing reality with the words: “I know where you live – where Satan
has his throne.” I mentioned in a previous article that Pergamum stood at the base of a large conical hill
and that halfway up the slope of this hill was a massive altar to Zeus. From a distance, it looked like a
giant throne constantly belching smoke from the daily sacrifices made on it. Yet the contents of the
letter indicate something more subtle than this. The city also housed the temple of Æscalapius, the
serpentine god of sexual license, drunkenness, and healing. This pagan deity was portrayed as huge
snake … now why is this so familiar? Ah yes, our ancestors met him in the Garden of Eden when Satan
enticed them into rebelling against God.
In His letter Jesus states that serpent Satan was ‘living’ in Pergamum, and the reality is that he still
dwells in the earthly realm. In three places in the Gospel of John Jesus is recorded as referring to Satan
as ‘the prince of this world’ (John 12:31, 14:30, 16:11). In the first of these Jesus says, “Now is the time
for judgment on this world; now the prince of this world will be driven out”. When the 72 disciples
returned from their missions and reported that even demons had submitted to them, Jesus responded
with: "I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven. I have given you authority to trample on snakes and
scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy;” (Luke 10:18-19). If Satan has fallen from heaven
and is referred to as the prince of this world, then where does he live? He lives right here in the spiritual
dimension of our earthly habitation.
This revelation helps us to understand the essence of what we so
blithely refer to as ‘spiritual warfare’. Satan is not at war with God,
he is at war with us! He is not powerful enough to stand for even an
instant against the might of the triune God, so he wages war against
us. His objective is to stave off his final fiery destiny by attempting to
prevent human beings, made in the image of God, from becoming
spiritually regenerated and like Jesus.
The letter to the church in Pergamum reveals one of the weapons of
the serpent’s warfare. Jesus mentions someone by the name of
Balaam, ‘who taught Balak to entice the Israelites to sin by eating
food sacrificed to idols and by committing sexual immorality’
(Revelation 2:14). Balak was a Moabite king who was so threatened
by the ancient Israelites that he tried to commission the prophet
Balaam to curse them (Numbers 22:4-6). Balaam refused to do this
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directly but he had no qualms about telling the king how he could indirectly curse the people of God.
Numbers chapter 31, together with 2 Peter 2:14-15, tells the sorry tale of how Balaam probably
suggested to Balak that he instruct his young woman to flirt with the Israelite men and allow themselves
to be seduced. This tactic worked, the men took the women as mistresses and wives, who then moved
in with their pagan idols and customs. This seriously compromised the people of God and weakened
them considerably.
Illicit sex, substance abuse, and occult healing have been three key tactics of our enemy the devil for the
last two thousand years. In my next post I will deal with substance abuse and occult healing but for now
I will touch on just one major sex-related attack on the church – pornography.
An August 2014 article in the Christian Post [http://www.christianpost.com/news/nearly-two-thirds-ofchristian-men-view-porn-monthly-they-are-watching-it-at-same-rate-as-secular-men-says-study125471/] quotes from the Barna Research findings that approximately two-thirds of U.S. men view
pornography at least monthly and that the number of Christian men viewing pornography virtually
mirrors the national average. It went on to report that, ‘18 percent of American men, approximately 21
million, think they are either addicted or are unsure if they are addicted to porn’.
Pornography has some very negative features. It demeans women and positions them as sex objects to
be used rather than equals to be honored. It also dissociates the viewer from reality and separates the
sexual act from an intimate and caring relationship leaving the user with an unsatisfying and empty
substitute. The effect of this on relationships, and marriage relationships in particular, can be
devastatingly destructive.
Pornography is also potentially addictive. Viewing pornography releases Dopamine into the brain and
repeated infusions of this powerful chemical can cause addiction
[http://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/9-things-you-should-know-about-pornography-and-thebrain]. A person enslaved to anything, alcohol, pills, or pornography, cannot fully relate to or serve God.
But addiction has an even more sinister dimension because it opens the door to demonic oppression
and this further incapacitates and blights a Christian’s life.
Pornography is a powerful weapon in Satan’s arsenal but, ‘The weapons we fight with are not the
weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have divine power to demolish strongholds. We demolish
arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive
every thought to make it obedient to Christ’ (2 Corinthians 10:4-5). Of course the best way to deal with
pornography is not to indulge in it in the first place. But if it has already become a problem, then the
Holy Spirit is more than able to help though the advice of godly people, deliverance, and inner strength.
We are not defenseless!
In my next post I want to focus on the dark side of healing and compare the serpents counterfeit to the
genuine gift of God.
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18. Healing under the scalpel

I am painfully aware that as I take a surgical knife to the subject of healing I will be cutting into a
number of sensibilities and run the risk of being carved up myself. Yes, healing is a gift of God, but it
can also be a satanic present that carries bondage and distress under its colorful wrapping.
In the last few posts in the Revelation Revisited series I have been dealing with the seven letters to the
churches. Last week I focused on pornography as one of the societal problems in the city of Pergamum.
In this post I want to develop another aspect of that cities serpentine god Æscalapius’ influence both
then and in our day. Strange as it may seem, healing was a gift that this pagan deity bestowed on its
devotees. But healing is a good thing, a gift of God… isn’t it?
Although, regrettably, modern medical science claims as its heritage from Greek myth, I regard it as part
of God’s overall provision for us and I consult doctors and take antibiotics when they are needed to
restore my health. I see divine healing as a more direct and immediate gift of grace. Medicine can heal
and is seldom linked directly to God’s goodness and mercy, but divine healing, true divine healing,
always points us back to God and evokes praise and gratefulness. If it were not for divine intervention in
my life when I was a baby I certainly would not be here now writing this article. I believe in the presentday reality of divine healing both on biblical and experiential grounds.
But supernatural healing, or what appears as such, is not necessarily from or of God. The pagan priests
of ancient Pergamum healed by operating in satanic power and their modern- day equivalents do the
same.
About 20 years ago the Philippine Faith Healers were in the
spotlight and thousands flocked to them for healing. They were
the product of Roman Catholicism and indigenous Voodoo and
practiced a sort of ‘psychic surgery’. A person with a stomach
problem would be laid on a table and the priest would run a dirty
thumb nail down her belly. A scarlet incision would appear and
the priest would seem to plunge his hand into the wound and
then pluck out bloody material of some kind. He would then run
his thumb back over the gash and the wound would disappear.
The person was then pronounced healed.
Sleight of hand? Crude but effective showmanship? Most certainly, but I suspect that there was more
going on than that and that some malign force was also at work. From the reports I have read it seems
that the ‘patients’ almost all felt better immediately after the ‘surgery’ but the symptoms soon returned
leaving the poor person, well…. poorer.
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More recently, the Nigerian Prophet Joshua has attained notoriety and once again Christians by their
tens of thousands have been flocking to Lagos to be healed. I have watched hours of documentary video
evidence and have had firsthand experience with a misguided member of my local church. I am
convinced that something more than smoke-and-mirrors is involved. Certainly there is a lot of powerful
psychological pressure and suggestion, but I discern more. There appears to be a spiritual power at work
which, although manipulated in the name of Jesus, does not conform to anything I know of the Lord
Jesus’ ways as revealed in the Bible.
Then there is the leg-stretching so favored by itinerant and TV evangelists. Are we supposed to believe
that so many physical ailments are caused by one leg being shorter than the other and that instant
healing occurs when the offending limb is ‘grown out’ before the amazed eyes of the faithful? Pull the
other leg, why don’t you!
Most of these ‘healing’ events stimulate a rush of adrenalin and a resultant feeling of well-being. But it
doesn’t last and the sufferer ‘losses’ their healing. Say what?! When Jesus healed people they stayed
healed irrespective of whether they continued to confess their healing and avoid all negative thoughts.
When the disciples of the book of Acts healed someone there is never any mention of conditions and
the possibility of losing the gift from God.
I don’t see any biblical warrant for psychic healing, leg-stretching, or losing a genuine healing gift from
God. In my opinion these are a machinations of Æscalapius, not the ministry of the Holy Spirit.
I must stress again that I believe that divine healing is valid in our day as a ministry of the church of Jesus
Christ in the power of the Holy Spirit and to the glory of God the Father. I see it in scripture, in the life of
the Lord Jesus, in people I know, and in my own life. I urge Christians to believe in and be open to
receiving divine healing and I counsel them as urgently to run from the false and manipulative ministries
of the serpent, no matter how ‘Christian’ they are presented as being.
In my next post I am moving on to uncover some of the spiritual wealth contained in the letter to the
church in Thyatira… can’t wait!
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19. Satan’s Deep Secrets

In the early days of the church Satan’s deep secrets came in the form of pagan idolatry, in later years
he promoted his lies through the philosophical gnostic (knowledge) cults, but today they come better
disguised.
In the last few posts I have picked up some points from the letters to the first three of the seven
churches and in this article I will tie together three threads that appear in the letter to Thyatira. I have
commented in previous posts on Jezebel, who is a focal interest in the letter, but now I want to bring
together the ‘so called deep secrets’ she taught with Jesus’ injunction to ‘hold on to what you have until
I return’, and his declaration that those who overcome will have ‘authority over the nations’.
During the twenties century there have
been many Christian and pseudo-Christian
heresies who’s originators have claimed
special, and often secret, revelation. In
the last couple of decades we have seen
the emergence of the ‘New Apostolic
Reformation’ (NAR). Sometime in the
future I will be writing extensively on this
movement but for now I will need to
describe it in, perhaps, oversimplified
terms. The NAR, contrary to what its name
suggests, is not really new at all. Much of
its core theology comes from the Latter
Rain movement of the 1950’s and 60’s. To
this has been added Postmillennial
Dominion theology (I will explain this
shortly) and what is often referred to as Strategic Level Spiritual Warfare. (One definition of this is
‘praying against territorial spirits, seeking to “map” their strategies over given locations by discerning
their names and what they use to keep people in bondage, and then binding them so that evangelism
may go unhindered’).
Postmillennialism is one of the various end-time teachings and enjoyed some support before the World
Wars. The core idea is that Christianity will become so dominant in human affairs that the world will
experience a golden age of peace and prosperity (the millennium) at the end of which Jesus will come
again to claim his now perfected bride, the church. The horror of two world wars demonstrated
conclusively that human society was not getting progressively better and so postmillennialism quickly
fell out of vogue. Now it’s back in a particularly aggressive form labeled Dominionism, a belief that Christ
will rule the world through the church by gaining either direct or indirect control over education,
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government, business and so on. This is how NAR teachers would understand the application of Jesus’
words, “I will give authority over the nations” (Revelation 2:26).
Verses 26 and 27 of Revelation chapter two are complex and require far more analysis than I can give in
a short article. These verses quote from Psalm 2 which is generally accepted as a messianic prophecy
fulfilled in Christ Jesus. When Jesus began his public ministry the devil tempted him by offering him
authority over all the kingdoms of the world, but he rejected this out of hand.. At the end of his public
ministry Jesus was asked by Pilate if he indeed was an earthly king and his answer was, “My kingdom is
not of this world” (John 18:36). Earthly dominion was never on Jesus’ agenda, the first disciples certainly
did not see it as the church’s mandate, and it cannot reasonably be argued from an exhaustive study of
scripture.
When Jesus instructs his church to “hold onto what you have until I return’ he is commenting on what
his disciples have been taught by the apostles as opposed to the teachings of Jezebel. In other words,
“Stick with what I have taught you and do not get caught up with any so-called deep teachings”. If Jesus
and his Apostles did not teach what NAR ‘apostles’ teach then what do they claim as their source of
authority? Well, they claim to receive special ‘revelation knowledge’ and by this they usually mean that
the Holy Spirit gives them special insight into the meaning of certain scriptures. How this occurs is often
by way of allegorical interpretation of types, patterns, and isolated texts, usually drawn from the Old
Testament. For instance, the army of locusts in Joel is understood as a type of the end-time church army
that will gain dominion over the earth, and so on.
There is some room for responsible allegory because Paul used it on occasions (Galatians 4:21-24 1
Corinthians 10:4) and Jesus sometimes spoke allegorically (John 10), but a good rule for interpreting
allegorically is to ensure that any ‘deeper’ meaning is consistent with the literal first intended meaning
of the text. By this I mean that any additional meanings of a Bible passage must be consistent with the
more obvious meaning of the text and not contradict or present something unrelated to its essential
message.
Much of what we hear taught as ‘prophetic revelation’ is based on unfounded allegorical interpretations
of Old Testament scriptures. These are not the deep things of Jesus, so we are left to wonder at their
source and the validity of those who teach them.
In my next post I want to focus on the phrase ‘morning star’ that Jesus used at the end of his letter to
the church in Thyatira, and I am sure you will find it ‘illuminating’.
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20. The Morning Star

What is the Morning Star? Is it the planet Venus, or is it Lucifer, or is it the Lord Jesus?
In this series, Revelation Revisited, we are still exploring the letters to the seven churches. At the end of
the Letter to the church in Thyatira Jesus makes an enigmatic but intuitively wonderful promise: “To him
who overcomes… I will also give (him) the morning star” (Revelation 2:28). What could the Lord be
meaning here?
In Revelations 1:20 Jesus gives the key to interpreting the book of Revelation when He identifies the
stars in his hand as symbols of the angels of the churches, and the candlesticks as symbols of the
churches themselves. This symbolism is derived in part from Old Testament passages such as Job 38:7
which describes the creation of the cosmos as a time when ‘the morning stars sang together and all the
angels shouted for joy’ (NIV). However, the specific phrase used in Revelation 2:28 is ‘Morning Star’, so
something more specific than angels in general is in view here.
In ancient times the planet Venus was commonly referred to as the ‘Morning Star’ because of its
appearance as the brightest visible object in the eastern night sky just before sunrise. Peter used this
symbolic phrase when he wrote, ‘And we have the word of the prophets made more certain, and you
will do well to pay attention to it, as to a light shining in a dark place, until the day dawns and the
morning star rises in your hearts’ (2 Peter 1:19).
Scholars are divided as to what this text means but my understanding is that Peter is giving Christians
the third of three evidences of the divinity of Jesus. Firstly, in verses 16 to 18 he testifies that he was on
the mount of transfiguration and personally heard the voice of God the Father proclaiming that Jesus is
His Son. Secondly, Peter points the believers to the prophecies of the Old Testament that foretold the
coming of the Son of God into the world. Thirdly, he tells them that they themselves will fully believe
that Jesus is God as the Spirit of Christ rises up in them and testifies to this truth.
The matter is settled when Jesus personally
concludes the book of Revelation by saying, “I,
Jesus, have sent my angel to give you this
testimony for the churches. I am the Root and
the Offspring of David, and the bright Morning
Star." (Revelation 22:16) So when Jesus
promises persevering believers the ‘morning
star’ he is assuring them of his presence in their
lives; his authority, his power, and his
indwelling companionship. A wonderful
promise indeed!
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Of course, as usual, the devil seeks to distract and delude. In the book of Isaiah God castigates the king
of Babylon for his presumptuous pride but it appears that the Lord is also reprimanding the sinister
power behind the king of Babylon, Satan. “How you have fallen from heaven, O morning star, son of the
dawn! You have been cast down to the earth, you who once laid low the nations! You said in your
heart, "I will ascend to heaven; I will raise my throne above the stars of God; I will sit enthroned on the
mount of assembly, on the utmost heights of the sacred mountain. I will ascend above the tops of the
clouds; I will make myself like the Most High." But you are brought down to the grave, to the depths of
the pit”. (Isaiah 14:12-15) The Hebrew word translated in this passage as ‘morning star’ is Heeyleel,
meaning ‘to shine’ but in the late fourth century Latin Vulgate version of the Bible it is translated as
‘Lucifer’. From then on a number of commentators used the word ‘Lucifer’ as a synonym for Satan. This
is a serious error! Jesus is the one who shines with glory, not Satan! Jesus is the source of the light of
truth, not the devil! The ascription ‘Morning Star’ is reserved for Jesus alone.
We shouldn’t be surprised at Satan’s deception because he wants to appear to the world as illuminator
and savior. He is the anti-Christ. The word ‘anti’ means both ‘against’ and ‘instead of’, and Satan is both
against Christ and seeks to present himself as a substitute Christ. Interestingly, although the planet
Venus is known by most as the ‘morning star’, Mercury sometimes also appears in the Eastern sky
before the dawn and has also been referred to as the Morning Star. Mercury is of course much smaller
and duller than Venus, just as Satan is nowhere near the status and glory of the Son of God. Satan was
cast out of Heaven because he persuaded a number of the angelic host to obey him rather than God; he
wanted to be his own ‘god’. Then he used the same subversive tactic on Adam and Eve. An early Gnostic
interpretation of the Genesis 3 account of the fall could be paraphrased as follows: “Listen you two, God
is lying to you. He just wants you to be his slaves to do the hard labor here on earth while he reaps the
rewards. He wants to keep you ignorant and that is why he has forbidden you to gain the knowledge of
everything, including good and evil. Lissssssten to me. I am telling you the truth. Obey me and I will
make you the real gods of this planet.”
The devil makes all sorts of false promises to those who choose to believe him and ‘masquerades as an
angel of light’ (2 Corinthians 11:14). Jesus, however, is the light of life and makes the greatest promises
of all to His faithful disciples … eternal life, purpose, peace, and most of all, himself! “I will give him the
morning star”.
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21. The Remnant

Consumerism and apathy are endemic diseases in the church of our day but this is not new for the
church of Sardis suffered from this same malady nearly 2,000 years ago.
There are some very cool facets to the letters to the seven churches. One of them is the way the names
of the cities represent a key characteristic of the church there. Another is how the Lord Jesus uses the
geographic, historical, religious, and commercial attributes of each city to help the church members
understand what He is saying to them.
Today we look at the 5th city church addressed in Revelation Chapter Two and Three - Sardis. There is
some debate about the ancient meaning of this name but the most plausible is that it means ‘precious
remnant’. Jesus has nothing to commend this church for but He does say that they have ‘a few people in
Sardis who have not soiled their clothes’; in other words there is a faithful remnant within this church.
Sardis was a center for the wool trade in that part of the world so, unsurprisingly, Jesus weaves this into
His letter by referring to the soiled clothes of the many and the white garments of the righteous few
(Revelation 3:4). The Lord rebukes the church with the words, “Wake up!” and warns them that if they
do not then He will come like a thief (Revelation 3:3); it is obvious from the context that this will not be
a happy visitation. Now the city of Sardis was built around a steep plateau some 460 meters above the
valley floor and only accessible by one narrow and very steep road. The original town was on top of this
cliff but at the time of writing only the decaying remains of the citadel were at the top and the main city
was at the foot of the cliff. The fortress city had been invaded only twice in ancient times. On both
occasions a party of enemy soldiers had found their way up via the deep cracks in the cliff face. When
they ascended to the top they found the citadel completely unguarded for the occupants had thought
that they were unassailable.
The lesson to the church both then and now is obvious – Wake
up! Like the complacent ancient inhabitants of the citadel city
we too are to wake up, repent and obey. If we relate to the
condition of Sardis then we need to wake up from the delusion
that we are alive when we are in fact dead, despite an alive
reputation. This applies particularly to churches that are
surviving on the reputation of past vitality, but I think it also
applies to churches that appear to be alive but are not.
Programmes and social activities are easily mistaken for
spiritual vitality but only the presence of the Lord in a church
community gives it life.
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A couple of weeks ago I was chatting to a friend who has been traveling to many parts of South Africa
during the last couple of years. She and her husband stay at each location for a few months, freely serve
the local church there with their gifting and talents, and then move on. They have interacted with about
15 churches so far. I asked her if there was any stand-out characteristics shared by these churches. Her
answer was, “Yes, in every church the pastors are working frenetically and the church members are
largely apathetic and uninvolved”. O dear! Perhaps we need to take Jesus very seriously when He says,
“Wake up!”
The Lord’s prescription for this deathly disease is firstly to remember what we have received and heard.
What all members of a once alive church have heard in the past undoubtedly concerned the centrality
and lordship of Jesus Christ, the inspiration and authority of the Bible, and the need to be dependent
upon the Holy Spirit. If only our reputation is alive then we have no doubt forgotten or no longer
obediently live by these foundational truths. The medicine is a large dose of Repentance and the
treatment regimen is daily Obedience.
Repentance + Regimen of obedience = Righteous Remnant.
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22. Loving promises

Philadelphia means ‘brotherly love’ and of all the letters of Jesus to His church I love this the most. It
contains loving promises for both the church and the individual believer.
The city of Philadelphia was in an earthquake zone and so the assurance that Jesus would make those
who overcome ‘a pillar in the temple of my God’ would have been particularly appreciated by the
believers of that day. During earthquakes pillars and walls would often crumble and fall, and the
inhabitants would have to flee the city and sleep out in the open country until the danger had passed.
Jesus alludes to this when He writes, ‘never again will you leave it (the Temple)’. The promise is that if
we obey and stay faithful to Him then we will be secure within His ‘temple’, the place of His presence.

The letter starts with a reference to the ‘key of David’ followed by the wonderful words, ‘What he
opens, no one can shut; and what he shuts no one can open’. David, as king of Israel had the keys to the
city in both a literal and a metaphorical sense. Jesus, the descendant of David in his earthly lineage has
the ‘keys’ to EVERYTHING! The doors He opens before us, only He can open, and nothing can shut them.
There may be delays and interferences but the ‘doors’ will stay open – we just need to walk through
them. However, I must qualify what I understand by an ‘open door’. I don’t believe that Jesus is saying
that He will underwrite whatever we decide to do. So often we seek our own opportunities and even
kick down doors that are closed before us. There is nothing wrong with this as making decisions and
persevering in executing them is part of growing into maturity. Of course, in these cases we need always
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to prayerfully submit our decisions and strategies to God and, as importantly, not ‘deny His name’ in the
way we go about executing our plans. The open doors Jesus guarantees to keep open are the ones He
opens before us in the first place. In my experience, and in my understanding of biblical precedents,
when Jesus opens a door of opportunity before us He communicates this in many ways and we become
convinced and convicted that it is indeed He who is at work in our lives.
The words that come just after this wonderful promise are even more precious to me: “I know that you
have little strength, yet you have kept my word and have not denied my name’. The older I get the more
aware I become that I am severely limited in what I can achieve. I can develop my skills and use my
abilities to their fullest but at my best I cannot change a person’s heart, heal a broken body, or create
something from what isn’t already there. Only God can do this, and if I want to be truly effective in this
life then I need to rely on Him and trust Him for real results. When my children were young I taught
them the adage, ‘Try your best and trust God for the rest’ and I realise more and more that in this is
simple yet profound truth.
If you want to get the full impact of this wonderful letter from the Lord Jesus then carefully read
Revelation 3:7-13 several times and pay special attention to what follows the words “I know”, “I have”, “I
will”, and “I am”.
My next post in this series will draw from the last letter to the churches of Revelation, the church of
Laodicea. After that I plan to summaries the contents of Chapters Two and Three before starting to
unpack part Two of Revelation, which starts at the beginning of Chapter Four. What is revealed there
will surprise and delight many of you!
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23. Jesus loves the church

It is easy to be critical of the church and to sometimes want to stop attending and being involved –
but never give up on church for it is much loved by the Lord Jesus.
In Christian parlance we often hear the church of our age referred to as ‘laodicean’. Those who use this
term usually mean that they perceive the church in general to be apathetic and materialistic. This idea is
reinforced by dispensationalist scholars who take the seven churches of Revelation as representing
seven different church ages; Ephesus representing the early church, and Laodicea standing for the endtime church. There is a lot wrong with this way of thinking because, among other things, it makes much
of Revelation inaccessible and irrelevant to the church both now and in years gone by. A better way of
understanding is to see the churches as representing different aspects of the church in all ages. We can
therefore be both admonished and encouraged by what Jesus wrote to all seven churches.
It is easy to see the negative aspects in the letter to the church of Laodicea. It is lukewarm and therefore
nauseating; deluded and complacent; spiritually blind… and so on. However, I want to focus on the
positive message to the church that shines through the smog of divine displeasure evidenced in this
letter.
In verse 19 Jesus writes, ‘Those whom I love I rebuke and discipline’. If He didn’t care then He wouldn’t
bother to correct us. The author of the letter to the Hebrews expresses this more fully when he writes:
Endure hardship as discipline; God is treating you as sons. For what son is not disciplined by
his father? If you are not disciplined (and everyone undergoes discipline), then you are
illegitimate children and not true sons. Moreover, we have all had human fathers who
disciplined us and we respected them for it. How much more should we submit to the Father
of our spirits and live! Our fathers disciplined us for a little while as they thought best; but
God disciplines us for our good, that we may share in his holiness. No discipline seems
pleasant at the time, but painful. Later on, however, it produces a harvest of righteousness
and peace for those who have been trained by it. (Hebrews 12:7-11)
Yes, apathy and consumerism infect the body of the church, particularly in an age of affluence, but Jesus
still loves His church. If He had given up on us He would simply write something like ‘… so I have decided
to close you down.’ But, instead of this He writes, ‘so be earnest, and repent’.
After these words come probably the most misquoted text in all of scripture – ‘Here I am! I stand at the
door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in and eat with him, and he
with me’ (Revelation 3:20). This phrase is so often trotted out as part of an alter call or some other
attempt to encourage people to “just say yes to Jesus” - ‘Jesus is standing at the door of your heart
knocking but the handle is on the inside so all you need do is open your heart to him and he will come
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into your life’. Not only is this a pathetic understatement of the Gospel message, but it is also taken
totally out of context. Jesus is writing to the church, the local community of believers, not to individual
unbelievers!
When applied out of context it becomes an excuse for a form of spiritual inoculation that often inures
the recipient to the true Gospel. But, taken in context it is a great encouragement to the church. In
effect, the Lord Jesus is saying, “even if just some of you in this church open it to me then I will come in
and fellowship with you”.
So, never give up on the church…. Jesus hasn’t. Yes, you may find hypocrisy, apathy, greed, and pride in
the church, but you will also find love, spiritual passion, wisdom, and healing. And bear in mind, dear
fellow Christian, you and I are part of the church; part of its problems and part of its glory.
I believe in the church. I have faith in the head of the church, Jesus Christ, and I love the church because
I cannot love Him without loving his Body. Paul instructed husbands to ‘love your wives, just as Christ
loved the church and gave himself up for her’ (Ephesians 5:25-26), and then a few verses later he wrote,
‘but I am talking about Christ and the church’. When he was on his final journey to Rome he said to the
Elders of the church of Ephesus that they should be ‘shepherds of the church of God, which he bought
with his own blood’ (Acts 20:28). This is a powerful declaration of just how much Jesus loves His church!
The leaders or members of the church may sometimes offend you or even hurt your feelings but they,
and you, are members together of the Body of Christ and He loves his church. Never give up on it
because you are a part of it and Jesus will never give up on you.
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24. Let whoever has an ear, hear

Our love for Jesus must be first in priority, just as it was when we first came to know Him.
At last we have come to the end of the letters to the seven churches of Revelation. In an earlier post in
this series I gave a summary preview of the contents of these letters <link>, so, Instead of simply
representing a similar summary here, I would rather highlight what I believe are my major ‘take outs’.
Each letter ends with the words, “He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches”,
and this implies that more than just receiving the message is required. We need to understand what
Jesus is saying to the church of our day through these letters, and we need insight into what He is
wanting us to take hold of personally.
I use a yellow highlight pen to illuminate any portion of scripture I believe the Holy Spirit especially
impresses on me. In the letter to the church in Ephesus I have highlighted the words: “You have
forsaken your first love. Remember the height from which you have fallen! Repent and do the things
you did at first.” <Ref Rev 2:4-5> Every time I read those worlds I remember that when I committed my
life it was not to a theology, tradition, or church, but to the Lord Jesus Christ. As a disciple I am defined
by my relationship with a divine person and not by my biblical knowledge, ministry, or life-style: These
things are products of who I am in Christ Jesus. But, sadly, I need reminding that my love for Jesus must
be first in priority, just as it was when I first came to know Him.
You have forsaken your first love. Remember the height from which you have fallen! Repent and do the
things you did at first
In the letter to Smyrna my yellow pen sets the words, “Do not be afraid” before my eyes. The wine of
life is often laced with fret. The devil will sometimes assault me, or I will be foolish and have to reap the
harvest of poor decisions, but I need not be afraid of life, for whatever I face the Lord’s words ring in my
ears:
“Don’t be afraid; just believe”. <Ref Mk 5:36>
To the church of Pergamum, to us today, and to me, the Lord Jesus says, “I know where you live – where
Satan has his throne. Yet you remain true to my name.” <ref Rev 2:13> It doesn’t take much perception
to see that the devil effectively rules over much of humanity, despite the fact that he has no right to do
so. Temptations abound, and life is often hard… yet we always have the ability to remain true to Jesus
and never deny Him. His words to us are:
"Whoever acknowledges me before men, I will also acknowledge him before my Father in heaven.” <ref
Mt 10:32>
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Jesus wrote to the believers in Thyatira; “I will not impose any other burden on you only hold on to what
you have until I come”. I have highlighted these words in my Bible but I have never seen them as an
encouragement to do nothing more in this life than huddle with the holy until Jesus comes again.
Rather, I understand that the call is to focus on what Jesus has taught and modeled and not be led
astray by the complex teachings of any so-called prophets. Jesus expects me to simply stay true to Him
and His Way.
hold on to what you have
To the faithful in Sardis Jesus wrote: “I will never erase his name from the book of life” and I too take
comfort from this. The Jews of that time believed that on the Day of Atonement each year God would
remove from His book of life the name of anyone whose deeds He judged unworthy. But my name is
written in blood in the record of eternal life, not by virtue of my worthiness, but by virtue of what Jesus
has done.
I will never erase his name from the book of life
The words I have highlighted in the letter to the Philadelphian church are, “I have placed before you an
open door that no one can shut.” This does not mean that I will succeed at everything I feel is biblical or
worthwhile, but it does mean that if I am convinced that what I am doing is initiated and commissioned
by Jesus then nothing can prevent it’s completion. It might be hard, and it may take a long time to
accomplish, but it will happen.
I have placed before you an open door that no one can shut
Lastly, Jesus said to the Laodiceans: “those whom I love I rebuke and discipline. So be earnest and
repent”. You may have noticed that I have mentioned only good and pleasant parts of the letters. It’s
not that I do not take the warnings and rebukes to heart, because I do, yet I see them as the
admonishments of a loving God who cares for me deeply. I would be a fool if I did not repent when
confronted with my wrongs, yet I have to confess that sometimes I am a fool… for a while.
those whom I love I rebuke and discipline
May I invite you to do what I have done? Read through Revelation chapters Two and Three again <Ref>
and highlight in your Bible what you believe the Spirit is saying to YOU through these letters.
My next post in this series will be on something VERY DIFFERENT and I am eager to share it with you.
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25. The Throne in Heaven

‘At once I was in the Spirit, and there before me was a throne in heaven with someone sitting on it’. So
starts the second part of the book of Revelation.
Chapter Two is complex and multidimensional, but it is a WONDERFUL disclosure of what and who
occupies the center of everything. I need three posts to do even reasonable justice to this layered
revelation. In this post I will disclose some important truths that emerge from the chapter; in my
second post I will write about the model and the reality imbedded in the text; and in my third post I will
reveal something that few of you will have heard of before – unless you have read my book ‘Revelation
in the Stars’ 
How are we supposed to comprehend multidimensional space and time when we have only experienced
the four dimensions of length, breadth, depth, and time? In truth we can’t, we have no frames of
reference or words to describe what is beyond both our experience and our intellectual capability. This
is why Revelation is presented to us in picture-language that draws on known imagery and established
modes of thought.
God dwells in multidimensional timelessness and we are creatures of only three dimensions of space,
locked into a one-way progression of time. For this reason, we cannot ‘ascend’ to higher dimensions by
our own choice or ability; God must summons and enable us. This is where all forms of religion and
humanistic spirituality fail miserably because humans cannot build a ‘ladder’ of any sort that reaches
heaven. John records this process: ‘After this I looked, and there before me was a door standing open in
heaven. And the voice I had first heard speaking to me like a trumpet said, "Come up here, and I will
show you what must take place after this."’ (Revelation 4:1)
John then continues with the words, ‘At once I was in the Spirit, and there before me was a throne in
heaven with someone sitting on it.’ (Revelation 4:2)
John is shown that at the centre of the creation is a reality presented to him as a throne… with someone sitting
on it!
The universe, in all its dimensions, is not a sea of chaos or a mindless cosmic machine. It is an ordered
creation, centred on the one who created it. This is a key truth that forms a pivotal reference for all of
Revelation. No matter how many strange, bizarre, and even frightening pictures emerge as we read
through the book, we must always remember who is at the centre of it all, calm, unassailable and
supreme… Almighty God.
Now, look at how John describes what he is given to see of God himself: ‘And the one who sat there had
the appearance of jasper and carnelian. A rainbow, resembling an emerald, encircled the throne’.
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(Revelation 4:3) There is much debate in the commentaries about what these ancient gemstones were
and what they represent. Jasper is usually opaque but a rare ancient form of it (iapis)
<http://www.internationalstandardbible.com/S/stones-precious.html>was a transparent purple-blue
much like the modern Sapphire. Carnelians range from opaque orange to transparent red (ancient
Sardine). Emeralds of course are green. Pure white light refracts into red, blue, and green, colours
known as Additive Primaries and white light shining through these gemstones would produce these
three brilliant colours. 1 John 1:5 records that ‘God is light; in him there is no darkness at all’. So, what
we have here in Revelation 4 is a graphic depiction of an aspect of the glorious luminary who occupies
the centre of all things.
Things get even more fascinating when we consider
the nature of light. Scientists have long been baffled
by what they refer to as the wave-particle duality of
light - Light is simultaneously a stream of particles
and a wave. This is incomprehensible to us but it does
shed some ‘light’ on an aspect of the nature of God.
Incidentally light is usually categorised as visible,
infrared, and ultra violet – just as we have
traditionally categorised God as Father, Son and Holy
Spirit.
The response to the citizens of heaven to the
presence of God in their midst is recorded in
Revelation 4:8, “Holy, holy, holy is the Lord God Almighty, who was, and is, and is to come.” (Three sets
of three: ‘Holy, holy, holy… Lord, God, Almighty…. Who was, who is, who is to come’). And when we
contemplate this extraordinary depiction of God in further on in Revelation we too must surely echo the
worship expressed in these wonderful tri-form words!
It is hard to conceive that there are even further levels of revelation in this complex chapter… but there
are, and in my next post I will write about the second of three dimensions of meaning.
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26. Models and Reality

Who needs a Time Machine if we have the book of Revelation?!
The fascinating yet frustrating idea of traveling back in time was popularised by H. G. Wells in his story
The Time Machine, published in 1895. Since then many books have been written and movies produced
around this idea. So, in this spirit, let me ask you a question: If you were able to travel back to Moses’
time (1250 BC), how would you describe the solar system to him? Planets orbiting in three-dimensional
space at different trajectories around the Sun! In all probability you would have to construct some sort
of physical model and walk him through it. This would give the venerable Moses some idea, but how
could he be expected to really grasp the fact that the sun is a star, and that Jupiter is 300 times larger
than the earth and 588 million kilometres away? Just by thinking of this we get some idea of the
difficulty the people of biblical times must have had in comprehending a revelation of spiritual realities –
to this day we still struggle with this. In Moses’ case God helped him understand something of the
heavenly dimension by giving him the plans to construct a Tabernacle, a 3D model of a multidimensional
realm.
The High Priests were the people in charge of the Tabernacle, and the author of the book of Hebrews
wrote about their duties: ’They serve at a sanctuary that is a copy and shadow of what is in heaven. This
is why Moses was warned when he was about to build the tabernacle: "See to it that you make
everything according to the pattern shown you on the mountain”.’ (Hebrews 8:5) Here is a plan of the
Tabernacle:

The thing I want you to note first is that the Tabernacle was laid out in three areas: (1) The Outer Court,
(2) The Holy Place, and (3) The Holy of Holies.
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The outer court was where the public ministry of the priests took place and contained a huge basin for
ritual washing along with an even bigger alter for making the vast number of sacrifices required by the
ceremonial law. The first of the two ‘inner’ areas was called the Holy Place and entrance was restricted
to priests. This area contained a table on which stood twelve loaves of bread, a seven-branched
candelabra known as a Menorah, and a small golden incense altar. A thick curtain separated this area
from the most sacred space of all, the Holy of Holies. This cubic area contained only one item, the Ark of
the Covenant and only the High Priest could enter on just one day of the year, the Day of Atonement.
Here is what the seven items I have mentioned symbolise for us today:
1. The Outer Court represents the public aspect of the church where all, saved and unsaved alike, have
access.
Item 1: The great Brazen Alter of sacrifice = The cross of Calvary where Jesus, the sacrificial Lamb
of God shed His blood for our sin.
Item 2: The Bronze Laver/basin also known as the Bronze Sea = The ritual washing away of sin –
water baptism.
2. The Inner court, the Holy Place, represents the membership of the church to which only born again
disciples of Jesus have access.
Item 3: The Table and the twelve loaves of bread = the fellowship of the church epitomised in
the Lords Supper/Holy Communion.
Item 4: The Golden Menorah = The light of revelation through the Scriptures/Bible.
Item 5: The Golden Incense Alter = The prayers and worship of the believers/church.
Item 6: The curtain through which the Holy of Holies is accessed = The separation between God
and man open for us through the atoning work of Jesus Christ.
3. The Holy of Holies represents the place of communion between God and believers.
Item 7: The Ark of the Covenant = The presence of God.
Now, if you read through Revelation 4 carefully you can pick up much of the layout and contents of the
Tabernacle. Here is a picture to make this clearer:
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The angels form the wall of the outer court, the elders constitute the wall of the Holy Place/Inner Court,
and the Living Creatures form the wall to the Holy of Holies. In this inner sanctum is a representation of
the Ark of the Covenant/Throne and the presence of God. The seven-lamped Menorah (vs 3) is in the
Holy Place and you can pick up a reference to the Incense Alter in Revelation 8:3-4: ‘Another angel, who
had a golden censer, came and stood at the altar. He was given much incense to offer, with the prayers
of all the saints, on the golden altar before the throne. The smoke of the incense, together with the
prayers of the saints, went up before God from the angel's hand’. The Bronze Sea is referenced in verse
6.
What’s missing in this depiction of Heaven? Firstly, the Altar of Sacrifice is not there because the cross of
Christ applies only to our earthly realm – it was here on earth that Jesus gave up His life as an atoning
sacrifice. The Table of Bread is also missing because this is embodied in the fellowship and communion
of church on earth. Heaven comes to earth, to a degree, in the church!
The Tabernacle was the physical model of the heavenly realm and the portrayal in Revelation takes that
model into a higher dimension… but it is still not reality. The heavenly realm is multidimensional and
timeless, as we understand dimensions and time, and is far beyond our ability to fully comprehend. The
depiction in Revelation does however help us to understand a little of the glory that awaits us.
In my next post I am going to describe another layer of meaning built into Revelation which was better
understood by the people of John’s time than by us. So, it’s time to revisit this ‘revelation’… next week.
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27. Revelation in the stars

How did the ancient Israelites preserve and pass down God’s revelation to them before they had
writing?
Writing seems to have appeared in the time line of history around 3,200 BC, but the Jewish calendar
starts with the year 3761 BC, so for at least 500 years the Israelites had no reliable way of
communicating God’s ‘words’ to later generations. Word of mouth, father to son story telling is the
most likely way that knowledge was passed down, but this is susceptible to corruption and personal
interpretation. Something more reliable was needed and that ‘something’ was the starry night sky. I
explain this concept fully in my book “Revelation in the Stars” (link to book), but in short the idea is that
the ancients linked their ‘knowledge stories’ to the fixed constellations in the night sky. They did this by
identifying the pictures these star configurations suggest and the weaving their stories around these
images. The wise men and women of one generation could point to these star pictures and tell the
knowledge story associated with it. In this way the divine revelation could be passed down through the
generations with little distortion or loss of content.
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This star-linked verbal record preceded the biblical revelation and so we should expect to find traces of
it in the books of the Old Testament… and we do. Consider the following:
Job 38:32-33 “Can you bring forth the constellations in their seasons or lead out the Bear with its cubs?
Do you know the laws of the heavens?”
Amos 5:8 “he who made the Pleiades and Orion...”
Job 9:9 “He is the Maker of the Bear and Orion, the Pleiades and the constellations of the south’”.
Job is most likely the oldest book of the Bible and the references to an astrological connection continue
right through to the last book of the Bible. Revelation Chapter Four contains some tantalizing pointers to
what later chapters develop more fully.
From our vantage point on earth, the stars appear to wheel around the dome of the night sky, and the
fulcrum (pivot point) of this rotation is the North Star, also known as the Polar Star. This star marks the
apparent ‘center’ of the heavens. Its name is Cynosura, and it lies in the constellation of Ursa Minor,
directly under the foot of the constellation Cepheus, the king. Most Star Charts show Cepheus as a
bearded man seated as if on a throne. He wears a crown and has a royal robe drawn about him. Ursa
Minor is shown in modern star charts as a bear with an extraordinarily long tail, but in ancient charts this
constellation is pictured as a mountain range. In ancient times God was thought to rule from his throne
on The Sacred Mountain (See Isaiah 14:13). Revelation 4 starts with a vision of “a throne in heaven with
someone sitting on it”. (Revelation 4:2).
Four ‘living creatures’ feature in the vision of the heavenly tabernacle/throne room and they are
covered with eyes which in ancient times would signify many stars. These ‘creatures’ could well indicate
or be based on the four ‘royal’ stars of ancient times, which were said to rule the four ‘corners’ of the
heavens (N, S, E and W). According to most sources, they are Regulus in the constellation of Leo;
Antarus in the constellation of Scorpio; Al Debaran in Taurus; and Markab in Pegasus.
The coincidence between these stars within their constellations and the description of the four Living
Creatures is not perfect, but it is extremely close. The first Living Creature was like a lion, and Regulus is
in the constellation of Leo, the lion. The second creature was like an ox, and Al Debaran is in the
constellation of Taurus, the bull. The third creature had a face like a man. Antarus is in the constellation
of Scorpio, but the ancient Babylonians referred to this constellation as the man-scorpion, and pictured
it with the head of a man. The fourth creature was like a flying eagle, and here the coincidence is not as
strong because Markab is in Pegasus, commonly pictured as a flying horse; not an eagle but a winged
creature nevertheless. So, the first ‘level’ of revelation in Chapter Four is the disclosure of the centrality
and supremacy of God. The second reveal is that the Tabernacle of Moses is a simple physical model of
spiritual reality and that this model is lifted into another dimension in Revelation Four. The Tabernacle is
a model and the description in Revelation is an expanded portrayal, yet reality is so much greater and
more mysterious. The third unveiling in Chapter Four is that the book of Revelation is keyed to the
ancient verbal truth stories hung on the starry ‘pegs’ of the constellations of the night sky. (pull quote?)
It is very easy to get lost in the details of this marvelous book, so I strongly recommend that you take a
moment to re-read the overview I gave you a while ago. In my next post I am going to open up the
wonderful Gospel message of Chapter Five – you will be amazed, once again, at how Jesus shines
through the chapters of Revelation with such clarity and glory.
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28. The Seven-sealed Scroll

There are some very valuable documents housed in museums and vaults around the world, but none of
them compare in importance to the heavenly reality of the one pictured in Revelation.
In my last post I covered the disclosure of the throne of God, which John saw in heaven, as the central
point of all of creation. Chapter Five of the book of Revelation starts by describing a significant detail:
‘Then I saw in the right hand of him who sat on the throne a scroll with writing on both sides and sealed
with seven seals.’
The obvious question is, “What is this scroll?” I give a detailed explanation in Chapter Eight of my book
‘Revelation in The Stars’, but here is the short version:
The scroll in the hand of God the Father represents the title deeds to Earth. God created humankind,
Adam and Eve, and gave them the right and responsibility to rule over the natural world (Genesis 1:28).
Then they rebelled, and by doing so forfeited the title deeds to the earth. In my book I write that ‘Man
turned away from God in rebellion and put his trust in Satan instead. In doing this, he became indebted
to Satan, who enslaved him and took his inheritance as collateral for the debt’. To understand what is
really happening here we need to realise that the creation has always been God’s possession. He did not
give it to humankind, but merely placed it in their care and delegated authority over it to them. Satan
never did get to own the earth, but because humankind submitted to him instead of to God he did
obtain temporary rights to it.
In Roman times, when the book of Revelation was written, title deeds consisted of a scroll detailing the
description of the property. If the property was pledged or given as collateral, then the conditions of
redemption were inscribed on the outside of the scroll which was then attested to by seven witnesses
each of whom placed their personal wax seal onto the outside of the scroll. So, the title deeds contained
the property description on the inside and the redemption conditions of the outside.
John continues the drama of the scene of God on the throne holding the title deeds to earth in His right
hand: ‘And I saw a mighty angel proclaiming in a loud voice, "Who is worthy to break the seals and open
the scroll?" But no one in heaven or on earth or under the earth could open the scroll or even look
inside it. I wept and wept because no one was found who was worthy to open the scroll or look inside’.
The idea conveyed here is that John wept aloud, copiously and in great anguish, because he realised
that humanity was doomed unless someone could be found who met the redemption conditions on the
scroll. Condition One: The redeemer must be a man, not an angel, because mankind had forfeited the
title deeds. Condition Two: The penalty of death, incurred in the great rebellion, must be paid for on
behalf of humankind. Condition Three: The redeemer must be without the sin. No wonder John wept!
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What man was without sin?! And who but God could pay the penalty of death? It was just impossible!
…and so John wept in bitter anguish.

But the drama continues to unfold with: ‘Then one of the elders said to me, "Do not weep! See, the Lion
of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has triumphed. He is able to open the scroll and its seven seals."
Who was born to the tribe of Judah? Who is the descendant of King David? Jesus Christ of Nazareth, the
lion of Judah, the Root of David is the ONLY one qualified to redeem humankind. Jesus, and Jesus alone,
is God made man! He alone is the incarnation of the divine! In him alone God the Son became a man!
Only the life of God the Son could compensate for the forfeited life of all humanity. And only the life of
the Son of God could substitute for the lives of his fellow men and women.
The throne room drama reaches a climax with the words: ‘Then I saw a Lamb, looking as if it had been
slain, standing in the center of the throne, encircled by the four living creatures and the elders. He had
seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of God sent out into all the earth. He came and
took the scroll from the right hand of him who sat on the throne’. Jesus, the Lamb of God, standing in
the heavenly Holy of Holies, presenting his credentials as a redeemer, the evidence of his sacrificial
crucifixion!
The scene concludes with successive of praise that start in the throne room, extend to the entire angelic
realm, and then to creation itself!
And when he had taken it, the four living creatures and
the twenty-four elders fell down before the Lamb. Each
one had a harp and they were holding golden bowls full
of incense, which are the prayers of the saints. And
they sang a new song: "You are worthy to take the
scroll and to open its seals, because you were slain, and
with your blood you purchased men for God from every
tribe and language and people and nation. You have
made them to be a kingdom and priests to serve our
God, and they will reign on the earth." Then I looked
and heard the voice of many angels, numbering
thousands upon thousands, and ten thousand times ten
thousand. They encircled the throne and the living
creatures and the elders. In a loud voice they sang:
"Worthy is the Lamb, who was slain, to receive power
and wealth and wisdom and strength and honor and glory and praise!" Then I heard every creature in
heaven and on earth and under the earth and on the sea, and all that is in them, singing: "To him who
sits on the throne and to the Lamb be praise and honor and glory and power, for ever and ever!" The
four living creatures said, "Amen," and the elders fell down and worshiped’.

But wait, there is more!... but it will have to wait till my next post.
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29. Redemption and Eviction

There is a 180-degree difference between ‘come’ and ‘go’ yet one little Greek word can be translated as
either. Come with me into Chapter Six of the book of Revelation to discover the profound difference.
The depiction in Revelation of the heavenly throne-room starts with God the Father sitting on the
throne holding a seven-sealed scroll in his right hand. This document represents the title deeds to earth
forfeited by Adam and Eve when they rebelled. Someone pictured as a slaughtered lamb steps up as
humanities’ redeemer and takes the scroll from the Father. This is of course a representation of the Lord
Jesus as the ‘Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world!’ (John 1:29). All of creation, heaven and
earth, burst into songs of praise, but the climax of the scene is yet to come.
Revelation Chapter Six opens with the words: ‘I watched as the Lamb opened the first of the seven seals.
Then I heard one of the four living creatures say in a voice like thunder, "Come!"(NIV) This command is
given four times, and each time a horseman rides out to afflict the earth.
Scholarly commentaries usually contain much debate about the one little word ‘come’. Some try to
apply it to John the revelator as in, ‘Come and see’, but this makes little sense. The usual understanding
is that the command is addressed to the Horsemen of the Apocalypse, but why would the guardians of
the throne of God be calling forth devastation upon the earth when the final judgment of God is not yet
in view? This doesn’t make sense to me either.
The problem is resolved when we realise that the Greek word
translated as ‘come’ may equally well be read as ‘go!’… and what a
difference this makes. Scholars like Seiss and Lenski state that the
meaning is determined by the context and that ‘Go’ is more
appropriate to the context of Revelation Six. The Holman’s Christian
Standard Bible gives ‘go’ as an alternative reading and the God’s Word
and the International Standard versions don’t even give ‘come’ as an
alternative.
This may be a little word but it has big implications, for what is
happening here is that the devil is being given his eviction orders; “Go!
Get out you squatter! Leave the earth you have illegally claimed as your own! Be gone!” Satan and his
minions know they have to vacate the premises but they fight every meter of the way. What we see
portrayed in Revelation 6:2-8 is something all too familiar in countries such as mine where evicted
squatters often do as much damage to the property as they can before being forcibly thrown out.
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The first demonic horseman rides out with satanic authority given it to stir the nations into a frenzy of
conquest. The German Third Reich is a good example. Hitler’s goal was world conquest and his first
rallying cry was ‘Lebensraum – we need more room to live!’. The inevitable result of conquest is war,
which in Nazi Germany’s case followed shortly after the conquest of Poland. So, the second horseman of
the Apocalypse represents war. The third horseman represents famine, the natural consequence of the
ravages of war, and the fourth horseman represents the disease and death which result from war and
famine.
Verses 9 to 11 paint a graphic picture of the persecution that invariably follows the devastation of war:
When conquests fail then someone needs to be found to take the blame, and the ‘someone’ is usually
the people of God. History is replete with the sad record of this evil phenomenon – Rome, Nazi
Germany, Communist Russia and China, several African states, and so on.
Verses 12-17 portray the final turn of the wheel of conquest-war-famine-pestilence-persecution… holy
judgment! God will not allow the persecutors of His people to go unpunished, and so judgment follows
persecution as surely as day follows night.
I use the analogy of a wheel because the cycle I have just described rolls like a wheel down the timeline
of history. As we approach the end-of-days the circumference of the wheel grows larger and it turns
faster. Wars become more intense and destructive, and famines and pestilence more widespread and
resistant. What is more, in 2013 Reuters reported that about 100 million Christians were suffering
persecution! Can divine judgment tarry much longer?
In my next post I want to deal with the 144,000 ‘witnesses’ of Chapter Seven: Who do you think they
represent?
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30. Signed, sealed and delivered

Who says that tribulation is necessarily a bad thing?
I was called upon at the last moment to fill in for our preacher who had fallen ill, and I decided to
present a ‘behind the scenes’ look at Revelation Chapter Seven, the subject matter of this post. You can
listen to the message here:
Chapter Seven presents a picture of two groups of people, one on earth and the other in heaven. In the
sermon I describe a couple of the misinterpretations of the identity of these groups, so I am not going to
repeat this here – suffice it to say that they are neither 144,000 Jehovah’s Witnesses, nor converted
post-rapture Jews. Rather, the crowd on earth represent the church and the crowd in heaven represent
Christians who have already died and are with the Lord. If you want more detail on how I come to this
conclusion, then please listen to the sermon.
The two key truths revealed in this chapter are, firstly, that Christians on earth are enduring ‘tribulation’,
and secondly, that we are ‘sealed’ by the Holy Spirit during this experience so that we can learn and
develop through this experience.
Dispensationalists and some others teach that the
tribulation referred to in Revelation is only something
that will occur after Christians have been ‘raptured’
(snatched up into heaven) before the real trouble starts.
But what does Jesus say about this? In speaking to his
disciples about what would happen after he had left
them he said: "I have told you these things, so that in me
you may have peace. In this world you will have trouble.
But take heart! I have overcome the world." (John
16:33). The word translated as ‘trouble’ in the NIV is
thlipsin, a Greek word rendered in many bible versions
as ‘tribulation’. Paul and Barnabas understood what
Jesus had meant by his use of this word because Acts
14:21-22 records that, ‘they returned to Lystra and to
Iconium and to Antioch, strengthening the souls of the
disciples, encouraging them to continue in the faith, and saying that through many tribulations we must
enter the kingdom of God.’ (ESV).
Contrary to much popular teaching in our day, we are not guaranteed wealth, health, and comfort in
this life. Quite the contrary, we are warned that we will experience ‘tribulation’ during our time on
earth. Now there is a reason for this – earth is our training ground for eternity. We are here to come to
know Jesus, become like him, and help others to do likewise. The questions the Lord will most likely ask
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us when we die will not have much to do with position, qualifications, wealth, or achievements: I
strongly suspect that we will be asked something like, “Have you learned to Love me and others? Have
you grown in faith in me? Did you come to understand that hope in an eternity with me is the only real
hope there is?”
But here is the really good news! During our time in this School of Tribulation we are sealed by the Holy
Spirit with the mark of divine ‘ownership’. The devil may afflict us, circumstances may batter us, ISIS
may scare us…. but nothing in heaven or on earth can assault our spiritual identity – we are sons and
daughters of the Most High God!
I explain the origin of the ‘sealing’ concept in my sermon but you might like to read Deuteronomy 6:4-8
and Ephesians 1:13-14.
Now it is God who makes both us and you stand firm in Christ. He anointed us, set his seal of ownership
on us, and put his Spirit in our hearts as a deposit, guaranteeing what is to come. 2 Corinthians 1:21-22
The revelation of the church already in heaven sheds its wonderful light on the darkness of a world in
tribulation, and it is the hope of being part of that glorious multitude that draws us through to our
journey’s end. But we also have this light within us now. The anointing and presence of the Holy Spirit
seals and signs us as Children of God; an anointing that protects our spirits and helps us to learn and
practice love, faith, and hope in this present tribulation.
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31. The Golden Altar of Prayer

Here is a biblical riddle: “When and why did the Altar of Incense in the Tabernacle move?” The answer
will intrigue and encourage you.
Revelation Chapter Eight marks the start of Part Three of the book. Each part covers the period between
the first and second comings of Christ, but from different perspectives and with varying levels of detail.
Part Two started with the throne in Heaven with God seated on it, and Part Three also starts in the
heavenly throne room.
An angel offers incense on a golden altar which stands before the throne. The resultant fragrant smoke
is depicted as mingling with the prayers of the saints (Revelation 8:1-5). I wrote in a previous post about
how the layout and furniture of the Tabernacle of Moses was a three-dimensional model of the multidimensional reality of heaven pictured here in the book of Revelation. The Golden Incense Altar was
located in the Inner Court of the Tabernacle, the Holy Place, along with the Menorah and the Table of
Shewbread, but here in Revelation it is pictured as standing before the throne… it seems to have
moved!
Hebrews 9:2-4 contains a description of the Tabernacle that reads as follows: ‘A tabernacle was set up.
In its first room were the lampstand, the table and the consecrated bread; this was called the Holy
Place. Behind the second curtain was a room called the Most Holy Place, which had the golden altar of
incense and the gold-covered ark of the covenant’. Now, if you read the original description in Exodus
30 [in the Inner Court, not the Holy of Holies. What is happening here? Is the description in Hebrews
incorrect? But no, wait a minute, the Bible is inspired and trustworthy is it not? So there must be an
explanation for the moving Incense Altar.
The Holy of Holies contained just once item, the golden Ark of the Covenant, a representation of the
throne of God. The room next to it, the Holy Place/Inner Court contained the table, the Menorah, and
the Incense Altar. A thick curtain separated the two rooms and only the High Priest was allowed past
this curtain, once a year, to present the blood of the atonement sacrifice before the Ark of the
Covenant. Later, Solomon built the Jerusalem Temple according to the same pattern as the Tabernacle
but Matthew records that when Jesus died on the cross, as an atonement for the sins of all humanity,
‘the curtain of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom’ (Matthew 27:51). The author of Hebrews
sets out the wonderful fact that, because of what Jesus has done, we who believe, can enter into the
very presence of God; he writes, ‘Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy
Place by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way opened for us through the curtain, that is, his body,
and since we have a great priest over the house of God, let us draw near to God with a sincere heart in
full assurance of faith…’ (Hebrews 10:19-22). This is why this same author describes the Golden Incense
Altar as now located inside the Holy of Holies before the throne of God. You see, as is clear from the
contexts of both Exodus 30 and Revelation 8, this altar represents prayer and worship. There is no
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curtain of separation between us and God, and we can therefore approach Him freely in prayer and
worship! Hebrews 4:16 makes this absolutely clear when the author declares, ‘Let us then approach the
throne of grace with confidence, so that we may receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of
need’.
The Golden Incense Altar has moved because Jesus ‘rearranged the furniture’ to represent a new reality
– no longer are we cut off from God by sin, but in Christ Jesus we have access to Almighty God.
In Revelation 8 the particular prayer requests of the saints receive a dramatic response… but I will write
about this in my next post.
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32. Warning blasts from the world around us

A warning is only any good if it serves to alert us to an impending problem. The book of Revelation
contains powerful warnings that in our day are so loud and obvious that only the blindly foolish could
ignore them.
In biblical times trumpets were mainly used to warn and announce. Chapter Eight of Revelation starts
with seven angels each given a trumpet to sound as an urgent warning to the world. These warnings are
of ecological and social disasters that are to come upon the natural world and its inhabitants. The first
four effect the environment and the last two effect the minds and spirits of humanity.
Numbers are used symbolically in Revelation and so one-third destruction described should be
understood as signifying a substantial but lesser part of the whole. So, these are disasters that seriously
impact the ecology yet do not entirely destroy it.
Something else to bear in mind is that these disasters are warnings,
not punishments. They are the results of human sin, not divine
judgment. The intention is that mankind should consider what it is
doing to the ecology and take sober warning from this. Genesis 2:15
records that ‘the Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden
of Eden to work it and take care of it’ yet humans have forever
polluted and destroyed the environment. Each succeeding
generation has been responsible for a greater degree of
environmental destruction but in our day it has reached
unprecedented levels.
Don’t get too involved in the details of the first four trumpet disasters. The descriptions present us with
vivid pictures intended to evoke emotion rather than convey specific detail. Hail mixed with fire,
mountains thrown into the sea, and flaming stars might have some particular significance but serve
mainly to create a dramatic image that cannot be ignored.
The first trumpet warning concerns the earth’s vegetation and we, more than any generation before us,
are witnessing the mass destruction of vast areas of forests and grasslands. The decimation of the
Brazilian rainforests first caught the public’s attention, but habitat destruction is far more widespread
than that. We are all painfully aware of what is happening in the world around us but what some folk
might not realise is that when we destroy an ecology we doom multiple species of animal life to
extinction.
The second trumpet has to do with the oceans of the world. We have fished out vast expanses of ocean,
destroyed coral reefs, poured billions of cubic meters of effluent into every ocean that can be named,
and slaughtered whales and dolphins to near extinction! For the last several decades’ world leaders
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should have been responding to the escalating destruction of our planet, but they haven’t! Now it is too
late for conferences, and research grants, and pro-green rallies. The trumpet has been sounding but our
ears have been too blocked by materialistic greed to hear.
The next warning concerns the river systems of the world. I need look no further than my own country,
South Africa, to see the systematic pollution of rivers that has been taking place. Factories spew toxic
waste into what were once pristine rivers, abattoirs pump a flood of blood and offal into the nearest
tributary. Mine acid seeps into the water table … and the list of woes goes on and on.
The fourth trumpet sounds a warning that we are destroying our atmosphere. Carbon emissions have
formed a hot-blanket around the planet and temperatures are rising. And with this global warming
comes devastating weather changes. In the space of the last two weeks I have personally experienced a
hail storm of biblical proportions and, just 100 kilometres away, a sand storm where the top soil of some
of our best farmlands was ripped off the drought-stricken ground by tornado like winds.
Surely we must be both blind and stupid not to see what we humans have done to our God-given
environment! How then should we respond? Well, apart from behaving responsibly and pressing our
governments to behave responsibly, we need to repent: “I am so sorry my Father that I have been part
of the wilful disobedience to your mandate to humanity; please forgive me.” Further, we should
encourage those who do not have a relationship with Jesus to turn to Him and cry out for salvation – for
then the trumpet warnings will have served their ultimate purpose.
Destructive as these warnings are they do not match the woes that follow… so buckle up and brace
yourself for the next post.
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33. Woe are we

Natural calamities are warnings but supernatural invasions can only be described as woes.
The First four trumpet blasts of Revelation represent ecological warnings to mankind but the two that
follow are of an entirely different nature and are called ‘woes’. The trumpets of Revelation Chapter
Eight affect humanity indirectly though the environment whereas the woes of Chapter Nine effect
mankind in a very direct way.
The graphic presentations in this chapter are among the most bizarre in the book and have given rise to
some weird interpretations. I have read books in which the strange locust like creatures depicted here
are really Apache attack helicopters and the horses that follow them are Saracen tanks! But how are we
supposed to interpret what these strange beasties represent?
Actually, it’s not that difficult to work out the general meaning of these scenes if you remember the
interpretive principle of Revelation 1:20 – the truth is conveyed through symbols and is not meant to be
reduced to concrete objects, dates, and numbers. So, let’s look at the clues in the text:
The scene opens with a ‘star that had fallen from the
sky to the earth’ (Revelation 9:1). According to the
interpretive key ‘stars’ equal angels, so this depicts an
angel that had fallen from heaven to earth. Jesus used
very similar words when He exclaimed, "I saw Satan fall
like lightning from heaven” (Luke 10:18-19).
This fallen angel is given the key to the Abyss, the
bottomless pit. Once again, we can look to Jesus to
understand what this represents. Luke Chapter Eight records how Jesus confronted the hoard of
demons possessing a man living in caves in region of Gadara. Verse 31 records that they ‘begged him
repeatedly not to order them to go into the Abyss’. So, the Abyss is the name assigned to the state
where demons are confined and so the terrifying beings pouring out of the abyss therefore represent
demons.
All of this is supported by the added detail that ‘they had as king over them the angel of the Abyss,
whose name in Hebrew is Abaddon, and in Greek, Apollyon’ (Revelation 9:11). i.e. the devil.
So, we can easily determine that demons constitute the first Woe, but you will need a further clue in
order to understand their ‘sting in the tail’: ‘They were told not to harm the grass of the earth or any
plant or tree, but only those people who did not have the seal of God on their foreheads’ (Revelation
9:4). Their target is unsaved humanity; those who’s spirits and souls are not sealed by the Holy Spirit and
protected by the truth. They rob such people of life while not physically killing them.
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At this point you will need to extend some grace to me for I need to make a bold statement that I will
only be able to substantiate when we get to Chapter Thirteen.
The demon locusts are a vivid symbolic depiction of HUMANISM in all its various forms.
Now this statement is probably a bit of a shock to the system. The dictionary definition on Humanism is
‘a system of thought which is based on the values, characteristics, and behaviour which are believed to
be best in human beings, rather than on any supernatural authority’. This is indeed how a spiritually
unregenerate person would view Humanism, for a worldly understanding is that humans are essentially
good and that the supernatural does not exist. But, if we take the source of Humanism as the rebellion
of Eden, then both of these presumptions prove false – man is not inherently good and supernatural evil
is both real and responsible.
I understand Humanism to comprise science, medicine, philosophy, economics, technology, military
power, politics, and hedonism. There is an obviously dark side to each of these, such as war, addiction,
greed and so on, but why would I label the ostensibly noble pursuits of the human race as a ‘woe’? Well
I don’t. What I class as a catastrophic woe is the pursuit of these things outside of the Word of God, the
authority of Scripture, and the Lordship of Jesus Christ. I therefore define Humanism as the godless
pursuit and manipulation of the categories of human endeavour I have listed. Defined in this way
Humanism is nothing less than the enthronement of self and the denial of the lordship of Jesus Christ…
and that is indeed a demonic woe that has plagued mankind for millennia and will ultimately deliver a
death blow to godless humanity.
The second woe is just as destructive… but I will write about that next week.
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34. Religious Woe

Religion is a word cherished by many but vilified by the irreligious, and there is a reason for this.
Once again, things will only become clear when we get to later chapters of Revelation, so before I state what I
believe to be the second Woe, let’s follow a few clues.
1. The second demonic plague of Revelation Chapter Nine, pictured as grotesquely mutated horses, is
connected in some way to the Altar of Incense (Revelation 9:13). We know from Revelation 8:3-4 that this
altar is a symbol of prayer and worship and Revelation 9:20 strengthens this connection by declaring that
the victims of these invading demons are caught up in idolatrous worship.
2. The hosts of hell were released from across the great Euphrates, a river that provided a natural divide
between the West and the East. In ancient times great invading powers like Babylonia and Syria were to
the East of the Euphrates. In later ages the major ‘invading’ religions, such as Islam, came from east of the
Euphrates.
3. The colours of the demon horses were red, blue and yellow (Revelation 9:17). Why did John record this
seemingly insignificant detail? Because it is not insignificant – the three prime colours of pure light are
Red, Blue, and Green but the prime colours of reflected light are Red, Blue, and Yellow, which when
mixed together form Black. This represents the exact opposite of the beams of refracted light coming
from the throne of God which I described in and earlier post.
So, this second Woe has to do with demonic prayer, worship, eastern religions, and the ‘throne’ of Satan. We
encountered in the letter to Pergamum (Revelation 2:13). Let’s give this Woe a name … RELIGION.
This might shock many of you because the word ‘religion’ is usually used in a positive or neutral sense. However, I
see religion in an entirely negative light. An origin of the word is the Latin religare: to restrain or bind, and that is
just what I believe it does.
Christianity is not a religion, although many call it that, rather it is a living relationship with the living God. It is an
eternal relationship and a supernatural relationship, and in this relationship we are set free, not bound!
I see religion as the sum of The Occult, New Age Mysticism, World Religions, Cults, and Apostate Christianity.
Religion is in essence the enthronement of satan and the denial of God. It is man’s attempt to make a god in our
image and then to prescribe a way of worshiping this idol.
The first four in this list are obvious, but Apostate Christianity needs some explanation. It is the religious system of
rites, rituals, teachings, and sacraments that masquerade as ‘Christian’ but is in effect Christ-less. In this system
Jesus is honoured as a Prophet, but not as God Incarnate, the Bible is regarded as instructive but not truly
inspired, and salvation is believed to be attained through learning, intellectual ascent, and good works.
Religion has plagued our world for millennia and has caused endless destruction. Just consider the crusades, wars,
bigotry, enslavement, oppression, and terrorism perpetrated in its name. What you will see in later chapters of
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Revelation is that Religion always partners with Humanism and together they form a formidable trinity of evil.
Trinity, because the third ‘woe’ in the upside-down triangle of terror is Satan himself.
I have more to write concerning Chapter Nine of Revelation, but that will have to wait until the new year. In the
meanwhile, please take a look at the following depiction of some of the southern constellations in the night sky
(from the vantage point of Jerusalem) and see if you think they relate to the revelations of Chapter Nine.
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35. Ghost riders in the sky
My last regular Revelation Revisited post before Christmas concerned the second of the Woes described
in Chapter Nine, and I asked you to consider the following graphic:

If you have not yet caught up to where we are in the book of Revelation, please have a look at the video
overview on the website HERE or YouTube HERE. You can also view the summary as a pdf HERE
Some readers might have recognised the constellations of Sagittarius and Scorpio and others may have
wondered if I had been smoking my socks.
I have already mentioned in this series that there is strong evidence that John keyed his inspired writing
to the astronomical constellations as seen from his location in the Northern hemisphere. The use of a
Sky Map identifying the visible stars in the night sky dates back to at least 2500 BC and there is
abundant evidence that the ancient Mesopotamians made use of it to calculate seasonal occurrences.
However, they also believed that it portrayed divine purposes and thus contained insights into the
progression of the history of nations. For them, the science of astronomy was intertwined with their
religious belief system.
The ancients regarded the southernmost constellations, as observed from locations such as Babylon and
Jerusalem, as the gateway to a dark spiritual underworld. Scorpio, as its name suggests, is the great
scorpion of the heavens. This arachnid appears in the scriptures in a number of places as a symbol of
danger (Deuteronomy 8:15, Ezekiel 2:6). The Lord Jesus used it to depict demonic evil when he said to
his disciples, “I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven. I have given you authority to trample on
snakes and scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy; nothing will harm you. However,
do not rejoice that the spirits submit to you, but rejoice that your names are written in heaven” (Luke
10:18-20). In the book of Revelation Chapter Nine, the scorpion features in aspects of the demons that
rise up from the pit of Hell – the First Woe.
The constellation to the left of Scorpio is Sagittarius, the Centaur, half man half horse, with a drawn bow
in its hands. With the exception of Chiron, the centaurs of Greek mythology were barbarous beasts
given to drunkenness, debauchery, and rape and this would be a good description of what demons do.
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The book of Revelation describes a Second Woe, the horde of demons released by the sixth angel, as
horses and riders.
Right at the bottom, the southernmost border of the Star Chart, is the small constellation Ara, pictured
as a small upside-down altar of some sort. The Greeks had a goddess named Ara, and she was the
personification of destruction and revenge. The Hebrew words Aram and Mara incorporate the same
root and mean ‘utter destruction’ and ‘a curse’. I have already noted in my previous post (found HERE)
that the second demonic plague of Revelation Chapter Nine, pictured as grotesquely mutated horses, is
connected in some way to the Altar of Incense (Revelation 9:13) which we know from Revelation 8:3-4 is
a symbol of prayer and worship. Revelation 9:20 strengthens this connection by declaring that the
victims of these invading demons are caught up in idolatrous worship.
“But wait, there is more” as the Home Channel gizmo salesmen are famous for saying; Pictured in the
Star Chart, just above Scorpio, is a depiction of a man with a huge snake in his hands. They represent the
intertwined constellations of Serpens and Ophiuchus, which in Aramaic are called ‘The accursed reptile
and the strong one’. The Greek construct for Ophiuchus is Æsculapius and the historian Hislop describes
Æsculapius as the Epidaurian snake which the Romans worshipped along with fire as the child of the
sun. He records the story that in a time of deadly pestilence this ‘god’ boarded a ship and traveled from
Epidaurus to Rome and that when it slithered off the ship the plague stopped. The ancient Aramaic
name itself means ‘the instructing snake’, and the inhabitants of Pergamum worshipped it as a healing
and enlightening deity (see Revelation 2:12-17).
So here in the depictions of five of the southernmost constellations is a graphical presentation of the
Woes of Revelation Chapter Nine. From this point on in our journey through the book of Revelation it is
going to become increasingly obvious that John used the constellations of the night sky as a key device.
In my next post I want to deal with Revelation Chapter Ten, The Angel and the Little Scroll’. In
preparation for this you might like to answer the question, ‘What is the little scroll in the angel’s hand’?
Until then …
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36. Message to the world

We all know that the church has a message of salvation for the world, but here is another, less obvious,
aspect of it.
Revelation Chapter Ten features a mighty angel descending from heaven holding a little open scroll in
his hand. Some commentators teach that this is a portrayal of Jesus Christ but I don’t hold to this for
several reasons. In Revelation angels are never symbolic portrayals of something else – they are simply…
angels. In any event, Jesus is NOT an angel, He is much, much greater than any angel ever could be
(Hebrews 1:4) for He is God incarnate. I think that the confusion comes from the similar descriptions of
Jesus and angels in the book of Revelation, but this is because all those who come from the heavenly
realm are consistently described with words such as light, radiance, fire, glory, and so on.
In any event, the real focus is not on the angel but on what he is carrying – a small open scroll. We first
encountered this scroll rolled up and held in the right hand of God the Father (Revelation 5). It
represented the ‘title deeds’ to the earthly realm which humanity had forfeited when they rebelled in
the Garden of Eden. It was sealed on the outside and Jesus alone was fit to take it from the Father and
break open its seals. As each seal came away a voice boomed out the eviction order to the devil and his
minions. Now, in the scene before us, Jesus has handed the scroll to a mighty angel to deliver to John,
the representative of the church. Jesus instructs John to take the scroll and to eat it and tells him that
although it will taste sweet on his lips it will turn his stomach sour. The Lord also commanded John
concerning this message he had internalised, “You must prophesy again about many peoples, nations,
languages, and kings.” (Revelation 10:11)
The essence of the prophetic declaration entrusted to John, and indeed the whole church, is;
The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will reign for
ever and ever.” (Revelation 11:15)
The church has a prophetic duty to declare to the world, all who have not bent the knee to Jesus, that
He is Lord of all, and that Satan has no rights and is simply an illegal squatter in the process of
eviction. This is indeed a ‘sweet’ message… but it has some very ‘sour’ implications. The devil loathes
the truth of this declaration and unsaved humanity both rejects it and reacts violently to it. So,
wherever the church faithfully declares this message it suffers criticism, rejection and some form of
persecution.
This prophetic mandate does not give us license to act in ways that Jesus neither modeled nor taught.
To proclaim the lordship of Jesus does not equate to Bible-bashing or turn-or-burn aggressive
‘evangelism’. Jesus’ words to the world-weary are still: “Come to me, all you who are weary and
burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and
humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is light.”
(Matthew 11:28-30). And Peter’s instruction regarding personal evangelism is still: ‘But in your hearts set
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apart Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason
for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect, keeping a clear conscience, so that
those who speak maliciously against your good behavior in Christ may be ashamed of their slander.’ (1
Peter 3:15-17)
There are two other aspects of Chapter Ten that I want to develop before progressing to the Two
Witnesses of Chapter Eleven. The first concerns ‘mystery’ in scripture and the second concerns the
immediacy of the ‘end days’ and the urgency this brings to our Christian witness. In preparation, why
don’t you give some thought to the enigmatic ‘seven thunders’ of Revelation 10:3-4 and to the bold
statement of verses 5 to 7.
When he shouted, the voices of the seven thunders spoke. And when the seven thunders spoke, I was
about to write; but I heard a voice from heaven say, “Seal up what the seven thunders have said and
do not write it down.” Then the angel I had seen standing on the sea and on the land raised his right
hand to heaven. And he swore by him who lives for ever and ever, who created the heavens and all
that is in them, the earth and all that is in it, and the sea and all that is in it, and said, “There will be
no more delay! But in the days when the seventh angel is about to sound his trumpet, the mystery of
God will be accomplished, just as he announced to his servants the prophets.”
.
.
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37. Some things are still a mystery

“Jesus loves me this I know, for the Bible tells me so“. But is all of the Bible so simple that even a little
child can understand it?
Well, the central message of the Good News of Salvation in and through the Lords Jesus Christ is indeed
simple to receive, yet far from simple to fully understand. for instance, just how the alienated and
mortally flawed spirit of a human being is regenerated is a profound mystery. And how God can be a
triune being existing simultaneously in three personages, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit is mysterious
beyond words. What is more, how He, in and through the Holy Spirit can indwell a regenerated human
being is incomprehensible to even the cleverest person.
In Revelation Chapter Ten we encounter a mystery that may not be unlocked in our life-time, if ever.
‘When the seven thunders spoke, I was about to write; but I heard a voice from heaven say, “Seal up
what the seven thunders have said and do not write it down.” The Seven Thunders themselves are
enigmatic but we can understand something of what John is referencing here. The key issue however, is
that we do not know what they said; their message is a mystery to us. And what is more, there is
nothing in the rest of Revelation, or anywhere else in the Bible for that matter, that reveals what was
said.
Jesus, in Himself and by virtue of what He said and did, is
the clearest revelation of the Triune Godhead to humanity,
yet even He sometimes spoke mysteriously. Matthew
chapter thirteen contains seven parables of the Kingdom of
Heaven. The first three are given to the masses in an
outdoor setting and the last four to his disciples in an indoor
setting. After delivering the first of these parables to the
crowd the disciples ask Jesus why he speaks in such obscure
language. His reply is that “The knowledge of the mysteries
of the kingdom of heaven has been given to you, but not to
them” (Matthew. 13:11). So, what Jesus was teaching in the
form of parables was a mystery to all who were not
enlightened by him. In addition to this, He pointed the
disciples to things which they were never going to
understand in their life-times. For instance, when they
asked him when he could return to herald in the end of the world, he replied; “No one knows about that
day or hour, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father” (Mark 13:32). Wow! In His
humanity even Jesus did not know the exact time of His return to earth. in his humanity Jesus did not
know the exact time of his return to earth.
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The Adamic root of sin is the desire to know everything, but if we did, would we not be gods? God’s
ways and thoughts must be higher than ours (Isaiah 55:8-9), for He is God and we are not. Equally, if the
Bible is truly the inspired written Word of God then it must contain elements of mystery.
Now, to the particular mystery referenced in Revelation 10. I have already introduced and started to
develop the idea that John was using the astronomy of his day as a device for writing what the Holy
Spirit was inspiring him to record and the Seven Thunders is another example of this. One of the most
well-known constellations is Orion (marked 1 in the image), pictured as holding a scroll in one hand, the
head of a lion in the other, and his one foot is planted on the ‘sky river’ Eridanus (2). Just to his right and
slightly above him is the constellation Taurus (3), the bull, which symbolises something very dark and
sinister that I will explain when we get to Revelation chapter 13. In the shoulder of the constellation of
Taurus is a group of seven stars (number 4 in the graphic) known as the Pleiades (Job 9:9). John
apparently uses the constellation Orion to represent the mighty angel of Revelation 10 and the Pleiades
to represent the message of the Seven Thunders, but this still does not shed any light on the message
itself; it is a mystery. In fact, the angel then utters the words, “There will be no more delay! But in the
days when the seventh angel is about to sound his trumpet, the mystery of God will be accomplished,
just as he announced to his servants the prophets.” (Revelation 10:6-7).The Bible does indeed contain
mysteries because it is genuinely God-breathed,so
The Bible does indeed contain mysteries because it is genuinely God-breatherd, so our task when we
come to the Bible is to diligently seek to understand what we can and to marvel at the mysteries that we
cannot yet fathom. I find this both exhilarating and freeing.
I study the written Word of God with an expectation of revelation within the limitations of my
understanding, yet with the deep comfort of knowing that it is God alone who reveals and enlightens
what He is pleased to make known.
In my next post I plan to write about the ‘end days’ indicated by the angel’s prophetic words in chapter
10:6-7.
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38. The End of Days

The man leaned in towards me, cupped his hand beside his mouth and whispered, “The time of end of
the world is… tomorrow at 12 noon”.
Almost four decades ago I led a fellowship group for our local church and had been persuaded to invite a
guru on the end-times to come and address us. He spent an hour or so taking us through the book of
Revelation as though it were a prophetic calendar, but he also focused a lot on the book of Daniel. By
the end of his talk he had plastered three walls with charts and diagrams and then he finished with the
words, “I know when the end is coming but I shouldn’t say.” The evening ended with tea and cake and it
was then that I sidled up to him and asked him to tell me his big secret, you know, man to man and
leader to leader. That is when he made his startling behind-the-hand disclosure.
I can’t remember the poor man’s name but he was not the first to make claims about the End of Days,
and he won’t be the last. One of the more recent and colourful ‘prophets’ of our day was Harold
Camping. He predicted the end, was proved wrong when his date came and went, and then predicted
another date… and then another…. and then he died.
What embarrassment and trouble could be avoided if we just followed Jesus’ example. His disciples
asked him when he would return and when the end of the world would come. He replied with these
words: “No one knows about that day or hour, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the
Father” (Matthew 24:36). So there you have it from the master’s lips.
Despite Jesus’ admonitions not to be deceived (Matthew 24:4), many commentators insist on treating
the book of Revelation like a cosmic clock or giant calendar, and Revelation 10:6-7 is one of their
favourite texts: it reads, “There will be no more delay! But in the days when the seventh angel is about to
sound his trumpet, the mystery of God will be accomplished, just as he announced to his servants the
prophets.”
It would take more space than I have in this series of posts, and probably more patience than you have,
to explain the linguistic and contextual subtleties of this text. G.K.Beal’s monumental, and excellent,
commentary contains a 11 page analysis of these two verses. So, I will just blunder in and state what I
believe it means in a few simple sentences.
I paraphrase the angel’s declaration as: ‘There will be no delay between when the seventh angel sounds
his trumpet and the accomplishment of God’s prophetically announced mystery.’ In other words, when
all is ready, then it will happen very quickly.
The seventh, and therefore final, trumpet is a theme which Paul explains in 1 Corinthians 15:51-52:
“Listen, I tell you a mystery: We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed— in a flash, in the twinkling
of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, the dead will be raised imperishable, and we
will be changed”. In 1 Thessalonians 4:15-18 he amplifies this statement with: “According to the Lord’s
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own word, we tell you that we who are still alive, who are left till the coming of the Lord, will certainly
not precede those who have fallen asleep. For the Lord himself will come down from heaven, with a loud
command, with the voice of the archangel and with the trumpet call of God, and the dead in Christ will
rise first. After that, we who are still alive and are left will be caught up together with them in the clouds
to meet the Lord in the air. And so we will be with the Lord forever. Therefore, encourage each other with
these words”.
Jesus is coming again to judge all of humanity, to destroy the current evil world system, and to create a
new composite Heaven and Earth (HeavenEarth) where He will live forever with his disciples. So, let me
encourage you with this – We, His followers, will not be subject to his judgmental punishment, but, like
every generation of Christians before us, we will live through tribulation and refinement in our lives on
earth. When He comes to judge and recreate, then all those believers who have previously died will
accompany Him and be given resurrection bodies. Those who are still alive on earth will rise to meet him
and will also be given resurrection bodies. Resurrection bodies are material but not physical as we know
it.
Our new bodies will be like Jesus’ when he rose from the grave and we will live with him in this state,
together with all believers of all generations, on the recreated planet which I choose to call
HeavenEarth.
Now that is encouraging! So, don’t worry about the date when all this will happen, but rather, heed
Jesus’ words in Matthew 24:44: “So you also must be ready, because the Son of Man will come at an
hour when you do not expect him”.
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39. Will the true church please stand up

The church is soon to experience the greatest revival ever! It should also expect severe persecution and tribulation.

We have arrived at Chapter 11, the end of the third part of the book of Revelation. As I have previously
pointed out, Revelation is divided into seven parts each covering the time between the Cross and the
Second Coming of Christ.
Chapter 11 is fascinating from many perspectives because it features a temple, mystical numbers, lampstands, and two witnesses who have the power to call down fire from heaven, stop the rain, and turn
water into blood. What are we to make of all this? As a starting point, remember that all of Revelation is
presented in symbols and these include numbers. Remember too that John often refers to well-known
Old Testament events because his original readers would have been steeped in the history of the Jewish
people.
The first allusion to Old Testament prophecy is when John is told to measure the Temple and the Altar
and to count the worshippers there. Herod’s Temple existed during the time of the early church and it
was entered through two courts – the Outer or Great Court and within that, the Inner Court, also known
as the Court of the Israelites. Gentiles and unclean Jews were allowed into the Outer Court but only
ceremonially pure Jews were allowed to enter the Inner court which contained the Altar of Sacrifice. So,
John is instructed to distinguish between Jews and Gentiles in the Temple of God. Paul explains in 1
Corinthians 3:16 that the Church is the real Temple of our times when he writes: “Don’t you know that
you yourselves are God’s temple and that God’s Spirit lives in you?” (see also Ephesians 2:19-22). The
Great Bronze Altar stands as a symbol for the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the Cross, the entrance
qualification for a Christian (Romans 3:21-26). So, the picture that is emerging is that the church, like
Herod’s Temple, will contain both believers and unbelievers. What is more, the unregenerate church
‘members’ will trample on the ‘holy city’, another symbolic reference to the church (Revelation 21:2-3).
The period of the trampling under foot of the believers by the ‘gentiles’ of the church is given as 42
months. Those who take the images and numbers of Revelation literally jump to one of two conclusions:



Either John was not writing about the church at all, but about the Temple that was destroyed in
70 AD, or
An end-time desecration of the church is in view.

In both interpretations the Great Tribulation of the church would last exactly 42 months. But the
number given here is an expression of a very well-known symbolic period of time stated elsewhere in
Revelation as 1,260 days or three and a half years, and first found in Daniel 7:25. Seven is a number that
occurs throughout the Bible and carries the meaning of completion or perfection. Three and a half years
stands for a broken, incomplete period.
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So, the true church, consisting of born-again disciples of the Lord Jesus, exists within the ‘churches’ of
Christendom and suffers at the hands of those who profess to be Christians but are not. This has always
been the case but it will become more obvious and painful as time moves inexorably towards the endof-days. Jesus told a parable to teach us the reality of this sad situation:
“The kingdom of heaven is like a man who sowed good seed in his field. But while everyone was
sleeping, his enemy came and sowed weeds among the wheat, and went away. When the wheat
sprouted and formed heads, then the weeds also appeared. “The owner’s servants came to him and
said, ‘Sir, didn’t you sow good seed in your field? Where then did the weeds come from?’ “‘An enemy
did this,’ he replied. “The servants asked him, ‘Do you want us to go and pull them up?’ “‘No,’ he
answered, ‘because while you are pulling the weeds, you may root up the wheat with them. Let both
grow together until the harvest. At that time I will tell the harvesters: First collect the weeds and tie
them in bundles to be burned; then gather the wheat and bring it into my barn.'” (Matthew 13:24-30)
The next few verses of Revelation 11 describe what the real church has always done, but will do with
greater power and effectiveness in the years to come when we shall undoubtedly call it ‘Revival’. See if
you can trace the powerful descriptions in verses 3 to 6 back to their Old Testament prototypes – till
next week…
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40. The Witnessing Church

The main responsibility of the church to the world is to witness: Not to reform society but to witness
through words and deeds.
In Chapter Eleven of the book of Revelation the church is symbolically depicted as a temple housing two
types of professing believers; those ‘having a form of godliness but denying its power’ (2 Timothy 3:5) in
the outer temple court, and those in the inner court who are true followers of Jesus.
The true church, all who are genuine disciples of the Lord Jesus, are depicted in this chapter as two
olive trees. This is a clear allusion to Zechariah Chapter Four where the prophet saw a vision of two Olive
trees which the angel speaking to him interpreted as “the two who are anointed to serve the Lord of all
the earth.” (Zechariah 4:14) In the context of Israel in that day these two anointed ones would have
been readily identified as Joshua (the High Priest) and Zerubbabel. Joshua represented the people of
God who, after returning from exile, would be given a new and glorious status, and Zerubbabel was the
man who rebuilt the Jerusalem temple.
The two Witnesses of Revelation are then described as having the power to shut up the heavens so that
it does not rain and to inflict plagues upon the earth. Two great figures from Israel’s history are alluded
to here: Elijah (1 Kings 17:1) and Moses (Exodus 7:17), two mighty prophets for Jehovah in the darkest
situations. Elijah confronted the wicked king Ahab and defeated the prophets of Baal, and Moses
confronted Pharaoh and defeated his army. Significantly, Jesus encountered both Moses and Elijah on
the Mount of Transfiguration (Mark 9:4).
If we apply this Old Testament imagery and meaning to the church (as is John’s intention in Revelation)
then a picture emerges of a revived people of God witnessing to the world with devastating power and
effectiveness. The connection to Jesus is obvious – He is the head of his body the church and we are
expected to witness to the world as He did. The Two Witnesses of Revelation prophecy for 1260
symbolic days (that is 1260/30=42 months = 3 and a half years) and Jesus ministered on Earth for the
same period of time between his 30th birthday and his crucifixion. So the burning question is ‘How did
Jesus witness?’
Well, He didn’t call down fire upon his detractors and, in fact, rebuked his disciples from wanting to do
this (Luke 9:54). Instead He spoke truth, healed, gave life, delivered the demonised, blessed, and
taught. When He sent out his disciples to practice what He had taught them He said, “As you go, preach
this message: ‘The kingdom of heaven is near.’ Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse those who have
leprosy, drive out demons. Freely you have received, freely give” (Matthew 10:7-8)
Let me be as clear as I can on this. Our task is not to conduct ‘spiritual warfare’ through ‘mapping’ or
‘binding and loosing’ or ‘praying in an open heaven’; our task is to WITNESS to the Gospel of Jesus Christ
through what we say and what we do. Our task is not to organise ourselves into some ‘New Apostolic
Reformation’ in order to take over the reins of power in the key sectors of society; our task is to speak
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and minister life in Jesus’ name. This is what the church through the ages has been doing and this is
what it will do with even greater power in the years ahead.
Verses 7 to 10 of Chapter Eleven appear to paint a devastating picture of the defeat of the witnessing
church, but wait for the next post in this series because embedded in ‘defeat’ is the most glorious
victory possible!
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41. Real victory in apparent defeat

What may look to the world as a massive defeat is often a glorious victory for the Kingdom of God.
The Two Witnesses of Revelation 11 symbolise the church throughout the ages, but most especially in
the days in which we live. But note this; the witnessing church these witnesses depict is found within the
larger ‘outer court’ of a church made up mostly of members masquerading as true disciples. Note also
that the Witnesses represent a revived church, a universal body of believers displaying great spiritual
power and vitality. Church history records several great revivals, but I believe that we are soon to
experience the greatest of all church revivals… and with it severe tribulation.
The Two Witnesses prophecy for a period of time and then they are ‘killed’ and their witness silenced.
How can this be?! Does this foretell a defeated church and a failure of monumental proportions? And
why would God not only allow this but, it seems, plan this from the start?
First, we need to consider the nature of the church’s commission. From the very start Jesus has
commissioned us to speak and demonstrate a two-fold message to the world but, by and large, we seem
to have only grasped half of it. We have always understood the Good News to be, “For God so loved the
world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal
life.” (John 3:16). Yet this most well-known statement by Jesus does not stand in isolation, for He went
on to say: ”Whoever believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does not believe stands condemned
already because he has not believed in the name of God’s one and only Son” (Verse 18). The New Living
Translation translates this as, “those who do not trust him have already been judged for not believing in
the only Son of God”. The comprehensively attested biblical declaration is that all human beings are
born into this world in a state of spiritual separation from God the Father; dead in the sin of the
rebellion of Adam and Eve (Romans 3:23 5:12). This is why Jesus said that “whoever does not believe
stands condemned already”.
This is the second part of the Gospel we are commissioned to proclaim… and most of us just don’t like
this. It is a most unpopular message, particularly in the 21st century. Most people, except Atheists and
Islamics, don’t object so much to the idea that Jesus has sorted out Adam’s error of judgement, but they
do object to being told that they already stand condemned and that the remedy to their deathly
condition is in and through Jesus Christ alone.
Now, think of how this ‘full’ Gospel sounds in the ears of religious leaders who are trying to unite the
whole of Christendom, and to then align this One Church the major world religious systems. This should
give you some idea of why the numerically superior professing church would want to silence a revived
confessing church.
“Now when they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes up from the Abyss will attack them,
and overpower and kill them. Their bodies will lie in the street of the great city, which is figuratively
called Sodom and Egypt, where also their Lord was crucified. For three and a half days men from every
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people, tribe, language and nation will gaze on their bodies and refuse them burial. The inhabitants of
the earth will gloat over them and will celebrate by sending each other gifts, because these two prophets
had tormented those who live on the earth”. (Revelation 11:7-10)
What we need to grasp is this: A Kingdom of God victory is perceived by the world as defeat and selfsacrifice is regarded as pitiable weakness. Yet the truth is just the opposite: self-sacrifice is the ultimate
measure of strength and true victory comes through surrender. The key to understanding this in the
context of Chapter 11 of the book of Revelation is where it connects with Jesus’ death with the words,
“where also their Lord was crucified” (Revelation 11:8). Jesus died, not because He was the victim of
worldly power, but because He chose to do so. In his apparent ‘defeat’ on the cross was embedded the
greatest victory the cosmos has ever witnessed. This is why Paul quoted from Isaiah 25:8 when he wrote
that in the crucifixion “Death has been swallowed up in victory.” (1 Corinthians 15:54).
This is such an important and misunderstood truth that I want to devote another article to it. In the
meanwhile, here is a scenario and a question that highlights an application I will discuss in my next post:
An assistant pastor becomes offended and dissatisfied by his apparent lack of appreciation by the senior
pastor and as well as his perceived limited career prospects. He starts to talk to key leaders about how
poorly he has been treated, and it soon becomes apparent that he is planning on splitting the church by
leaving and taking half of the members with him to plant a new congregation. What should the senior
pastor do?
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42. An unpalatable truth

From the days of Cain and Able most people of all generations, in all cultures, have practiced the
dogma of the survival of the fittest.
Darwin might have coined the phrase but the idea is as ancient as humankind itself. In the underbelly of human
society it manifests as dog-eat-dog and the man with the biggest gun wins. In more elevated circles it appears in
the form of dominance through position, wealth and influence. To survive we must come out on top and to
ascend we usually need to control, subjugate or disadvantage others. This law of the human jungle reigned
supreme in the minds of men for thousands of years … and then along came Jesus.
Just about everyone up to that time taught ‘might is right’ but Jesus Christ taught that “the greatest among you
will be your servant” (Mathew 23:11-12), and “those who are the greatest should take the lowest rank, and the
leader should be like a servant” (Luke 22:26 NLT).
But the Master’s teachings go even deeper: “Love your enemies, do good to them” (Luke 6:35)… say what?! And,
“I tell you the truth, unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it
dies, it produces many seeds. The man who loves his life will lose it, while the man who hates his life in this world
will keep it for eternal life” (John 12:24-25) … Oh my Oh my!
The Apostle Paul, taught by Jesus, instructed us to, “do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in
humility consider others better than yourselves. Each of you should look not only to your own interests, but also to
the interests of others”’ (Philippians 2:3-4). How contrary to the way of the world!
To put all of this into the context of the book of Revelation I have to jump ahead a little to Chapter 12 verse 11
where it describes the victory of the church over Satan and his followers with the words,
They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony; they did not love their lives so
much as to shrink from death.
The enemy might think he has crushed the church, but in its apparent defeat is its greatest victory. Evil is
defeated by self-sacrificing love, falsehood by uncompromising truth, and darkness disappears in the presence
of light. Jesus not only taught this, He demonstrated it – He was crucified by the servants of Satan but in dying he
defeated death and granted eternal life for all who believe in him (Hebrews 2:14-15).
My previous post expounded on some of the elements of Chapter Eleven of the book of Revelation. A key truth
that emerges from this study is that a Kingdom of God victory is perceived by the world as defeat and selfsacrifice is regarded as pitiable weakness. In order to stimulate some thinking around this I posed a hypothetical
question concerning what a pastor should do in the face of a church split. The scenario was, ‘An assistant pastor
becomes offended and dissatisfied by his apparent lack of appreciation by the senior pastor and as well as his
perceived limited career prospects. He starts to talk to key leaders about how poorly he has been treated, and it
soon becomes apparent that he is planning on splitting the church by leaving and taking half of the members with
him to plant a new congregation. What should the senior pastor do?’
I have already received several responses – thanks for these. As people have pointed out:
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Good church governmental structure and process should not allow this sort of situation develop, and



The senior pastor needs to base his response on the best interests of the church.

However, hundreds of thousands of churches do not have the kind of church structures required to deal with this
sort of thing, and the reality is that uncountable numbers of such churches split regularly.
The rather controversial Christian author Gene Edwards wrote a book titled
’Preventing a Church Split’ in which he recounts that when he was just nine
years old he witnessed his first church split, and that by the time he was
thirteen he had been seared by the flames of two more! He claims that about
five percent of all Protestant churches in America split every year, and he
observes that ‘nothing compares to church division in its power to cause
Christians to stop following the Lord… more Christians have walked away
from the things of God because of church splits than for any other reason.’
Local churches, and indeed entire denominations, divide aggressively over
matters of doctrine, tradition, and even personal preference, but the
greatest reason by far is the desire for power and control. The scenario I
described is fairly typical of what happens over and over again in countless
churches all over the world.
Now something sobering to consider is this: The leaders involved are seldom
bad people, and when challenged they usually declare that they are standing
for truth or acting in the best interests of the people. Only a very inexperienced leader would not be aware of the
devastating pain and faith-destroying disappointment any form of church split causes, yet still they insist on the
purity of their motives. In my experience the majority of people involved in a church split become so disillusioned
that they never again enter the doors of a church building. The few that do eventually return to corporate
worship sit in the back, un-involved, sceptical and unresponsive. The members that stay on in the ravaged church
seldom recover fully, and the self-righteous leader and his followers that leave to start their own ‘church’ down
the road seldom thrive. It stands to reason; the church is a body and what do we think happens when we cut a
living body in half or lop off its limbs!
Gene Edwards contends that by the time a church split is looming it is already too late to restore unity. His
solution is for the Pastor to simply lay down his ministry and walk away; to resign his position and to leave town
so that church members cannot follow him. I am not sure I agree with him, but I have never had to live through a
church split (thank you so much Lord Jesus). However, I do believe that church splits are caused by pride, selfinterest, and unbiblical thinking, usually masquerading as piety. So the solution has to be the opposite of this –
self-sacrifice, humility, and a Jesus-response.
I titled this post ‘an unpalatable truth’ because after 38 years of being a disciple of Jesus, and 28 of those in fulltime church leadership, I still have to deal with the very character flaws that cause the problems I have been
describing.
Why is it so hard to put the interests of others at least on the same level as my own self-interest? Why is it so
difficult to refrain from justifying selfishness and pride?
We all know that these things are characteristic of our old lives, not our new lives in Christ. We know that they
are not found on the list of ‘fruit of the spirit’. So for me at least the need for self-denial is an unpalatable truth.
Perhaps I will eventually absorb the lessons I am here on earth to learn – how about you? Or am I a lone voice
among the truly transformed?
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43. Bringing it all together

To get a fuller view we sometimes have to take a few steps back; and we need to do this often as we
study the book of Revelation.
The last four articles have all be drawn from Chapter 11 of the book of Revelation. I have explored
several interesting aspects and doctrines and I am concerned that some readers may be getting a little
lost in the detail (can’t see the wood for the trees) so in this post I will provide a summary of the
chapter in the form of a brief running commentary.
The chapter starts with the words: ‘I was given a reed like a measuring rod and was told, “Go and
measure the temple of God and the altar, and count the worshipers there. But exclude the outer court;
do not measure it, because it has been given to the Gentiles. They will trample on the holy city for 42
months”‘. The idea conveyed here is that the church (Temple of God) has always consisted of two types
of Christians; those who are regenerate and dedicated disciples of the Lord Jesus (Inner Court) and
those who just profess to be believers (Outer Court). The weeds among the wheat (Matthew 13:24-30)
have, and will continue to be, a hindrance to the witness of the church.
‘And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy for 1,260 days, clothed in sackcloth.‘
These are the two olive trees and the two lamp-stands that stand before the Lord of the earth. If anyone
tries to harm them, fire comes from their mouths and devours their enemies. This is how anyone who
wants to harm them must die. These men have power to shut up the sky so that it will not rain during the
time they are prophesying; and they have power to turn the waters into blood and to strike the earth
with every kind of plague as often as they want’. The Two Witnesses symbolise the true church (Wheat)
in imagery drawn from the accounts of the Old Testament prophets Elijah and Moses as well as
Zechariah’s vision. The church pictured here has both divine protection and power, and indeed this has
been true of the Church through all ages.
‘Now when they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes up from the Abyss will attack them,
and overpower and kill them. Their bodies will lie in the street of the great city, which is figuratively
called Sodom and Egypt, where also their Lord was crucified. For three and a half days men from every
people, tribe, language and nation will gaze on their bodies and refuse them burial. The inhabitants of
the earth will gloat over them and will celebrate by sending each other gifts, because these two prophets
had tormented those who live on the earth’ (Revelation 11:7-11).
The church will continue to testify powerfully about Jesus until God the Father decides that its work is
done (Matthew 24:14).
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The beast from the Abyss is a manifestation of
Satan and is described in detail in Chapter 13
(So we will have to wait a bit). A prophetic and
powerful church has always been a pain the
backside to the devil and the masses who
knowingly or unwittingly follow him. As we
approach the end of days the true church will
come under increasing pressure from the world
systems and persecution will escalate to the
point where many secular and religious leaders
will believe that they have completely
annihilated it. They, and their followers, will
see this as a good and joyful thing (party time!)
‘But after the three and a half days a breath of
life from God entered them, and they stood on
their feet, and terror struck those who saw
them. Then they heard a loud voice from
heaven saying to them, “Come up here.” And
they went up to heaven in a cloud, while their
enemies looked on’ (Revelation 11: 11-12). The
allusion to Jesus’ death and resurrection is
obvious: The church is put to death just as
Jesus was, the Holy Spirit raises it to life just as
He raised Jesus to life, and it ascends into
heaven just as Jesus did. At a personal level, all Christians who die ascend to be with the Lord (2
Corinthians 5:8), but at a corporate level we, the church, are assured that when the last trumpet sounds
(the end of the world as we know it) those believers who are still alive on earth will ascend to meet
Jesus (1 Thessalonians 4:17) as He returns to judge and to recreate.
‘At that very hour there was a severe earthquake and a tenth of the city collapsed. Seven thousand
people were killed in the earthquake, and the survivors were terrified and gave glory to the God of
heaven. The second woe has passed; the third woe is coming soon. The seventh angel sounded his
trumpet, and there were loud voices in heaven, which said:
“The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ, and He will reign for
ever and ever.”
And the twenty-four elders, who were seated on their thrones before God, fell on their faces and
worshiped God, saying: “We give thanks to you, Lord God Almighty, the One who is and who was,
because you have taken your great power and have begun to reign. The nations were angry; and your
wrath has come. The time has come for judging the dead, and for rewarding your servants the prophets
and your saints and those who reverence your name, both small and great — and for destroying those
who destroy the earth.” Then God’s temple in heaven was opened, and within his temple was seen the
ark of his covenant. And there came flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals of thunder, an earthquake and
a great hailstorm’ (Revelation 11:13-19). This is a graphic depiction of the end of days which will come
when Jesus returns. For nearly 2,000 years now the church has expressed a foretaste of this reality in
that Jesus rules and reigns in and through his people. However, the absolute expression of this is when
Jesus returns to wrap up the old order of things and to create one HeavenEarth reality… but much
more about this later in the book of Revelation.
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I have avoided using traditional theological ‘boxes’ like Amillennialism, Premillennialism, and so on
because I don’t think they aid understanding, but if you are interested you can follow the link I have
provided.
Next week I plan to start in on Part Four of the book of Revelation, the fascinating Chapters 12, 13 and
14. It would be great if you could read these chapters now to get an idea of what is to come – it will look
bizarre and confusing at first glance but you are going to discover just how wonderfully enlightening
these three chapters actually are.
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44. The heavens declare

‘The heavens declare the glory of God; And the firmament shows His handiwork’ (Psalm 19:1 NKJV).
If you go out after dark and look up at the expanse of the night sky, what do you see?
The answer is probably, ‘pollution haze and a few stars’, but the people of John the Revelator’s day
would have seen a glorious display of galaxies, planets, and stars without measure. The religious
astronomers of the ancient world would have understood the dazzling celestial display as a divine
presentation of significant events and portents of things to come, and John taps into this in the book of
Revelation.
According to my best research, the Magi of Babylonia were the first to be schooled in the art and
science of the heavens. Abraham, the father of the Jewish Faith, came from the region of
Babylonia (Genesis 11:31) referred to in the Bible as Ur of the Chaldeans and traveled from there to
Canaan. It is probable that Abraham brought with him the knowledge of how to read the night sky and
that this became embedded in the religious understanding of the Israelites. When John wrote the book
of Revelation he used this knowledge to present God’s great redemptive plan to the people of his day,
and thus to us as well.
I introduced this concept in the posts: ‘Revelation
in the Stars’, and then pointed out a number of
links to specific constellations in ‘Religious Woe’,
‘Ghost Riders in the Sky’, and ‘Some things are still
a mystery’.
The Two Witnesses are the focal point of Chapter
Eleven of Revelation, so we shouldn’t be surprised
to find a depiction of these ‘twins’ in the night sky.
And there they are (Gemini) tucked between the
constellations of Cancer and Taurus, another
pointer to the marvelous progression of
constellations that await us in chapters 12, 13, and
14. But I have spent sufficient time on Chapter
Eleven and must now move on to the next major part of the book of Revelation.
In my next few articles I will elaborate on what I am about to describe, but to help you make sense of
this celestial aspect of Revelation, I will start with the big picture.
Remember that each part of Revelation takes us back to start, which is Christ’s birth, and ends with
His coming again to judge and create a new HeavenEarth.
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Revelation 12:1-2 presents us with the picture of a woman whom John describes with these words: ‘A
great and wondrous sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her
feet and a crown of twelve stars on her head. She was pregnant and cried out in pain as she was about
to give birth’ You will have to wait for my next post for the reasons why I believe that she depicts Israel,
the Old Testament people of God, the wife of Yahweh, and the ‘mother’ of Jesus the messiah. For now, I
ask you to just notice the constellation of Virgo.
The account in Chapter Twelve goes on to describe a
great dragon, who’s tail swept a third of the stars from
the sky, crouching before the woman in order to devour
her child when he was born (Revelation 12:3-4). This, I
believe, is represented by The constellation of Hydra
which appears below Virgo in the night sky and spans
about one-third of the circle of the sun’s apparent path
through the heavens. Alongside Virgo, is the minor
constellation of Coma, which, in Persian means ‘pure
virgin’ and was originally depicted as nourishing an
infant boy having a Hebrew name meaning The
Anointed, or in Greek, Christos. On the other side of
Virgo on the Star Map we find the constellation
Centaurus, the evil Centaur, spearing a lamb (Not a wolf
as shown on modern charts). Tucked in under Centaurus
is Crux, and it doesn’t take much imagination to see
what this represents to the Christian.
I will give more detail and explanations of these star
signs in my next post, but to make the point that
Chapter Twelve contains a wealth as astronomical
information just consider how verse 14 links to the
constellation of Aquila, the great eagle mentioned by
John. Note also how verses 15 and 16 link to the constellations of Aquarius and Piscus Austrinus (water
pouring out and being swallowed up).
To help you make sense of all this I have included a Sky Map showing the constellations as seen from
Patmos at the time John wrote the book of Revelation.
As we work through chapters 12 to 14 of Revelation it will become increasingly obvious that John was
linking the revelation to the constellations of the night sky. Why did he do this? I will try to answer this
satisfactorily before this series is completed.
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45. Easter Victory

A woman clothed with the Sun, an enormous red dragon and a victorious male child, equals an Easter
Victory.
Chapter Twelve of the book of Revelation starts Part Four which, like the other parts of the book, covers
the full period between the first and second coming of Jesus. At a cursory read, it seems as if the
chapter is just about a woman and a dragon, but there is another character embedded in the narrative
who, although seemingly invisible, is central to the whole story. I am writing this post during the week
leading up to Easter and so I am going to focus on this ‘hidden’ character and then double back and
describe the full scene to you in my next article.
I have already pointed out in my previous post that the
woman in Chapter Twelve is linked to the constellation of
Virgo and the dragon to the constellation of Hydra.
Although this is important to understand, it is far more
important that we fully comprehend the glorious drama
that these representations depict. Virgo symbolises the
people of God, more specifically Israel, and Hydra
symbolises Satan, the great adversary of the people of
God. The primary reason the Old Testament people of God
existed was to provide the means by which the saviour of
humankind could come into the world. The devil’s only
hope of vindication and continued freedom was to prevent
Israel succeeding in birthing the Messiah, and if he couldn’t
do that it was to kill the Christ Child himself. The intensity
and scope of this drama require an article of its own, so I
will return to it at a later time.
Israel’s greatest moment came, not when it received the
Ten Commandments, and not when she occupied the
Promised Land, but when Mary, her finest offspring, gave
birth to Jesus Christ. The history of the chosen nation is
replete with great figures such as Moses, King David, and
Solomon, but none as fine, noble and worthy of honour as
Mary. This is why she herself declared, “From now on all generations will call me blessed” (Luke 1:48)
Mary gave birth to ‘a son, a male child, who will rule all the nations with an iron sceptre’ (Revelation
12:5), and his name was Jesus. Verse five then goes on to record that ‘her child was snatched up to God
and to his throne‘. But what about His 42 months of miraculous deeds and sublime teachings? Where is
the reference to His atoning death on the cross of Calvary and His glorious resurrection on the third day
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after that? Well, it’s not that John regards these things as unimportant, it is because in this section of
Revelation he wants us to grasp something else – the stupendous victory over Satan that Jesus’
ascension back into heaven completed.
The cross is implicit in the narrative of Chapter Twelve in words such as, ‘they overcame him (Satan) by
the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony’ (Revelation 12:11). These words take us right
back to the ‘Lamb, looking as if it had been slain, standing in the centre of the throne’ in Revelation 5:6,
and “Worthy is the Lamb, who was slain to receive power and wealth and wisdom and strength and
honour and glory and praise!” (5:12). The word of testimony of disciples of Jesus Christ has always been,
“It is true! The Lord has risen!” (Luke 24:34). Incidentally, a movie has just been released and for the
first time in years I can recommend a Hollywood production to you; it is called ‘Risen’.
Because of His sacrificial death on the cross and His rising from the tomb in death-conquering glory,
Jesus vanquished Satan, stripped him of all authority, and expelled him from Heaven! Revelation 12
describes Michael and his angels casting the devil out of Heaven (12:7-9), and as this happens a loud
voice declares: “Now have come the salvation and the power and the kingdom of our God, and the
authority of his Christ. For the accuser of our brothers, who accuses them before our God day and night,
has been hurled down” (12:10).
In this eternity changing victory at Calvary, the Lord Jesus Christ settled the penalty of the broken
covenant between God and mankind, bringing the human race back into a position of potential peace
and fellowship with the Godhead. He removed all and any grounds for accusation by the devil against
the children of God. He expelled Satan from his presence and denied him access to the throne of the
Almighty. Then, in a sealed tomb in the Garden of Gethsemane, this same Jesus broke the power of
death, rose bodily from its clutches, and in so doing created a new resurrection template of eternal life
for all who believe in Him.
So, this ‘Good’ Friday and this ‘Easter’ Sunday, remember His death and celebrate His resurrection,
but also be so very grateful for His VICTORY… for His victory is our life now and the assurance of the
glory to come.
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46. The Great Victory

I had the privilege of preaching at our local church on Resurrection Sunday and I picked up on the
victorious aspect of the Cross and the empty tomb.
It is quite easy to miss this aspect when we read the Gospel accounts but not when we read Paul’s letter
to the Colossians.
My sermon was a partial exposition of Colossians 2:13-15 and I linked it to the portion of Revelation
Chapter Twelve that I covered in my last post in the Revelation Revisited series. I think you will
appreciate this message in a brief pause from the Revelation Revisited series this week, so please use
the links below to listen to this sermon
SERMON NOTES: The Great Victory (click to open or download)
If you would like access to other sermons or sermon notes then click here.
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47. The devil is in the detail

“He is risen. He is risen indeed!” The 2016 commemoration of Crucifixion Friday and Resurrection
Sunday are now ticks on the calendar, but their reality and influence live on in all Jesus-followers.
So, after a brief interlude, I am back to
contemplating the rich images and text of
Revelation Chapter Twelve. It is a key part
of the book because it marks the start of
Part Four of Revelation and also contains
the clearest connection to the ancient
message of the constellations. I think that
the best way to continue my coverage of
this chapter is to deal with some of the
details; but be prepared because you
know the saying ‘the devil is in the detail’.
Previously I was concerned that some folk
may lose sight of the big picture, but I now want to try to prevent important details from going
completely out of focus.
Chapter 12 starts with a description of a woman ‘clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet,
and a crown of twelve stars on her head’ John is keying linking the image to the constellation of Virgo,
the sign in the heavens and explaining its meaning. I have mentioned in a previous post (where you can
see an image of this portion of the star chart) that Israel was sometimes referred to as the wife of
Yahweh and that the nation’s greatest moment came ‘when Mary, her finest offspring, gave birth to
Jesus Christ’.
The next two verses (Revelation 12:3-4) interpret the meaning of the constellation Hydra which depicts
the devil as a dragon/serpent. Heads, horns, and crowns stand as well-known symbols of societal
position and power. The great red dragon in the sky is set on devouring the Christ child as soon as he is
born, and we know that Satan sought to kill Jesus from the get-go; working through his servant Herod to
murder all children under the age of two in the vicinity of Bethlehem in the evil hope that one of them
would be Jesus. But he failed because God sent an angel to tell Mary and Joseph to take the child and
flee to Egypt.
I have previously explained how Revelation 12:5 compresses the life, death, resurrection and ascension
of the Lord Jesus into one amazingly brief statement, but the next verse contains some detail that needs
explanation. It states that ‘The woman fled into the desert to a place prepared for her by God, where
she might be taken care of for 1,260 days.’ The number 1,260 is a key to interpreting this verse. You
see, an ancient Jewish prophetic month consisted of 30 days and so 1,260 days equates to 42 months or
3½ years in prophet-speak. Daniel predicted that a great satanically inspired national leader would arise
in opposition to God’s plans in and through Israel, and he said that ‘the saints will be handed over to him
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for a time, times and half a time.’ (Daniel 7:25) It became generally accepted that Daniel’s ‘times’ should
be seen as years but also as a broken period of time. You see, the number 7 represented perfection and
completion, and so half of that signified a broken and incomplete period. Jesus ministered for 3½ years
before He was crucified and John’s original readers would have understood the connection to Daniel’s
prophecy.
So, the message of verse 6 of Revelation 12 is that God has and will continue to preserve His people
against the devil’s onslaughts. The Jewish race has been terribly persecuted for millennia yet it survives
and thrives, and this is evidence of God’s faithfulness. Just so will the Lord preserve believers in our day.
I have covered a verses 7 to 12 in my previous posts and recent sermon but there are two particular
verses that need more attention.
“Now have come the salvation and the power and the kingdom of our God, and the authority of his
Christ”. (Revelation 12:7)
The question is, ‘Does this only apply to the very end of all things?’ The answer is that it applied to the
time that Revelation was written, it applies to us right now, and it will apply when Jesus comes again to
usher in the end of days. In Revelation 4:8 God is described as The One ‘who was, and is, and is to
come’. His Kingdom has come, is coming, and is yet to come; the Lord Jesus came in person about 2,000
years ago, He is active now through The Spirit and the church, and He is coming again soon to judge the
living and the dead. Jesus responded to His disciples’ delight that demons obeyed them with the words,
“I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven” (Luke 10:18) yet we know that the devil’s expulsion from
heaven came when Jesus rose from the dead some time later. Time is not linear and one-directional in
the spiritual realm as it is here on earth, but even so we can understand Jesus’ words as meaning that in
His life and ministry on earth He was bringing about the devil’s expulsion from heaven; a ‘ministry’ that
reached its dramatic climax when Jesus rose from the dead, and which continues to be manifest in the
ministry of the church.
This last aspect reflects in verse 11 of Revelation 12 which declares:
‘They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony; they did not love
their lives so much as to shrink from death’.
Satan is overcome by the believers who constitute the church, and their victory is not achieved through
power, or politics, or wealth, but through their self-sacrificing testimony in word and deed about ..
Jesus.
Revelation 12 verses 13 to 16 are an elaboration of verse 6, with the added insight of how the
constellations of Aquila and Aquarius tell this part of the unfolding story – but I will need to unpack this
in a separate article, so watch this space.
Well, the devil may be in the detail, but the overriding message of this part of Revelation is Jesus’
victory over him and God the Father’s protection of His people. Hallelujah!
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48. The Weapons of our Warfare

We know that the devil is at war with the church. This truth is implied and stated in many parts of
scripture and set out clearly in Revelation 12:17; ‘Then the dragon was enraged at the woman and went
off to make war against the rest of her offspring — those who obey God's commandments and hold to
the testimony of Jesus’. The question is; “How are we to fight back?”
The text most frequently quoted as an answer to this question is 2 Corinthians 10:3-4; ‘For though we
live in the world, we do not wage war as the world does. The weapons we fight with are not the
weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have divine power to demolish strongholds’. So what are
these non-worldly weapons? Conservative Christians would probably answer, “evangelism and prayer’.
Other Christians would include things such as Spiritual Mapping, Prayer and Praise Warfare, and Binding
Demons.
Spiritual Mapping, for those of you unfamiliar with the term, is the attempt to determine the identity of
supposed ‘territorial demons’ controlling areas and organisations. Before these areas can be ‘won for
the Lord’, the demon principalities must apparently be identified and their methods of manipulation
discovered. Once this has been done the ‘spiritual warfare’ commences with aggressive prayer and
praise sessions intended to show the demons that the Kingdom of God is invading their territory. The
third strategic assault is to ‘pray against’ these demons and to ‘bind’ them in Jesus name.
My first exposure to this ‘spiritual warfare’ was a statement by Yongi Cho, the South Korean mega
church pastor, that he never attempted to evangelise a new area before his people had obtained a ‘clear
heaven’ through spiritual warfare. Now the problem with this, and later attempts to systematise it, is
that Jesus neither practiced nor taught it, and neither did His disciples whose exploits are recorded for
us in the book of Acts. On the contrary, Jesus’ instructions were to go into all the world and preach the
Gospel, make disciples, heal the sick, cast out demons, and (yes) raise the dead. So either Jesus did not
know that the secret to success was to first conduct ‘spiritual warfare’ or the Bible fails to record this
important principle…. Nonsense!
Even the conservative idea of combating evil simply by praying is dodgy. Prayer is communication with
God, and this would include asking Him to act in cases of demonic interference, iniquity, hardness to the
Gospel, and so on. However, I can find no biblical evidence that prayer in itself is a form of power. Yet,
somehow many Christians seem to think that if enough people pray then their combined prayers will
magically cause something to happen. In my opinion, unpopular as it may be, this approach to prayer is
just another religious attempt to place the control of circumstances in our hands instead of God’s. The
so called spiritual warfare I have described is also just another form of religious arrogance.
The book of Revelation gives an insight into the real practice of spiritual warfare when it states that the
believers overcame the devil ‘by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony; they did not
love their lives so much as to shrink from death’ (Revelation 12:11). The basis for our warfare is the
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victory of Jesus Christ over the devil and all the powers of darkness, and the ‘weapon’ we use is our
testimony to this victory.’ We exercise dominion over demons and all dark spiritual forces by virtue of
the authority of the Lord Jesus and our assurance that He has delegated this to us. At another level, we
testify through both words and deeds by speaking out and living out our belief and faith in Jesus Christ
as the source of salvation and truth. While the keys to deliverance from demonic control are the
authority of Jesus and the power of the Holy Spirit, the key transforming agents in human society are
spiritual regeneration in and through Jesus, and the application of what He taught and modelled in all
aspects of our lives.
Witnessing through what we say and how we live usually solicits one of two responses from the
‘worldly’; either they are positively impacted and respond by seeking Jesus, or they are hardened and
act against us through marginalisation and even overt persecution. The last part of Revelation 12:11 that
reads, ‘they did not love their lives so much as to shrink from death’ has been a real consideration for
many Christians over the ages.
Part of our ‘spiritual warfare’ witness is to speak truth into and through our circles of influence, and so
in my next post I intend to add my voice to the growing number of believers who are speaking out at
this time into the abysmal state of our national affairs.
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49. A Word of Witness

This is a long post, but one which I feel compelled to write. I hope you will read it through to the end
and then comment freely to add your ‘word of witness’.
There is a foul wind blowing across the nations of the world, and its malignant force is most obvious in
the land of my birth, the Republic of South Africa. Many local voices are speaking out at this time, but
we all need to add our words until the gale of righteous protest is strong enough to counter the evil
wind we confront. We all have something to say, we all have a circle of influence, and we are all citizens
with birth rights and responsibilities.
It is easy to identify the effects of this noxious squall: poverty, violent crime, economic woes, and
political instability. These are just broad categories, but the effects are intensely personal. Our people
are dying, our women are being raped, many of our youth are derelict, addicted and without hope. Our
currency is becoming increasingly worthless, our education standards a cause of sad derision, and our
political antics a pathetic parody of leadership.
What is not so obvious though are the underlying causes of our current calamity. It is too easy and
trite to simply blame the past, but we have to go deeper, for the underlying issues that blighted the
past are the same that are devastating the present. And it will come as no surprise that the same
malevolent causes of our current condition have been evident throughout human history.
The prophet Isaiah identified them in the ancient nation of Israel when he raised his voice and
proclaimed:
“For our offenses are many in your sight,
and our sins testify against us.
Our offenses are ever with us,
and we acknowledge our iniquities:
rebellion and treachery against the Lord,
turning our backs on our God,
fomenting oppression and revolt,
uttering lies our hearts have conceived.
So justice is driven back,
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and righteousness stands at a distance;
truth has stumbled in the streets,
honesty cannot enter.
Truth is nowhere to be found,
and whoever shuns evil becomes a prey”.
Isaiah 59:12-15
When we investigate the causes of today’s obnoxious gusts we find three low-pressure areas; injustice,
unrighteousness, and untruth. Furthermore, there is one calamity that has given rise to this malign
trinity, but to appreciate this fully we first need to understand these three.
Injustice has been a problem for our nation for several generations. In the past, it was most evident in
racial prejudice and social inequality. Today it manifests in a number of ways. It is unjust that power,
privilege, and wealth are in the hands of a few while the majority live in want of all three. In the past,
the culprits were exclusively white, but today colour is not the determinant, despite the vain attempts
of government mouthpieces to say otherwise. It is unjust that many politically connected criminals go
free while multitudes of lesser offenders languish in an overloaded penal system. It is unjust that
millions of our young people are subjected to expensive and increasingly worthless education. And it is
unjust that those who deeply desire to work the land, run business, and contribute to society in other
ways cannot do so because the opportunities are given to the family, friends and sycophants of those in
power.
What is just or unjust is meant to be determined by the justice system of the nation, and it is here where
the foul wind is blowing strongest. Despite their transparently disingenuous protestations to the
contrary, the political leaders of our land are consistently attacking our juristic foundations. The
examples are all too numerous: flouting international law and then protesting that our nation should
not be subject to it, blatantly overturning the lawful ruling of the Public Protector, and then pleading
ignorance of constitutional law; and so on, ad nauseam. The government agenda is obvious as it seeks to
break down that which it is constitutionally responsible for upholding. The latest, not so subtle,
onslaught against justice came the other day. The constitutional court ruled that our president had
acted in a way that violated the constitution of the country, and his response was to address a gathering
of traditional leaders and state that he would be very happy if matters could be settled outside of the
legal system because judges dealt only with cold facts and did not take into consideration other
perspectives. I need say no more!
The second low-pressure system over our land is unrighteousness. At a social level, this translates as,
‘lack of moral virtue’. When we look at the lives of our president and his henchmen, what do we
observe? We see adultery, fornication, greed, corruption, lying, and arrogance. I am a 68-year-old with
the incredulity that comes with age, but what of our young people? What models are they observing,
and what are they aspiring to as they seek to emulate the powerful figures in our nation?
And as for truth, well Isaiah expressed it better that I ever could when he said that ‘truth has stumbled
in the streets, honesty cannot enter. Truth is nowhere to be found, and whoever shuns evil becomes a
prey’. It is appalling to realise that we expect politicians to lie. When they spin the truth, distort the
truth, or just flat out lie, we tend to grimace or laugh and wait for the next outrageous fabrication.
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Quotes given in blatant isolation of their context, half-truths and pathetically nonsensical prevarications
are the norm. Yet politicians are supposed to be servants of truth, justice, and the wellbeing of the
people. They should be held to the highest standard and we, the citizens of the land, fail ourselves and
future generations when we do not demand the best from them and of them. But, as it stands now,
truth is a swear word, honesty an inconvenience, and anyone who shuns this evil becomes a prey, as is
obvious in how our Public Protector has been treated.
It is no coincidence that Matthew applied Isaiah’s prophecy to the Lord Jesus when he said; “Here is
my servant whom I have chosen, the one I love, in whom I delight; I will put my Spirit on him, and he
will proclaim JUSTICE to the nations” (Matthew 12:18). And Paul was choosing his words carefully
when he concluded his sermon to the people of Jerusalem with; “The God of our fathers has chosen
you to know his will and to see the RIGHTEOUS One and to hear words from his mouth” (Acts 22:14).
And Jesus was quite specific when he declared; “I am the way and the TRUTH and the life” (John 14:6).
So, to look for justice, righteousness, and truth we need to look to Jesus, the divine incarnation of
these qualities.
Now, the underlying source of our bad national air is also found in Isaiah’s words; ‘For our offenses are
many in your sight, and our sins testify against us. Our offenses are ever with us, and we acknowledge
our iniquities: rebellion and treachery against the Lord, turning our backs on our God,’ When our new
constitution was hammered out some twenty years ago, it was presented to the nation as the body of
fundamental principles by which our secular state would be governed. Accordingly, the preamble to the
constitution reads ‘We, the people of South Africa, Recognise the injustices of our past; Honour those
who suffered for justice and freedom in our land; Respect those who have worked to build and develop
our country; and Believe that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our diversity. We
therefore, through our freely elected representatives, adopt this Constitution as the supreme law of the
Republic…’ The original document did not read this way, but commenced with the words, ‘In humble
submission to Almighty God, we the people of South Africa…’ The label ‘secular state’ carries with it the
idea of being non-religious, and so the first six words were erased from the constitution. This, in my
view, was a disastrous deletion. Those six words would place the constitution and the people who are
governed in terms of it under the authority and providence of Almighty God. They imply that there is a
higher source of authority and that the constitution itself is an expression of the values established by
this higher power, God. Those six words would have given context and perspective to all that the
constitution embodies and a final point of reference for the way our government lives up to their
constitutional obligations.
If we, the people of South Africa, are to survive the poisonous winds that threaten us, then we must
restore Justice, Righteousness, and Truth to our nation.
Ultimately we must restore the lost phrase to our constitution; ‘in humble submission to Almighty God’.
And this restoration must start with us, ‘the people of Almighty God’. It is we, who are sons and
daughters of the Most High, who need to raise the standard and raise our voices. If we, the followers of
the Lord Jesus Christ, do what is right, if we speak out to the rulers of our land, and if we humble
ourselves and pray for divine intervention, will God not bring a mighty Revival hurricane to blow away
the foul wind of corruption, lies, and violence that pollutes our nation?
What can we do to make a difference? We can recognise the true causes of our national ailment, we can
speak out into whatever circle of influence we have, and we can pray and ask God to send a mighty wind
of revival through the church and across our nation. In this wind of the Spirit, the injustice,
unrighteousness, and untruth of our current leaders will be exposed. In this wind of the Spirit, Christian
men and women will be inspired to stand up and ascend to the positions of power in our land. In this
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wind of the Spirit, we the people of South Africa will be refreshed and empowered to take our place as
citizens of a nation that is in humble submission to Almighty God.
If you agree with what I have written, then please share this article so that our combined voices can
go out into our circles of influence.
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50. A dragon outmatched by an eagle and a fish

I was challenged to write my previous post on the current crisis in South Africa when I read Revelation
12:11
‘They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony; they did not love
their lives so much as to shrink from death.’
We as Christians testify to the salvation and lordship of Jesus Christ, the Lamb of God who shed his
blood for humanity and who rules now as lord of all. Furthermore, we are expected to place such a high
priority on the calling to witness that our own comfort, even our very lives, are secondary.
Now those who hold to a futurist interpretation of the book of Revelation will think that I am quoting
Revelation 12:11 out of context, because they believe that this portion of scripture refers only to future
end-time witnesses. By the same reasoning, they project verse 10 into the future: ‘Now have come the
salvation and the power and the kingdom of our God.’ Surely this is a grave error? True, the Kingdom of
God awaits a final manifestation in glory, but the Kingdom came when Jesus was born to Mary, and it is
present here and now in salvation and power. The devil no longer has any authority, and he has no
access to heaven – he has been cast out, ‘hurled to the earth’. Part of our ‘word of witness’ is to
proclaim the truth that Jesus reigns over all… right now.
I wrote about this in a previous post but I think it is worth repeating a portion of it here:
‘In Revelation 4:8 God is described as The One ‘who was, and is, and is to come’. His Kingdom has come,
is coming, and is yet to come; the Lord Jesus came in person about 2,000 years ago, He is active now
through The Spirit and the church, and He is coming again soon to judge the living and the dead. Jesus
responded to His disciples’ delight that demons obeyed them with the words, “I saw Satan fall like
lightning from heaven” (Luke 10:18) yet we know that the devil’s expulsion from heaven came when
Jesus rose from the dead some time later. Time is not linear and one-directional in the spiritual realm as
it is here on earth, but even so we can understand Jesus’ words as meaning that in His life and ministry
on earth He was bringing about the devil’s expulsion from heaven; a ‘ministry’ that reached its dramatic
climax when Jesus rose from the dead, and which continues to be manifest in the ministry of the
church’.
I know I am not the first to say this, but it is a mistake to think that Satan has any real authority over
anyone, least of all over Christians. It is equally mistaken to think that he has no power. Many people
confuse authority and power and treat them as though they were two words for the same thing.
Authority is the right to do something and power is the ability to do it. The devil has no right to do
anything to anyone, for Jesus made it clear that He alone holds all authority when he declared that, "All
authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me.” (Matthew 28:18) Yet it is biblically and
practically undeniable that the devil is powerful. The book of Acts records how Jesus ‘went around doing
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good and healing all who were under the power of the devil...’ (Acts 10:38). We underestimate our
adversary when we think of him as a toothless pussycat rather than a roaring lion, but we overestimate
his ability to harm us when we assume that he has the right to do so. When we become aware of
demonic activity affecting us we have the delegated authority of Jesus to command that they cease and
desist. We are not helpless victims, we are Christ-authorised and Spirit-empowered overcomers.
Revelation 12:13-17 contains a dramatic summary of 2,000 years of satanic activity on earth. The devil
has two main targets in his sights, The Jewish nation and the Church. The ‘woman who had given birth
to the male child’ (verse 13) represents Israel who ‘birthed’ Jesus the messiah through their finest
example of womanhood, Mary. The reference to the ‘wings of a great eagle’ (verse 14) is drawn from
the constellation of Aquila, and symbolises the divine protection of Israel over two millennia of
persecution. The devil has hunted down Jews wherever they have prospered, yet despite his most
heinous and devastating onslaughts the Jewish people continue to flourish and the existence of the
state of Israel continues to be a powerful testimony to the providence of Almighty God.
John draws on another star sign, Aquarius, to describe the satanic onslaught against the Jewish people
and the protection that God affords them. He writes that, ‘from his mouth the serpent spewed water
like a river, to overtake the woman and sweep her away with the torrent. But the earth helped the
woman by opening its mouth and swallowing the river that the dragon had spewed out of his mouth.’
(Revelation 12:15-16) The brightest star in the constellation of Aquarius is Sa’ad al melik, which is an
Aramaic phrase meaning ‘the record of the pouring forth’; its Hebrew name means ‘the river’. The water
pouring from Aquarius is depicted in the star sign as being swallowed up by a fish whose name is Piscis
Australis, and the brightest star in this constellation is named ‘the mouth’. Of course the fish has from
the very beginning been a symbol of the Church of Jesus Christ. Antisemitism among Christians is an
anathema for we are called to stand in unity with the Jewish people and to protect them when they are
persecuted.
The chapter ends with a graphic depiction of how the devil has rechannelled his hatred from the Jewish
people to the disciples of Jesus; ‘Then the dragon was enraged at the woman and went off to make war
against the rest of her offspring - those who obey God's commandments and hold to the testimony of
Jesus.’ (Revelation 12:17). But take heart fellow Christians. Peter wrote that our ‘enemy the devil prowls
around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour. Resist him, standing firm in the faith, because
you know that your brothers throughout the world are undergoing the same kind of sufferings (1 Peter
5:8-9). And James added; ‘Submit yourselves, then, to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.’
(James 4:7). Jesus of course summed things up when He said, “In this world you will have trouble. But
take heart! I have overcome the world." (John16:33)
In my next post I plan to start explaining the infamous beasts of Revelation chapter 13 and I am sure you
will be fascinated and ultimately encouraged by what happens to them.
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51. Two Beastly for words

They say a picture is worth a thousand words, and perhaps that is one of the reasons why John linked
the book of Revelation to the star sign pictures in the heavens. For instance, look at this depiction of
the constellations of Aries, Taurus, Cetus, and Orion; what a story it tells.
Orion, a star picture of an angel of the Lord, confronts
two huge beasts, one a land beast (Taurus) and the
other from the sea(Cetus). Right between these two
monsters is a small ram, who’s ancient name, Taleh,
actually means ‘the lamb’. This picture almost says it all,
doesn’t it?
I wrote about Orion in my posts on Chapter 10, but here
in Revelation 13 the focus is on the two beasts. Let’s
explore the first beast: John describes the first of these as ‘coming out of the sea’. It has 7 heads,
representing nations, rulers, institutions and the like, and 10 horns representing power and authority.
Cetus, the beast from the sea, represents worldly power and authority and so the label I attach to him is
‘Humanism’, the sum of science, medicine, philosophy, economics, technology, military power, politics,
and hedonism. The physical description of this beast as being part leopard, part bear, and part lion
comes from Daniel’s prophecy concerning three major world powers of the ancient world (Daniel 7:1-7)
and John notes that their power and authority are given by the dragon, Satan.
Revelation 13:3 contains a detail that has provided endless stretches of imagination for many
commentators: ‘One of the heads of the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the wound had
been healed.’ Fanciful explanations have ranged from State presidents who have survived assassination
attempts, like Regan, to Gorbachev who is unfortunate enough to have a red gash-like birthmark on his
head. However, it is far more in keeping with the purpose and style of Revelation to understand this
verse as a reference to the hydra-like nature of humanistic powers. For instance, the USSR fell apart as
surely as the Berlin Wall, yet we are currently observing how Russia is once again becoming a power
player on the world stage. Humanistic ideas, institutions, and forces don’t die out, they simply rebrand themselves.
Unregenerate mankind worships the beast of Humanity and its master the devil (Revelation 13:4), and
their blasphemous hymn of praise, “Who is like the beast?” is a parody of Exodus 15:11 and Psalm 89:8.
Think for a minute on the sources of truth and authority drawn on by the majority of people – science,
philosophy, the military? And their sources of power are economics, technology, and politics. Although
they wouldn’t own to this, don’t these people, in reality, worship at the altar of Humanism?
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The 42 months during which this beast exercises its demonic authority is the church age, from the first
to the second coming of Christ as described in THIS post.Revelation 13:7 is set within this context and
states the unpalatable idea that Humanism has the power to conquer the church. Of course, when we
consider this carefully, there is no real surprise here. The world seemed to conquer Jesus when the
Romans crucified Him, but Jesus rose from the dead! Again, the world seemed to conquer the early
church when Saul hunted down Christians wherever he could find them, but all the persecution did was
to scatter Christians all over the known world and to spread the Gospel through them. John’s final
comment on the beast from the sea’s assault on the church is; ‘This calls for patient endurance and
faithfulness on the part of the saints’ (Revelation 13:10b).
In my next post, I want to describe the other beast, show you the relationship between them, and
perhaps include some information on the infamous number of the beast!
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52. Why Religion is such a beastly word

The second beast of Revelation 13 is connected to the constellation Taurus, the great earth monster of
the night sky. This ‘load of bull’ depicts Religion in all its forms and anyone who has been following this
series already knows what I think of religion. [http://www.truthistheword.com/religious-woe/] The
word itself is mostly used in a benign way as a label for the various ways humans worship God and seek
to serve Him. But I use it in an entirely negative sense as man’s attempt to make a god in our image and
then to prescribe a way of worshiping this idol. In essence religion is the enthronement of Satan and the
denial of God.
The bull was the animal associated with the Canaanite god Baal and this was why the Israelites made a
golden idol in the form of a bull when Moses didn’t return to them from the mountain. Three strong
clues from Revelation 13 that the Earth Beast represents Religion are:
1. The beast looks like a lamb but speaks like a dragon.
The lamb is an animal chosen to symbolise Jesus, and the Earth Beast cunningly presents itself as The Christ,
but it’s evil and destructive words betray its real identity.

2. It operates under the authority of worldly leaders and governments (the first beast) yet it leads its
followers to worship Humanism.
Religion and Government have always been powerfully evil partners. Worldly authority enables religion to
operate, protects, and even funds it, and religion endorses and elevates worldly authority to almost god-like
status. The idea of separating church and state in national affairs is a recognition of the danger of unholy
alliances of this kind.

3. It performs deceiving miraculous signs.
Miracles are not necessarily signs of god-approved spiritual activity, yet most people think they are. Miracles
are wrought through the application of spiritual power and the devil is spiritually powerful. This is why we are
instructed to ‘test the spirits to see whether they are from God, because many false prophets have gone out
into the world’ (1 John 4:1)

John gives another important feature of the work of the Earth Beast when he writes that it forces every
unregenerate person to ‘receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead’. (Revelation 13:16). Now,
instead of trying to argue that in a future cashless society we will all have to have a smart-card chip
embedded on the back of a hand and foreheads, it is far more productive to seek to understand what
John had in mind here.
Devout Jewish men of John’s time wore little boxes, called phylacteries, when they went to pray. These
little boxes were bound with leather strips to their right hands and to their foreheads, and contained
small portions of the Jewish scriptures. This custom arose from a literal interpretation of Deuteronomy
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6:8 and 11:18 [https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=deut+11%3A18&version=NIV]. They
failed to see that God was simply instructing them to keep His word in their hearts and minds.
Nevertheless, the association of God’s Word and the forehead and hand symbolism became a religious
cliché. So, to the original readers of Revelation, to bear the mark of the beast on hand and forehead was
a symbolic way of saying ‘think and live according to Satan’s word and not God’s word’.
Paul used the ‘seal’ imagery in a positive sense when he stated that born-again Christians are sealed by
and with the Holy Spirit. A follower of Jesus thinks and acts under the prompting of the Holy Spirit and
according to the Word of God; a follower of the devil thinks and acts under demonic prompting and
instruction. Disciples of Jesus are sealed with the Spirit of God while disciples of Satan are sealed with
his evil spirit.
One last point of interest in this chapter of Revelation is the unveiling of the Unholy Trinity. The Holy
trinity consists of God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, but the unholy trinity consists of the dragon, the
beast from the sea and the beast from the earth. The dragon represents Satan, the beast from the sea
represents the False Prince, and the beast from the earth represents the False Prophet. Put another
way, the devil tries to stand in the place of God the Father, the False Prince (sea-beast) tries to stand in
the place of God the Son, and the False Prophet (earth-beast) tries to stand in the place of God the Holy
Spirit.
“But Christopher, you haven’t even mentioned the infamous number of the beast, 666!” O that … well I
hate to tell you this, but you are going to have to do a little work to get my take on this subject. So, if
you are interested click to download my book ‘Revelation in the Stars’, and then go to pages 178 to 180
where all will be revealed 
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53. The Eternal Gospel

Humanism and Religion work together in an unholy partnership to oppose the church and to bewitch
and control the world. Opposing them stands the church proclaiming an Eternal Gospel.
Humanism, (the sum of science, medicine, philosophy, economics, technology, military power, politics,
and hedonism), delegates its authority to Religion (the sum of The Occult, New Age Mysticism, World
Religions, Cults, and Apostate Christianity). Religion, in turn, endorses Humanism and acts as its prophet
and miracle worker.
Those who are not sealed by the Holy Spirit as born-again followers of Jesus bear the mark of Humanism
and Religion; they live by the principles, values, and priorities of the world rather than those of the
Kingdom of God.
Chapter 13 of Revelation describes these two beasts that oppose the church and so what would we
expect to find described in Chapter 14? The church of course! And here is how the church of the Lord
Jesus is described:
1. It is composed of all Jesus-followers both in Heaven and on Earth, and also those Old Testament
saints who lived by faith in the coming saviour. I have already shown in a previous post how
144,000 is a numeric shorthand for the full body of believers.
http://www.truthistheword.com/signed-sealed-and-delivered/
2. The believers who make up the church bear the name of the Father and the Son and they sing a
‘new song’ of praise before the throne of God.
3. They do not defile themselves with the idolatry of religion. In the book of Revelation both the true
church and the false church are depicted as women. The latter is also referred to the Whore of
Babylon.
4. True believers follow Jesus!
Revelation 14:6-13 describes three angels who proclaim ‘the eternal gospel’. This is the message the
church is commissioned to proclaim on earth through all ages but with particular power and focus in the
Last Days. This Eternal Gospel consists of three interlinked messages:
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1. "Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of his judgment has come!” Revere, honour and
adore God, the creator of all that is.
2. "Fallen! Fallen is Babylon the Great!” Religion, the great deceiver of the world is defeated and
ruined.
3. "If anyone worships the beast and his image and receives his mark on the forehead or on the
hand, he, too, will drink of the wine of God's fury.” The message is very clear – religion is
worthless, God alone is to be worshipped, and anyone who lives by the values of the world
(Humanism and religion) will be judged.
John draws a stark contrast between the people of God and the people of the world and then cautions that the
ongoing clash between these two groups will call for ‘patient endurance on the part of the saints who obey God's
commandments and remain faithful to Jesus’ (Revelation 14:12).

Then John ends this section of the chapter, as I shall end this post, with the words of a voice from
heaven which saying, "Write: Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord from now on." "Yes," says the
Spirit, "they will rest from their labour, for their deeds will follow them." (Revelation 14:13)
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54. End-time harvests

The church of the Lord Jesus Christ stands before the beasts of Humanism and Religion and proclaims
the Eternal Gospel. This is vividly presented in Revelation Chapter 13 and the first 13 verses of
Chapter 14, but then the scene shifts to two dramatic end-time events, the gathering in of the church
and the judgement of the godless. The visionary picture John uses to present these events is that of
harvest, the gathering in of the wheat and the crushing of the grapes.
There were two major harvest times in ancient Israel; the grain harvest in April/May and the grape
harvest in September/October. Passover was linked to the wheat harvest and the Feast of Tabernacles
to the grape harvest. The two harvests of Revelation 14:14-20 draw on this familiar imagery.
John sees a vision of ‘one like a son of man’ harvesting the wheat. He has already applied this ascription
to the Lord Jesus and the description he gives in Revelation 1:13 is very similar to Daniels description of
‘The Ancient of Days’ (Daniel 7:9-10). There is little doubt in my mind that Jesus himself, and not an
angel, is in view here in the wheat harvest scene of Revelation 14.
This wheat harvest symbolises the gathering in of all followers of Jesus who are physically alive when
He returns in glory. Matthew 13:24-29 records Jesus’ parable of the wheat harvest as representing the
church and we can make a connection here to the harvest of Revelation 14.
The message conveyed by the grape harvest in this passage of Revelation is equally clear, but a lot
more graphic. An angel swings his sickle on the earth and the grapes are gathered and thrown into ‘the
great winepress of God’s wrath’. Once again, it is clear that the harvest depicted here is of people and
not produce because it states that ‘they were trampled in the winepress outside the city, and blood
flowed out of the press as high as the horses’ bridles for a distance of 1,600 stadia’ (Revelation 14:20).
The primary source of this imagery is Joel 3:12-14, and I am reproducing it in full here because it is
worth reading in the context of Revelation 14.
‘Let the nations be roused; let them advance into the Valley of Jehoshaphat, for there I will sit to judge
all the nations on every side. Swing the sickle, for the harvest is ripe. Come, trample the grapes, for the
winepress is full and the vats overflow — so great is their wickedness!’
There is a small detail in Revelation’s description of the grape harvest that we need to note; the
‘trampling’ takes place outside the city. In Old Testament times Jerusalem was the ‘city of God’, the
place of His temple which represented his presence in the midst of His people. The crushing of the
‘grapes of wrath’ references those who are not within the ‘city of God’. It is a judgment scene, a
depiction of great punishment. We, as followers of Jesus Christ are often corrected and sometimes
chastised, but we are not the objects of God’s wrath and judgement. The wheat is gathered and
brought into God’s storehouse but the grapes are crushed outside of God’s storehouse. This is an
important distinction to make as we come to the end of Part Four of Revelation because the next two
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chapters are all about the plague bowls of God’s wrath and we need to understand that believers are
not in view here.
I want to return to Jesus’ parable of the wheat harvest that I cited earlier because it contains two vital
lessons for us. It reads as follows:
Jesus told them another parable: “The kingdom of heaven is like a man who sowed good seed in his
field. But while everyone was sleeping, his enemy came and sowed weeds among the wheat, and went
away. When the wheat sprouted and formed heads, then the weeds also appeared. “The owner’s
servants came to him and said, ‘Sir, didn’t you sow good seed in your field? Where then did the weeds
come from?’ “‘An enemy did this,’ he replied. “The servants asked him, ‘Do you want us to go and pull
them up?’ “‘No,’ he answered, ‘because while you are pulling the weeds, you may root up the wheat
with them. Let both grow together until the harvest. At that time I will tell the harvesters: First collect
the weeds and tie them in bundles to be burned; then gather the wheat and bring it into my barn.'”
(Matthew 13:24-30)
Lesson 1
The first lesson to draw from this is that the church of our day contains both wheat and weeds, saved
and unsaved, true disciples of Jesus but also those who are mere professors of His lordship. Just being a
church member does not make one ‘wheat’, and nor does church attendance or adherence to rites and
rituals. What makes the difference between ‘wheat’ and ‘weeds’ is the regenerating action of the Holy
Spirit when He gives new birth into Christ. When we are ‘born again’ of the Spirit (John 3:1-11) then we
are incorporated into the body of Christ and become His followers, His disciples, His family.
Lesson 2
The second lesson is that it is not for us to attempt to judge who within the church are ‘wheat’ and
who are ‘weeds’, let alone attempting to root out those we consider weeds. We do not know the hearts
of others (half the time we don’t even understand our own hearts) and if we attempt to do what Jesus
has expressly prohibited, then we will damage the church. We will become critical and legalistic and will
undoubtedly censure many people who are true believers passing through difficult spiritual times.
Perhaps you have heard the story of the man who died and went to heaven. When he arrived there he
was greatly surprised to see so many people whose deaths had preceded his whom he didn’t expect to
see in heaven. But what shocked him the most was the looks of utter surprise that appeared on their
faces when they caught sight of him.
In my next post, I hope to introduce the 5th section of the Book of Revelation… why don’t you read
chapters 15 to 18 in preparation keeping in mind that if you know Jesus as Saviour and Lord then you
are not a subject of the Bowls of Wrath described in these chapters!
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55. The Bowls of Wrath

Chapters 15 and 16 of the Revelation present the seven bowls of God’s wrath.
An angel pours the first bowl out on the land, and ugly and painful sores break out on ‘the people who
had the mark of the beast…’ (Revelation 16:2). The second affects the sea and kills all marine life. The
third turns the rivers to blood. The fourth causes the sun to scorch the people of earth. The first four
trumpets of Revelation Chapter 8 warned of impending calamity through the pollution of man’s
environment, but here God uses these same elements to punish a humanity which just didn’t listen or
care. Throughout human history, God has poured out punishment many times in response to
entrenched rebellion and evil. Part Five of Revelation covers the whole time period between the first
and second comings of Christ, but it focuses more specifically on the ultimate judgement of the very last
days. These two chapters of Revelation therefore present a horrifyingly vivid picture of the final
judgement of unrepentant humanity. Note particularly statements like; ‘they refused to repent and
glorify him’ (Revelation 16:9), and, ‘they refused to repent of what they had done’ (16:11). These
describe the response of ungodly men and women even in the face of ultimate judgement.
‘For we know him who said, “It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” and again, “The Lord will judge his
people.” It is a dreadful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.’ Hebrews 10:30-31
It is also important to note that Chapter 15 of Revelation starts with a depiction of the church, the
people of God, standing before His throne singing His praises. It is unsaved people who are in view in the
balance of Part Five of the book of Revelation; those who bear the mark of the beast, not those who
bear the mark of the lamb.
The fifth bowl of Revelation 16 pours out the darkness of spiritual deception, and the sixth summons the
demonically empowered armies of the world to battle. Humanism and religion running rampant result in
utter darkness and destruction.
I believe that the church is no longer on Earth at the culmination of this terrible time. This is alluded to
in the statement; “Behold, I come like a thief! Blessed is he who stays awake and keeps his clothes
with him, so that he may not go naked and be shamefully exposed.” (Revelation 16:15)
I am not talking about a secret snatching away of the church before the time of tribulation. I don’t see
any hint in Revelation, or any other part of scripture, of two second comings, one secretly for the church
and one with the church. No, the ‘rapture’ I see alluded to in Revelation 16 is right at the very end of an
exceedingly difficult passage of human history when wickedness abounds and the very end of all things
draws near.
Then, right before God pours out His judgment, the Lord comes in glory and draws His people to Himself
in what is commonly called The Rapture.
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The final revival has come, the final persecution of the believers has taken place, and the ‘rapture’ has
occurred. Hell has ascended to Earth, and nothing remains but the outpouring of the terrible wrath of
God in judgment and punishment! (ref. 2 Thessalonians 2:6-8) Pestilence, destruction, war, mayhem,
darkness, and then, finally, the utter destruction of the old so that the new HeavenEarth may be created
for the children of God.
John sees in vision three frogs (Rev 16:13-14) coming out of the mouths of the dragon, the beast and the
false prophet (the second beast of Revelation 13). Pity… I rather like frogs … but here they are used as
symbols of demonic influence over the people of the world. The ungodly are bewitched by satanically
empowered miraculous signs and drawn into a final confrontation with Almighty God. The ‘place’ of this
confrontation is given as Armageddon (Revelation 16:16) but there is no location by that name either in
biblical history or modern geography. We shouldn’t be surprised because names symbolise deeper
truths in the book of Revelation. ‘Har’ is a shortened form of a Hebrew word meaning ‘hill’ and
Megiddo is an area in Israel where significant historical battles were fought. I have stood on a hill
overlooking the Megiddo valley and seen just how strategic the area is, and I can understand why it is
a place synonymous with great battles.
One final point of interest for those of you who have been following my references to the constellations
in the book of Revelation. The last of the 12 constellation groupings is called Leo, the lion, and he is
depicted as pouncing on the head of Hydra the dragon/serpent. Two minor constellations are positioned
on Hydra’s back; Corvus the crow, the bird often associated with battlefield carnage, and Crater, the
bowl of wrath.

Next week, God-willing, I will show you how the Sun-clothed woman of Revelation 12 becomes the
drunken Whore of Babylon … interesting and sobering stuff!
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56. Behold the Whore

John the Baptist revealed the Lord Jesus to his disciples with the words, “Behold the Lamb of God who
takes away the sins of the world”; In Revelation Chapter 17 an angel essentially says to John the
Revelator, “Behold the Whore of Babylon who embodies the sins of the world.”
It is easy to get confused by the stream of images and symbols that flash through the book of
Revelation, especially when different images are used to describe the same reality. So, I will attempt to
explain the images in Chapter 17 as simply as possible. A scarlet woman is introduced who is referred to
as ‘the great prostitute’ and ‘Mystery Babylon the great, the mother of prostitutes and of the
abominations of the earth’. Although this particular imagery has not been used before in Revelation, we
have already encountered the reality it describes. The second beast of Chapter 13 is called ‘the false
prophet’ (Revelation 16:13) and I have already made the claim that this beast/prophet represents
Religion in all its negative forms. In Chapter 13 Religion is described as partnering Humanism, the Beast
from the Sea. Here in Chapter 17 it is described as riding on the beast of Humanism – it’s the same idea
in different words and images.
Up to this point we have been aware that religion is a false prophet, but here in Chapter 17 we are
shown something startling concerning the true identity of the Earth Beast/Great Whore of Religion. As
Christians, it is easy for us to see Islam, Hinduism, and so on, as false prophets. As Protestants, it is also
possible for us to understand why teachers like Matthew Henry regarded Roman Catholicism as the
Great Prostitute. But, we might be shocked to realise that more than world religions and Roman
Catholicism are in view here.
‘I saw that the woman was drunk with the blood of the saints, the
blood of those who bore testimony to Jesus. When I saw her, I was
greatly astonished. Then the angel said to me: “Why are you
astonished? I will explain to you the mystery of the woman and of the
beast she rides, which has the seven heads and ten horns’ (Revelation
17:6-8).The angel asked John why he was so astonished when he saw
the Whore of Babylon, and that is a question we too need to ask. John
must have seen many Roman women of high standing dressed in
similar fashion, and he would have been familiar with the immoral
behaviour in that society. Why did seeing this woman shock him so? I
think it was because he recognised her from an earlier vision. Chapter
12 starts with the vision of ‘a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet and a crown of
twelve stars on her head’ (Rev 12:1). Here in Chapter 17 John is confronted with the vision of a woman
clothed in gaudy splendour, with a beast under her feet, and a whore’s headband identifying her. Could
this be the same woman? I think it is; the sun-clothed woman has become the Great Prostitute! We
identified the sun-clothed woman as representing the people of God, firstly ancient Israel and then
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later, the church. Now we see the church, in intimate partnership with the beast of Humanism,
abandoned to idolatry and bent on persecuting true disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ.
How did much of the ‘church’ degenerate to such an extent? The short answer is, by adopting the values
and methods of the humanistic world system instead of being different from it. On the one hand we
find the liberal ‘church’, focused on social and political issues and wanting desperately to merge into a
one-world religion of compromise and false peace. On the other hand, we have the wealth and feel
good ‘church’ eagerly adopting business structures and practices from the world and setting before its
followers the false promise of everlasting prosperity.
Having described the Whore, John then sketches a complex portrayal of Humanism as existing in every
age: like the Roman powers of his day, the great Babylonian and Greek powers that preceded Rome,
and the world powers which were to come after his generation. With pointed irony John writes, ‘The
beast, which you saw, once was, now is not, and will come up out of the Abyss and go to his destruction.
The inhabitants of the earth whose names have not been written in the book of life from the creation of
the world will be astonished when they see the beast, because he once was, now is not, and yet will
come’ (Revelation 17:8). God was earlier described as ‘him who is, and who was, and who is to come’
(Revelation 1:4) but the beast once was, now is not, and yet will come.
For millennia religion has piggybacked on Humanism, serving the Beast and getting rewarded for its
services. But now, in the end, the Beast turns on the Whore and destroys her in a most horrible way.
Chapters 17 and 18 are unremittingly distressing and dark, so when reading them it is important that we
let our eyes return to the beginning of Part 5 of Revelation:
“Great and marvelous are your deeds,
Lord God Almighty.
Just and true are your ways,
King of the ages.
Who will not fear you, O Lord,
and bring glory to your name?
For you alone are holy.
All nations will come
and worship before you,
for your righteous acts have been revealed.”
Revelation 15:3-4
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57. Babylon the great

The beast becomes a whore and the whore becomes a city… say what?
In previous chapters of Revelation Religion has been depicted first as a beast from the land, and then
as a scarlet woman, but in Chapter 18 she morphs into the city of Babylon. What’s going on?
The 3 depictions of Religion present both different aspects of its nature and the relationship that it has
with Humanism:
1. In Chapter 13 Religion is shown to be in partnership with the beast from the sea, Humanism in all
its manifestations. It is Humanism’s voice, its False Prophet, its miracle worker, and its
accreditor.
2. In Chapter 17 Religion is depicted as a woman riding on the beast of Humanism, so the
relationship between the two is still maintained. She wears the traditional whore’s headband
which carries an ascription that starts with the words. ‘Mystery Babylon the Great…’
3. She is thus connected both with the image of the beast and with the image of the city of
Babylon.
Some commentators claim that in Revelation 18 Babylon must equate to the humanistic world and not
religion because of the references to merchants, commerce, kings, and so on. Yet, despite this, the city
is connected to the religious whore of the previous chapter by references to ‘her adulteries’ (Vs. 3), ‘her
own cup’ (Vs. 6), and her dress of ‘purple and scarlet’ (Vs. 16). The city of Babylon appears to be
combination of Humanism and Religion; in some way the two have become one (1 Corinthians 6:16).
However, the primary identity of Babylon must be the whore of Religion, because Revelation 17:18
states specifically that ‘The woman you saw is the great city that rules over the kings of the earth’.
Throughout history Religion and Humanism have sometimes become so merged together that they have
become virtually indistinguishable. The relationship between the Roman Catholic Pope and the kings of
Europe in past centuries is an example of this. A modern day remnant of this type of union is the fact
that the Queen of England is also the Supreme Governor of the Church of England.
We also see a merging of Humanism and Religion in our day in the way much of the church has adopted
humanistic values and practices. Has there ever been a time, I wonder, when the church has been so
obsessed with money as it is today? Of course I am generalising, but all around me I see churches that
are run like corporations and where collecting the ‘tithe’ gets more ‘air-time’ than Jesus.
Revelation 18:4 poses a particular problem for some folk and has been used by instigators of church
splits, by cult gurus, and even by home-church extremists; ‘Come out of her, my people so that you will
not share in her sins…’ To be absolutely consistent with my book ‘Revelation in the Stars’ I am going to
reproduce here just what I wrote there:
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‘This is a call, not to leave local churches or a particular denomination and ‘go it alone’, but a call to
leave an apathetic, apostate environment. Get passionate about the things of God, and be part of a
church family which has the same passion and commitment. The call of the Holy Spirit to the church of
our day is to return to our first love… and to be the church which Jesus first loved. It doesn’t matter so
much what form the local church takes. House churches provide a meaningful experience of simple and
real church life. Congregational churches are also wonderful, so long as their leaders structure them
organically as opposed to organisationally. However, I have serious doubts that a mega church could
embrace the values, principles, and priorities of church life pictured in the book of Acts. Whatever form
the local church takes, it is vital that we come out of religion and into real church. Here is what I mean
by ‘real’ church:
Relationship: A church family in relationship with God and each other within an environment of order,
participation, and accountability, and who value and seek to practice love and acceptance, and see their
church as a ‘city of refuge’. A church that is principle, value, and relationship based rather than rules or
results based. Where ministries are motivated from within rather than imposed from without. Where
leadership’s role is serving, equipping, and facilitating rather than initiating programmes.
Outreach: A church that seeks to reach out to others, both corporately and individually, outside the
congregational setting, to bring them into relationship with Jesus Christ, to teach them the basic
principles of his kingdom, and to then release them to go and do likewise for others. A church
positioned within the context of local community and seeking to serve its community both practically
and spiritually.
Anointing: A church which embraces the person of the Holy Spirit and depends on his anointing for life
and ministry, whilst eschewing manipulative or psychic methods and practices.
Doctrine: A church which holds to and seeks to teach sound, biblical, life-giving doctrine based on the
scriptural revelation of what Jesus said and did, and to propagate this doctrine through other local
churches. A church which emphasises expository preaching and teaching of the Bible.
Structure: A church which aims to extend the kingdom of God by establishing interdependently
autonomous local churches founded on the principles presented in the book of Acts and embodied in
the ROADS concept (relationship, outreach, anointing, doctrine, and structure). A church which believes
that the relational dynamics it values can only be evidenced satisfactorily within a small congregational
setting. Whose model for church life and functionality is organic rather than institutional – Christ Jesus is
the effective head of the church and the Holy Spirit motivates and empowers ministries in and through
the body of people constituting the local church. Whose leadership is by means of a functional plurality
of Elders, where each plays a role and makes a contribution vital to the effectiveness of the whole;
ministry, as well as decision making, is both shared and joint.’
To come out of something we need to go into something else, so it is wise to consider carefully what it is
we are called into. We are called into a relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ, and we are called into
the organic body of Christ, the real church, expressed in many places and in many ways but always as
groups of committed disciples under the headship of the Lord Jesus.
Next week I plan to move on to section Six (Chapter 19) – a much happier part of Revelation.
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58. Hallelujah

All heaven affirms the righteousness of God in judging the religious and humanistic systems of the
word, and all of creation rejoices, with a loud “hallelujah’, at the great celebration of those who love
and obey Jesus.
Part Six of Revelation (Chapter 19) is only one chapter long, but it is rich and deep in what it presents. In
this post I will simply overview the contents, but next week I plan to elaborate on the Wedding Supper
of the Lamb.
The word ‘hallelujah’ is the Greek transliteration of the Hebrew ‘praise Yahweh’. The first eight verses of
Revelation 19 are a hallelujah chorus of praise to Almighty God. This chapter starts by depicting a great
multitude in heaven praise God for His condemnation of the ‘great prostitute’. Then in verses 4 and 5
the 24 Elders before the throne of God add their ‘Amen’ to the praises of heaven. The third group who
praise God (verses 6 to 8) appear to represent all of creation. The reason I say this is that there is a very
similar arrangement in Revelation Chapter 5 where first the church in heaven represented by the 24
Elders, then the angelic host, and finally all of creation sing a song of praise to the Lamb of God.
In Chapter 19, the first wave of praise is in response to God’s judgment of Religion and World. The
next wave of praise expresses joy that ‘the wedding of the Lamb has come’. The first 5 verses are
therefore a confirmation of the fall of Babylon (Religion and World systems) covered in detail in Chapter
18. So, the new material added in this current chapter concerns the Wedding Supper of the Lamb.
Verses 11 to 16 of Chapter 19 describe the Lord Jesus as the mighty conqueror of Satan and all evil. He
is pictured as riding on a white horse, which the usual way of portraying a victorious Roman General.
This is an image familiar to the readers of John’s day. The links back to Revelation Chapter one make it
clear that Jesus, and not an angel, is the subject of this section. In both descriptions He is described as
having eyes like burning fire and a sharp sword coming out of His mouth. What interests me most in the
depiction of Jesus in Chapter 19 are the names and ascription’s attributed to Jesus.
He is called Faithful and True; the one who judges and makes war with justice; His name is the Word of
God; and He carries the ascription ‘King of kings and Lord of lords’. Jesus is the faithful, true, and just
Word of God, King of Kings, and Lord of Lords. Hallelujah!
The last 5 verses on the chapter return to the demise of the religious and humanistic systems of the
world. Their fate, both throughout history and more particularly at the end of time, is portrayed as ‘the
great supper of God’. What a ‘terrible’ contrast – the Wedding supper of the Lamb for those who love
and obey Jesus, versus the macabre vulture feast of those who do not love and obey him. I have written
this elsewhere but it bears repeating here; ‘If you are not invited to the first supper then you are on
the menu for the second supper’. Ouch!
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59. Brexit and the Beast
Just days ago the United Kingdom voted to opt out of the European Union and already people are
blogging, tweeting, and writing articles on how Brexit might lead to the ten-headed beast of
Revelation… give me a break!
Here is an example from ‘The Trumpet’ in an article titled ‘Bible Prophecy Foretold a Brexit!’: “In
choosing to leave the European Union, the Brits actually brought about an event Bible prophecy foretold
was going to happen!” And here is a little something from ‘Prophecy News Watch’: ‘Does the vote in the
United Kingdom to leave the European Union have prophetic implications for the “Revived Roman
Empire” described in the Book of Daniel and Revelation? This is the question that will be on the mind of
Bible Prophecy students for months to come as we watch what happens next in both the United Kingdom
and the rest of Europe as more nations now threaten to follow England’s lead’. Well, this will not be on
my mind for months to come, that’s for sure.
I remember the premillennialist excitement when the EU grew to exactly
10 members… the ten-headed beast had arisen! But then another, and
another member joined until there were 28. Now some of the same folk
are claiming that with the exit of the UK the number of EU members will
shrink down to 10 as 17 other nations follow the British example. Yes,
sure.
The problem is not whether somehow, at some time, someone can
reduce the EU to 10 nations, or a ten-man executive committee, or
whatever. No, the problem is the stubborn insistence that the book of
Revelation is to be interpreted as a slavishly literal calendar of present
and future events. As I have contended several times in my book ‘Revelation in the Stars’ and here on
this blog, the 10 heads of the beast are SYMBOLIC of state authority and ‘headship’.
The whole of Revelation is to be interpreted from the understanding that it, and the book of Daniel for
that matter, are examples of apocalyptic literature. In this type of literature pictures, sounds, colours,
time periods, and numbers all stand as symbols for principles, patterns, and universal truths.
No, the Lord Jesus does not have a sword where His tongue should be (Revelation 1:16), and no, Satan is
not a big red dragon (Revelation 12:3)!
There is already far too much hype and confusion concerning Brexit brought about by the media. Now,
Christian ‘scholars’ see the need to wade in and stir the turgid waters even more! And to what end? All
they have is speculation and conjecture and that is just not helpful to anyone in these unstable and
stressful times.
Please excuse my ire (along with some sarcasm) but I am tired of just tut-tutting into my tea cup and
saying nothing.
Note to self and others: Let’s keep our eyes on Jesus. He is not confused or conflicted. He is the same
today as He was 2,000 years ago, and before that; a rock of security, a compass pointing true North, and
the source of all truth.
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Next week I plan to post another short rant on the unconscionably biased and unethical role of much
of the media in the Donald versus Hillary debacle that is troubling the United States so much in these
days. Until then I will just simmer with barely contained indignation.
Next week I plan to post another short rant on the unconscionably biased and unethical role of much of
the media in the Donald versus Hillary debacle that is troubling the United States so much in these days.
Until then I will just simmer with barely contained indignation.
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60. A wedding to end all weddings
The story of humanity as we know it started with a wedding and it ends with a wedding.
When God created Eve, He ‘brought her to the man. The man said, “This is now bone of my bones and
flesh of my flesh; she shall be called ‘woman’, for she was taken out of man.” For this reason, a man
will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and they will become one flesh’ (Genesis
2:22-24).
When Jesus was questioned about the validity of divorce, He referred to the covenant of marriage and
concluded with a direct quote from the Genesis text; He said,”Haven’t you read, … that at the beginning
the Creator ‘made them male and female,’ and said, ‘For this reason a man will leave his father and
mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one flesh’? So they are no longer two, but
one. Therefore, what God has joined together, let man not separate.”To this day many traditional
wedding ceremonies include a solemn warning by the minister that man should not seek to separate
what God has joined together.
Revelation 19:7-9 points us to the wedding that is to take place at the very end of time;
“Let us rejoice and be glad and give him glory! For the wedding of the Lamb has come, and his bride has
made herself ready. Fine linen, bright and clean, was given her to wear.” (Fine linen stands for the
righteous acts of the saints.)
Then the angel said to me, “Write: ‘Blessed are those who are invited to the wedding supper of the
Lamb!'” And he added, “These are the true words of God.” This is a reference to the climax of the ages
when the church in heaven and the church on earth join together in joyful wedding celebration with the
Lord Jesus Christ. But, to understand the analogy, we have to know something about the wedding
customs of the Jews when the book of Revelation was written.
Some background on weddings in Jesus’ day
When a boy reached puberty his parents would set about finding him
a suitable wife. The villages were mostly very small and often the
parents would have to select a bride from some other town in the
vicinity. When they found a suitable candidate they would enter into
negotiations with her parents and agree on a dowry, and if the groom
to be was old enough he would accompany them to meet his future
wife. The girl would often still be very young and so years would
sometimes pass before she reached maturity, yet all the while she
and her intended spouse would be regarded as betrothed (engaged).
The girl would learn the arts of home keeping from her mother and
extended family, and the young man would busy himself with
building an extension to his father’s house which would become the
home for him and his wife. When the time of the wedding
approached, the groom’s parents would prepare a wedding feast.
They would send out invitations to both family’s relatives and close
friends and sometimes, if they were well off, they would prepare
wedding garments to be given to each guest. When the time of the wedding approached, the bride’s
household would be in an ecstasy of excitement with the young woman’s friends getting her ready for
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the big occasion. Everyone knew when the wedding preparations had been completed because the
groom’s father regularly sent messengers to the bride’s town to keep them up to date with what was
happening. However, nobody but the groom’s father knew the exact day and time that the wedding
feast would start. At the time of his choosing, he would instruct his son to go and fetch his bride and the
young man would set off with his friends and relatives, dancing and singing mightily. News would reach
the bride’s town that her husband was on his way, her friends and family would gather around her, and
together they would go out of the town gates to meet the wedding procession. The two parties would
come together with great celebration and together they would walk to the groom’s father’s house for
the wedding feast. Then the party would begin! Sometimes it would be for just a couple of days, but if
the groom’s family were relatively wealthy it could last for up to a week. The groom and his bride would
ratify the contract previously made between their respective families, they would pledge allegiance to
each other in the sight of God, and they would go off to the bridal chamber to consummate the
marriage… and all the while the festivities would continue.
I am giving you a lot of detail because without it you might miss some of the wonder of how the
wedding feast was symbolic of what will happen at the end of time – the wedding supper of the Lamb.
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, came to planet earth, the home of His intended bride to ‘negotiate’ a
future wedding. He, of course, didn’t arrive in a chariot of fire, but instead He entered this world as we
all do, through natural birth. He did not demand a dowry, but instead He paid the redemption price for
her freedom to marry him and He signed the contract with his own shed blood. When telling his
disciples that he was soon to leave them He used these words; “In my Father’s house are many rooms; if
it were not so, I would have told you. I am going there to prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare
a place for you, I will come back and take you to be with me that you also may be where I am” (John
14:2-3). He also used the wedding imagery on more than one occasion to describe the reality of his
kingdom. For instance, Matthew 25:1-13 records the story Jesus told of the foolish friends of the bride
who were not ready when the groom came at an unexpected hour. Again, in Matthew 22:1-14 we have
his story of the wedding where the invited guests did not
respond and so the father of the groom invited all and sundry
and made them acceptable by giving them pure wedding
garments to wear.
God the Father selected a bride for his son from humanity,
betrothed them, and then waited for her to mature. Two
thousand years have passed and now, at last the bride, the
church, has reached maturity and is ready for the
consummation of the ages. She has not reached maturity
because of her holiness and perfection here on earth, but
because she is complete in number. You see, every time a
disciple of Jesus, a member of his church, dies then that
person is perfected, made holy and joins the ever growing
Bride of Christ … in heaven.
Now this is where things get ‘mysterious’ and you will need to
allow me some latitude in trying to explain what I think is to
happen relatively soon.
The church on earth is referred to as the Body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12:27 and Ephesians 4:12), the
body of the groom. However, in Revelation 21:2 it is the ‘church’ in heaven that is described as a bride
‘coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride beautifully dressed for her husband’. So, in
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this sense, the church on earth is the ‘body’ of the groom and the church in heaven constitutes the
bride. Jesus himself leads the bridal procession from heaven when the time of the wedding has come
and as He does so the church on earth, the ‘mystery’ groom rises to meet the procession. Paul describes
this time-terminating event with the words, ‘we who are still alive and are left will be caught up
together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air’ (1 Thessalonians 4:17). At that time God
judges the living and the dead, destroys this present world with fire, and recreates a new HeavenEarth
as His eternal dwelling place. Figuratively, the groom and the bride join together as this re-creation
occurs and then proceed to the new HeavenEarth, the home of the Triune God. The church on earth and
the church in heaven become one, as in the consummation of bride and groom, and the wedding feast
commences and lasts not for seven days, or a thousand years, but forever, and ever!
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61. That Meddlesome Millennium

Millennium is a word that has caused more confusion than possibly any other word in the Bible, but it
isn’t actually in the Bible.
Revelation 20:3 refers to a 1,000-year reign of Christ. The Greek word used for 1,000 is ‘chilia’ but in
405AD Jerome compiled the Latin Vulgate version of the Bible and translated the word as ‘millennium’.
So this became one of the several Latin words that have crept into some English translations of the Bible
that never were in the earliest Greek manuscripts.
Over the last several hundred years, various scholars
have built systems of interpreting biblical prophecy
based on the books of Daniel and Revelation along with
the meddlesome Millennium. But it’s not really the
word itself that is the problem, it’s the insistence by its
champions in interpreting Revelation as a literal
calendar of events.
The basis of the various Millennium schemes is that
Jesus will return physically to Earth to rule ‘with an iron
scepter’ (Revelation 2:27) for 1,000 years.
This idea is developed from just six verses of scripture, Revelation 20:1-6, and the outline of most
schemes goes like this:






Jesus will return physically to Earth and set himself up in a rebuilt temple on The Dome of the
Rock in Jerusalem.
He will rule like an Old Testament king, re-institute the temple sacrificial system and the Law,
and administer justice with iron resolve.
Salvation through Faith alone will no longer apply.
Any contact with God will only be possible through physical exposure to King Jesus.
In some schemes, 144,000 Jews will serve as the immortal soldiers of the King.

Now consider more carefully some of the problems caused by this belief system:




The presence of God would then be limited once again to one place in geography and time.
One of the great benefits of the Holy Spirit coming into the world is that any saved person,
anywhere and at any time can enter into the presence of Almighty God.
If the Lord returned to take up long-term residence on Earth, then where would he locate? In
Jerusalem, of course; and a rebuilt Temple would probably be his headquarters. The problem is
that 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 has this to say; “Don’t let anyone deceive you in any way, for that day
will not come until the rebellion occurs and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the man doomed
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to destruction. He will oppose and will exalt himself over everything that is called God or is
worshiped, so that he sets himself up in God’s temple, proclaiming himself to be God.” So, if the
temple is ever to be rebuilt in Jerusalem it will be a sign of the antichrist, not of the return of
Jesus.
During the 1 000 years, there would be many millions of people living on Earth. Would they
remain alive all that time? Would babies be born? But more importantly, how would they be
saved? If Jesus is ruling with a ‘rod of iron’ as the ultimate benign dictator, then what of free will
and what of grace? Would salvation again be a matter of works?
There is also a very serious theological problem with the doctrine of the Millennium that imputes
the value of the Atonement. Revelation 20:1-3 reads; “And I saw an angel coming down out of
heaven, having the key to the Abyss and holding in his hand a great chain. He seized the dragon,
that ancient serpent, who is the devil, or Satan, and bound him for a thousand years. He threw
him into the Abyss, and locked and sealed it over him, to keep him from deceiving the nations
anymore until the thousand years were ended. After that, he must be set free for a short time”. In
terms of a literalistic scheme of interpretation, this would mean that Satan is only “‘bound”
when Jesus returns at the beginning of the 1,000 year period. So what was the crucifixion all
about then? What did Jesus mean when He declared to His disciples two millennia ago that “All
authority in Heaven and on Earth has been given to me” (Matthew 28:18)? And what did Paul
mean when he wrote: ‘And having disarmed the powers and authorities, he made a public
spectacle of them, triumphing over them by the cross’’(Colossians 2:15)? Surely any teaching that
claims that when Jesus died on the cross He did not decisively deal with Satan is seriously in
error and effectively empties the cross of Christ of its power (1 Corinthians 1:17).

What do I believe concerning the 1,000 years referred to in Revelation Chapter 20? Well, I can’t really
state it any better than I did in my book Revelation in the Stars, which is available as a free pdf, should
you wish to read it, HERE
I believe that the millennium is a present reality. Christ ushered it in with his first advent, and it will be
succeeded by the final state at his second coming. I believe that Almighty God has only one plan of
salvation, based on the finished work of Calvary. God saved specific Old Testament saints through their
trust in his grace, and all other believers since have been saved by faith in Jesus Christ. I believe that
there are just two ages – this present age, and the age to come referred to as the new Heaven and
Earth. I believe that at the cross Jesus Christ bound Satan from having authority over humankind, but
that he will loose the devil on Earth near the end of time. Actually, I think that Satan will incarnate as the
final anti-Christ. I believe that the church lives in a world of tribulation, but that this tribulation will grow
progressively worse. At the very end, Jesus will come again, in a single cataclysmic event, to bring
history to its close, and to usher in the final state. He will come with those believers who have
previously died and have been with him in Heaven. As he comes again to Earth, the believers still on
this planet will join him (be raptured) and accompany him to the planet’s surface, where he will judge all
mankind. God will resurrect all humanity with immortal material bodies, both the saved and unsaved,
and all will stand before the judgment seat of Christ. He will banish forever from his presence those
whom he does not know, the unsaved. Those who are his disciples will receive rewards in accordance
with what they have done during their earthly lives. Then this present world will be purified by fire,
destroyed, and remade without the limitations of space and time as we know them. Heaven and Earth
will be one, and God will at last dwell within his creation with his beloved children.
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62. The Book and the Books

The book of Revelation starts with a depiction of God the Father, sitting on His throne with a book
(scroll) in His hands, and it ends with Him opening a set of books.
We are drawing very near to the end of the Revelation Revisited series and so before I explain the
significance of the books of Revelation 20:12, I once again need to present a glimpse of the big picture.
Actually, the part of Revelation we are currently looking at, Chapter 20, provides an excellent basis for
doing just that.
John provides a graphic portrayal of a mighty angel seizing Satan and binding him
for 1,000 years. The thousand years stands as a symbol for the long period of
time between the first and second coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. The devil was
effectively bound when Jesus died and rose again from the grave. From that
moment onward Satan’s authority was stripped from him and he lost the right to
control the lives of all who follow Jesus and are born again of His spirit.
‘You were at one time spiritually dead because of your sins and because you
were Gentiles without the Law. But God has now brought you to life with Christ.
God forgave us all our sins; he cancelled the unfavourable record of our debts
with its binding rules and did away with it completely by nailing it to the cross.
And on that cross Christ freed himself from the power of the spiritual rulers and
authorities; he made a public spectacle of them by leading them as captives in
his victory procession.’ TEV. (Colossians 2:13-15)
Revelation 20:4-6 presents those who become disciples of the Lord Jesus, die
and go to be with Him in heaven where they reign with Him. As part of what he
called ‘a trustworthy saying’, Paul wrote that ‘If we died with him, we will also live with him; if we
endure, we will also reign with him…’ (2 Timothy 2:11-12). Revelation 20:5 describes this as ‘the first
resurrection’. I have written about this in a previous post but essentially the allusion is to the fact that
when a believer dies physically ‘in Christ’ then he or she is then and there resurrected to spiritual life with
Jesus in heaven. When Christ returns these believers will accompany Him and receive, along with all
other people, transformed physical bodies (the second resurrection).
Shortly before Jesus returns to judge and reward, the devil is ‘set free for a short time’. He will deceive
the world into thinking that he is The Christ and will mobilise against the true church of the Lord Jesus.
This is the period of great tribulation and great revival the book of Revelation points us to in passages
such as 7:14 and 11:1-14.
When Jesus comes again it is to reward His disciples and to judge all others. This event is portrayed in
Revelation as the opening of books, and another book which Revelation 20:12 describes as ‘the book of
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life’. God will judge all people, saved and unsaved alike, by what is in the record of our lives. Paul writes
in 2 Corinthians 5:10, ‘For we must all appear before the judgement seat of Christ, that each one may
receive what is due him for the things done while in the body, whether good or bad’.
Here is how I imagine it will be. You will stand before the great throne of God and He will open the
record of your life. As He does so, you will see, in vivid holographic reality, everything you have ever
done, spoken or even thought.
As you review your life in the awesome presence of Almighty God you will realise with clarity that
there is nothing in the records that merit your acceptance by Him and your continuing existence with
Him. The prophet Isaiah proclaimed that “All of us have become like one who is unclean, and all our
righteous acts are like filthy rags” (Isaiah 64:6). This is so hard for us to own now, but we will see it so
clearly then. But then The Lord will open another record, the Book of Life, and search for your name.
This ‘book’ is written in blood, the blood of the Saviour, and if your name is inscribed in it then, despite
your lack of earned merit, you will be deemed acceptable to God and worthy of eternal life. The entry in
the book is made when you repent of self-serving rebellion against God, confess this to Him, cry out to
Him for mercy, acknowledge that in Jesus Christ alone can you have eternal life, and then receive the
rebirth of your spirit as a gift of grace received by faith.
This is the eternal Gospel, the Good News of salvation in Christ Jesus.
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63. The New Earth

The very first seven words of the Bible are, ‘In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth’,
and the first seven words of Revelation 21 are, ‘Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth’.
Seven is a number that occurs many times in the Bible, particularly the book of Revelation, and
symbolises ‘completion’. So now, as we come to the final chapters of Revelation, we find the cycle of
creation completed and a new cycle inaugurated. Revelation 21:1, which I have just quoted, continues
with the words, ‘for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away, and there was no longer any
sea’. Other scriptures also describe something of how the old heavens and earth will pass away, for
instance, 2 Peter 3:10 has; ‘On that Day the heavens will disappear with a shrill noise, the heavenly
bodies will burn up and be destroyed, and the earth with everything in it will vanish’ (TEV). Isaiah
prophesied the end of the old with the words; ‘All the stars of the heavens will be dissolved and the sky
rolled up like a scroll; all the starry host will fall like withered leaves from the vine, like shrivelled figs
from the fig tree’ (Isaiah 34:4). John echoed these words in Revelation 6:13-14 where he wrote; ‘the
stars in the sky fell to earth, as late figs drop from a fig tree when shaken by a strong wind. The sky
receded like a scroll, rolling up, and every mountain and island was removed from its place’.
The specific detail that ‘there was no longer any sea’ is interesting. I believe that John was connecting
us back to the Genesis account of the first creation where it states that ‘the earth was formless and
empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters’
(Genesis 1:2). What I understand from this is that John wants us to know that the new creation will not
be a gradual process like the first, but will be brought about in a sudden and swift manner. There could
also be a second level of meaning to the absence of any sea because ‘sea’ in Old Testament times was
sometimes seen as the breeding ground of evil, the place of the unsaved dead, and a symbol of
rebellious nations – so the new world will not contain any of these elements.
Although from verse 2 of Revelation 21 the symbol of a city,
the New Jerusalem, replaces the ‘new world’ analogy, I am
going to stick with it a while longer to draw out some of the
other connections back to the Genesis account of the first
creation. Genesis 1:16 records that on the fourth day ‘God
made two great lights — the greater light to govern the day
and the lesser light to govern the night’ but Revelation 21:23
states that the new creation ‘does not need the sun or the
moon to shine on it, for the glory of God gives it light, and
the Lamb is its lamp’. Genesis 2 tells of how God created a
place for mankind described as a ‘garden in the east, in Eden’,
(Genesis 2:8) and how a river watered this garden. In
Revelation 22 we read of a ‘river of the water of life’ flowing
down the centre of the new creation. Genesis also records the
trees that God planted in Eden to provide food, as well as with the Tree of Life. Revelation carries this
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imagery into the new creation with the words; ‘On each side of the river stood the tree of life, bearing
twelve crops of fruit, yielding its fruit every month. And the leaves of the tree are for the healing of the
nations’ (Revelation 22:2).
The central idea of all of these comparisons is that the new creation will be superior to the first.
‘There will be no more death or mourning or crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away’
(Revelation 21:2), and ‘No longer will there be any curse’ (Revelation 22:3). Of course, the biggest
difference between the old and new creations is God’s direct presence with His people. In the old
creation God was personally and directly present with His people relatively infrequently, for example:




In His meetings with Moses in the Tabernacle,
In His few personal manifestations to the prophets, and finally,
During the short life of Jesus of Nazareth.

Since then God has been indirectly present in and through His church through the ministry of the Holy
Spirit… but in the new creation, He will dwell permanently with His people. ‘Now the dwelling of God is
with men, and he will live with them’ (Revelation 21:3) See also Revelation 21:22 and 22:3-4.
The old creation started with God walking in the garden with Adam and Eve, but, as we know, the sin of
rebellion soon ruined everything. In the new creation there will be no more sin, nor even the possibility
of it, for the devil and all his followers will be removed and only God and His people remain.
And the truly good news is that if you and I know Jesus as Saviour and continue to follow Him as Lord,
then we will one day experience the new creation, the HeavenEarth, the eternal dwelling of God with
His people. Amen!
In my next and probably last post in this series, I plan to show how the New Jerusalem depicts not only
the final state of creation but also the church throughout the ages… I am looking forward to writing
about this!
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64. The City of Light

When I was sixteen years old I wrote a poem that contained the words, ‘Deep down in the folds of
time, hid from the mortal eye, lies a city of light and love that calls us when we die.’
Chapter 21 of Revelation contains a graphic description of the Holy City, the New Jerusalem which
comes down from heaven, radiant as a bride. Its dimensions are incomprehensibly big; about 2,200
kilometres wide, long and high, and its walls are thicker than an Olympic sized swimming pool is long!
Everything in Revelation is profoundly symbolic, so we should not be expecting a planetoid size city
walloping down onto the earth anytime soon. No, in Revelation, the city of Babylon stands for all that
is not of God and the city of Jerusalem stands for all that is of God. In a more specific sense, it
represents both the Old Testament people of God and the Church that Jesus founded. It is shown as
coming down from heaven because the church truly is ‘from above’ born of spirit and fire (Acts 2) and
with the ascended Lord Jesus as its head.
What is more, the church in heaven, consisting of the redeemed of the Lord, will accompany Jesus from
heaven to earth when He comes again in glory.
The identity of the New Jerusalem as both the Old and New Testament people of God is borne out by
the description in Revelation 21:12 of the twelve gates of the city each bearing the name of one of the
twelve tribes of Israel, and its twelve foundations bearing the names of Jesus’ twelve apostles (21:14).
Its dimensions are 12,000 cubits wide and 12,000 cubits long. 12,000 x 12,000 = 144,000 which is the
symbolic number of those who bore the name of Jesus and the Father in Revelation 14:1. It’s walls are
also about 64 meters (144 cubits) thick. Do please remember that THESE ARE SYMBOLIC images.
This is what John wrote concerning the Holy City, the New Jerusalem, the City of Light …
‘I did not see a temple in the city, because the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are its temple. The city
does not need the sun or the moon to shine on it, for the glory of God gives it light, and the Lamb is its
lamp. The nations will walk by its light, and the kings of the earth will bring their splendour into it. On no
day will its gates ever be shut, for there will be no night there. The glory and honour of the nations will
be brought into it. Nothing impure will ever enter it, nor will anyone who does what is shameful or
deceitful, but only those whose names are written in the Lamb’s book of life’. (Revelation 21:22-27)
Next, John gives us a wonderful insight into the City of Light; he tells us that the Garden of Eden is within
the city, but it is greater than the original garden. The river of the water of life flows from the throne of
God down the middle of the great street of the city (Revelation 22:1-2). There is not just one Tree of Life
but instead, there are 12, with 6 on either side of the river, bearing fruit every month. (22:2). John
records that ‘There will be no more night. They will not need the light of a lamp or the light of the sun,
for the Lord God will give them light‘ (22:5).
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God walked with His people in the Garden of Eden, He met
with the representative of His people in the Tabernacle and
the Temple, He lives within His church (Ephesians 2:22), and
He is soon to dwell for ever with His children in the New
HeavenEarth. John writes; ‘And I heard a loud voice from
the throne saying, “Now the dwelling of God is with men,
and he will live with them. They will be his people, and God
himself will be with them and be their God. He will wipe
every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or
mourning or crying or pain, for the old order of things has
passed away.”’ (Revelation 21:3-4)
The book of Revelation closes with a three-fold promise;
“Behold, I am coming soon!” (22:7)… and again, “Behold, I
am coming soon! My reward is with me, and I will give to
everyone according to what he has done. I am the Alpha
and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and
the End” (22:12-13)… and yet again, “Yes, I am coming
soon.” (22:20).
What more is there to say except ‘The Spirit and the bride say, “Come!” And let him who hears say,
“Come!” Whoever is thirsty, let him come; and whoever wishes, let him take the free gift of the water
of life’ (22:17).
Amen

The End

If you benefitted from this, or have any questions or queries, please don’t hesitate in contacting me at
mailto:truthisthewordsite@gamil.com or go to www.truthistheword.com to read more.
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